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Nasty  surplrise for pool project 
' 1 ~ ~ " 
• sunshine, kids a few of hundreds who realized last week Swinging thm~gh !the these are 
that summer's;here to stay. The annual migration of the West Coast Amusements carnival 
through Terra~.e was the occasion for some sensational fun. 
Promoters of the project are 
willing to Uilk - -  but about all 
they're able to say is that there's 
really no explanation at this 
point and nothing can be done 
until Inselberg studies the bids 
and comes back with some 
recommendations. 
Scott says that once that's 
done their options could take 
almost any form. It could be 
theymight have to re-evaluate 
the project and select only those 
items that are felt to be absolute- 
ly necessary, or, if it is felt the 
project is important enough to 
the Community, they could go 
back to referendum and, if ap- 
proved, go ahead with the pro- 
ject as planned. 
When asked how the estimate 
and the bids could be so far 
apart, Terrace H&H Builders 
spokesman Dennis Palmu said, 
it's difficult to explain, but not 
an unusual situation. He ,said the 
difference probably centers 
around the fact that the project 
contained so many renovations. 
He explained that the usual 
:The cost of the swimming 
pool expansion -- Terrace's Ex- 
pc legacy project --~ may have 
risen beyond reach, but city of. 
ficials and politicians are saying, 
"don't panic". Although it was 
a shock to find that the only two 
bids submitted were more than 
40 percent over the estimate, 
they say there's a lot that can be 
done to get the project, or at 
le~t a revised version of it, 
underway. 
A preliminary estimate for the 
expansion was done in 1985 and 
it was thought at that time that 
the project would cost about 
$400,000. 
But Superintendent of Parks 
and Recreation Steve Scott said 
that number was just "grabbed 
out of the air" and was not bas- 
ed on any study. He said its only 
purpose was for the application 
of an Expo Legacy Grant which 
was awarded last year when a 
grant of $162,900 was announc 
ed. 
With the Expo grant in hand, 
the city hired" architect Alex In- 
selberg to draw up a formal p!an 
which could theq be meal to:go 
to tender and get the proj'ect 
underway. ; i v 
Inselberg's',est"Hnate came in at 
$502,000 and co~ncilidecided to 
go to referendu~ lastiNovember 
for the additional. $350,000 they 
would need to Co~nplete the pro- 
ject. This eaus~d som~ cOn- 
troversy, but.when the final Vote 
was in it had !passed easily. 
About two-thirds :of those 
casting ballots s~d, '~Yes".' 
There were "minimal" revi- 
sions to the ~lan ~after the 
referendum says :Scott but tkere 
was an adjustm~t made to the 
original estimate a few weeks 
ago and it .wa~ infreasedl to 
$565,000. ' J • ~ . ~ ' 
However, t, his adjustment was 
far less than bidding ~ntractors 
felt was needed, When the sealed 
bids were opened, ~ehbrecht 
Developments o~ B~ums Lake 
said they could do t~e job for 
$806,00ff Imd .,Terr!ice H&H 
Builders said it w~uld q~st 
$836,400. : 
i 
procedure in developing an 
estimate isfor the architect to do 
the initial design and then rely 
on electrical, structural and 
mechanical consultants o come 
up with a cost. 
Paimu says this system works 
fine when working on a new 
structure, but renovations can 
cost two to three times more 
than new building and there are 
often differences between the 
estimate and bids. 
As examples, Palmu cited the 
cases of a B.C. Hydro project in 
Terrace estimated at $400,000 
for which the lowest bid was 
$717,000, the Alcan Building 
554 project estimated at 
$450,000 with a low tender of 
$655,000 and a hotel project in 
Hazelton which attracted bids in 
the $1 million bracket and was 
scrapped entirely. 
Mayor Jack Talstra says that 
once Inselberg's recommenda- 
tions come back to council, the 
options will be discussed and a 
decision will be made, 
No panic 
on flight 
...... TERRACE --  Ray Tremblay is 
~: '::: ...... one local resident who has a bet- • 
ter appreciation for the ability of Ill 
a Boeing 737 to fly on one :" 
engine. A passenger on last 
Saturday's CAI flight from Van- 
couver to Terrace, Tremblay 
said there was no noticeable dif- 
ference after the starboard 
.engine was shut down during 
their approach to the Terrace 
Airport. "The landing was 
smooth,', he said. "No prob- 
ii I lem." 
{ill! . Tremblay said it was a routine 
i:!i'.'~'  flight until the plane was over 
On ion  Lake and the captain's 
"voice came on the intercom, say- 
i~ /  ing they had an orange indicator 
// : ~ v for one engine and they were go- 
i~/ ::.iI/ ing to shut it down as a precau' 
v ~ ...... tionary measure. 
According to ' Tremblay, 
~ i i  ! passengers were then told they 
would be landing with one 
engine and to assume the crash 
position. But he said there was 
: i :~  nothing to alarm the passengers, 
no .change in the feel of the air- 
.... ~°i craft and no change'in sound . . . .  ~. 
{}:' ~' Th, e,;arning went unheeded. 
was not even aware that the 
thing had been shut down. I 
couldn't feel a thing," he said. 
"Everybody just sat back. 
Nobody even bent down." 
One concern on the part of the 
crew may have been the length 
of the Terrace runway. 
"Having a short runway like 
you do in Terrace, you have to 
use the reverse thrusters to stop 
the aircraft," Tremblay said. 
"But he put it down, put the one 
reverse thruster on, and you just • 
felt a bit of a sideways pull. And 
even with that, he didn't use the 
whole runway to stop and turn 
around.'" 
The only inconvenience in the 
whole affair, according to 
Tremblay, was the hour it took 
for CAI to sort out their 
priorities before local pass.engers 
could claim their luggage and be 
on their way. 
• Terry Morris, CAI manager in 
Terrace said that there was a 
20-minute delay in unloading 
passenger luggage and this again 
was a precautionary measure. 
He explained that a single 
engine landing requires •more 
braking power to the wheels of 
the aircraft, which causes 
overheating. This can be a 
hazard to the crew that unloads 
cargo, so standard procedure is 
to allow a 20-minute cooling off 
per iod .  ~-. 
He said the engine was check- 
ed and found to be operational; 
• the problem was attributed to a 
faulty indicator. The aircraft 
was then flown back to Van- 
couver. 
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Lawyer 
flies to 
appeal 
Douglas 
sentence 
..~:.. 
Defence attorney Mark 
Takahashi of Smithers has filed 
for an appeal hearing in an at- 
tempt to have the nine-year 
sentence handed down to con- 
victed sex offender William 
Gareth Douglas reduced. No 
• date has been set, but Takahashi 
believes the hearing will be 
scheduled for sometime next 
fall. 
Terrace fireflghters were on the scone within minutes of being notified, but they still couldn't save this storage 
shed on the Cote property at 4523 Scott Ave. A member of the Fire Commissioner's office from Prince George is 
investigating the cause of the fire. 
Douglas was sentenced tonine 
years in prison by Judge George 
Lamperson in March after being 
found guilty on 12 counts of 
gross indecency involving seven 
native boys between the ages of 
eight and 12 while he was serving 
as the Salvation Army Minister 
in Canyon 'City during the 
1960's. 
Terrace Crown Counsel Vern 
SUSPICIOUS BLAZES UNDER SCRUTINY vr°lickaskedLampers°n f ra20.year term. After s ntencing 
he said he may file an appeal due 
Three fires occurred near a 
six-block section of Kalum St. 
during a six-day period last 
week, and two o f  them are still 
under investigation. 
The first occurred on Tues- 
day, April 26 at 5:10 p.m. A 
grass fire was reported at the 
Olson Ave.--Hanson St. inter- 
section near the base of Terrace 
Mountain. According to Fire 
Chief Cliff Best the fire would 
have • rapidly spread up the 
hillside i f  it hadn't been for 
some quick.thinking teenagers 
who started a "regular bucket 
brigade" and had the fire under 
control before the fire depart- 
ment arrived. Best said the fire 
was started by children playing 
with matches. 
The next two fires occurred 
last Sunday and both are regard- 
ed as suspicious in nature. At 
2:30 p.m. a fire was reported in 
a storage shed at the rear of the 
Robert Cote residence at 4523 
Scott. The fire spread rapidly 
and totally destroyed the struc. 
ture. 
According to Best, there was a 
hole burned in the floor just in- 
side the entrance to the shed and 
the RCMP are investigating the 
cause of the fire. Cote and his 
wife are both non-smokers and 
the shed was not wired for elec- 
tricity. 
The rear of the Cote property 
borders on a grassy lane right- 
of-way which is frequented by 
children, and Cote says it's a 
potential hazard that should be 
addressed by the city. He said 
that only a few weeks before, 
children had started a fire in the 
grass behind the shed. The fire 
was extinguished by neighbors. 
Cote said that he had been 
eleaning the shed on Saturday 
and had removed most of his 
belongings, hut items stored by 
friends and a motorcycle were 
destroyed. There was no esti. 
mate of the damage. 
The final fire occurred at the 
Terrace Co-op Garden Centre at 
9:05 p.m. the same day and re- 
sulted in damage which prelimi- 
nary estimates have set at about 
$20,000. Best said the cause of 
the fire was "suspicious" and 
little information could be 
released until a member of the 
Fire Commissioner's office in 
Prince George completes an in- 
vestigation. 
He said Co-op staff arrive(I at 
the scene quickly and warned 
firefighters of possible danger 
due to pesticides tored in a 
metal, fire-resistant room. 
However, Best said the fire 
was halted before reaching the 
Weather report 
Forecast: Mostly unset- 
tled and mainly cloudy 
with a few sunny morn-. 
ings and af ternoon 
showers. Clearing with 
sunny periods near the 
end of the week. After- 
noon highs of 12 and over- 
night lows to 0. 
Date Hi Lo 
Apr. 25 14 3 
Apr. 26 15 6 
Apr. 27 11 6 
Apr. 28 15 6 
Apr. 29 11 5 
Apr. 30 11 3 
May 1 8 0 
Prec. 
nil 
nil 
2.6 mm 
4.0 mm 
0.8 mm 
nil 
0.2 mm 
Real Estate 
~ By Hans Stach ~ 
DANGER OF 
WRONG PRICING 
Since htJman nature is predictable, there is a better than 
even chance that you'll put the wrong selling price on your 
home if you arrive at it yourself. 
You may price it far above its fair market value because 
of sentimental attachment, expenditures you. have made, 
or by heeding a well-meaning friend's advice. A home re- 
maining on themarket for months dueto over-pricing, fre- 
quently becomes a "White Elephant"; It eventually sells for 
a much lower figure than it would have brought originally 
had it been priced realistically. 
On the other hand, you might under-price it because of 
unfamiliarity with the local market, This would be financial 
folly. Your safest bet is to list your home with a real estate 
agent who will help you price it correctly from the start and 
sell it for the best profit. 
If there is anything I can do to help you in the 
field of real estate, please phone, or drop in at: 
ClNTURY |1 Wlllhtman & f~tlth Ilealtlf Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. ' 
OFPICI= i l l ,  i l l 1  HOMIlz. i l l .STIt 
I am here  to helpl 
1 i i i 
A RI F,~ 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
tAURUS 
Apr. 20.blay.20 
(;EMINI 
May 21.June 20 
CANCER 
,hme 21.July 22 
I.EO 
July 23.Aag. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23.Sept. 22 
I,IBRA 
Sepl. 23-Ocl. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Now-21 
sAGrl-rARIUs 
Nov. 22-1)¢e. 2I 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 2Z-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20.Feb. Ig 
PISCF.S 
Feb. 19-Mir. 20 
Striveto be practi¢,ll regarding appeals nlade to 
your sympathies by friends and others. Be dis- 
criminalory. 
Give thought Io awakening potentialities of talent. 
You gain most by keeping emolions ou an even 
keel. There's no time for moodiness. 
Concentrate on working out ideas and bring- 
ing about successful endings. Be considerate of
those close to you. 
There is an elcmcnl of risk in your immediate 
circle. I.ook for long lerm possibilities rather 
Ihan immediate results. 
Your rcpulalion or prestige is altered iu sonic 
fashion. A flexible approach is essential to assure 
benefit. 
Others look IO you for guidance and advice. Stay 
alert o changing patlcrns, and give the best you've 
got. 
Make adjustments in your financial relations as 
the need arises. A warm relationship can cloud 
the piciure. 
Your energetic approach to gellillg Ihe hotise 
slicked up creates an extremely upsetting condi- 
lion. Gel it back in order. 
Cent facts nr legal disputes may develop i l l lo full 
blown disagreemenls. Exercise caulion while . 
driving. 
A strong desire in acquire treasnres conld bring 
difficulties [or you. Be careful in dealing with 
one ofqueslio||able repute. ~" 
Any form of'physical aclivily, whetl|er for recrea- 
tion or making a living, is a good release for that  
hlg!t powered energy source. 
The mind sometimes does play tricks on us. Some. 
limes these strange flashes have an important 
message. 
BERT'S DELICATESSEN 
WE HA VE.. 
,.,a large variety of 
meals, cheeses, European 
novelties, super 
sandwiches, fresh salads.• 
We cater for large and 
small parties and picnics. 
• 1135,6440 
4603 Park Ave. Terrace (across from the library) 
I I I 
pesticides and no dangerous to the brevity of the sentence. 
chemicals were released into the Douglas could be released on 
atmosphere, parole as early as March, 19.91, 
According to Best, the Ter- and Frolick fears he could still 
race Co-op was the victim of be a danger to society at that ~ 
vandalism earlier in the year. On time. : 
March 12 a wooden garbage Takahashi hadsuggested  
container near the Builders Cen- earlier that a one to two year 
tre was set on fire. sentence would be appropriate. 
[ 
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Your Week Ahead Horoscope , :; 
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Majordevelopment e.yed for downtown 
If the current trend of ting a majorfacelift through ex- According to Guy, the in- of concepts and preliminary have to seriously look at some 
economic growth continues in 
the Terrace area and is reflected 
in an increased demand for retail 
space in the downtown core, the 
Terrace Shopping Centre -- 
presently home for Canada 
Safeway, Woolthworth's and 
pansion and renovations. This vestors group is just beginning a 
in format ion  comes from "24-month project" to study the 
Okanagan Holdings' Real Estate expansion and renovation of the 
Vice President, Bob Guy of shopping center. It could involve 
a major expanszon on their 
Kelowna. holdings from Emerson to the 
Skeena Mall c with an overhead 
by Tod SlraehB walkway spanning Ottawa 
Street, a simple renovation of 
the existing buildings, or 
nothing at all. 
Guy says there has been a 
"fairly strong interest in the 
redevelopment" andthey are 
presently working on a varietY_ 
other merchants could be get- 
Funding renewed for 
Friendship Centre 
layouts. He adds that, until it is 
clear who is involved and exactly 
what it is they're looking for, it's 
impossible to predict exactly 
what form the project will take. 
He also pointed out that their 
first consideration is for the cur- 
rent tenants of the existing 
building, some of whom still 
have two years left on their 
lease. 
However, he is confident that 
"something" will happen. "It 
has to," says Guy. "The center 
is to that state now where we 
form of redevelopment or 
renovation. Not on the scale of 
Skeena Mall, but I certainly 
think we can do a very nice job 
on a long-term basis to enhance 
that area." 
The board chairman for the 
group, Terrace resident Fred 
Weber, says Okanagan Holdings 
has faith in the economic future 
of the Northwest and has in- 
dicated this through their recent 
$1 million plus renovation of the 
Smithers hopping center. 
continued on page 29 
The Minister responsible for 
Native Aff~rs, Stephen Rogers, 
recently announced budget ap- 
proval of $440,000 in grants 
available to the 22 native friend- 
ship centers in B.C. These 
grants, provided through the 
First Citizens' Fund, will be used 
for program directors' salaries. 
Kermode Friendship Society 
executive director Joanne Peters 
said friendship centers weren't 
sure whether or not they would 
see this funding for the 1988/89 
fiscal year. Kermode will now be 
receiving $20,000 from the fund. 
-Program director Vernon 
Joseph said he was relieved to 
hear his contract will be renewed 
until March 31/89. 
Joseph has been working as 
program director since late 
January, and has been busy 
planning and running recrea- 
tional programs, including an 
after-school program for school- 
aged children and mens and 
womens' basketball and indoor 
soccer. He hopes to hire older 
students this summer to run a 
day camp for children and has 
been working on establishing a
peer counselling roup. 
His work with youth also in- 
Gas bar proposed by Little Park 
An application for rezoning 
the northwest corner of the 
Kaium St. --  Davis Ave. in- 
tersection from Residential to 
Central Commercial has been 
filed with the city. The proposed 
development for the site is a gas 
bar that will include a service 
station, grocery store, and 
possibly a laundromat. 
A similar application filed by 
Terrace Shell Car Wash, located 
on the corner of Kalum St. and 
Olson Ave. was opposed by San- 
dy's Grocery on Kalum St., who 
failed to convince council it 
would be a bad move for the 
neighborhood. 
On hearing of the application, 
Terrace Shell owner-manager 
Giannino Pretto said, "Com- 
petition is welcome. The one 
that serves the customer the best 
gets the business." 
However, he expressed con- 
cern over the location, saying 
any commercial development in 
that area is a poor idea because 
of its proximity to the Arena hill 
and George Little Memorial 
Park. He said that the noise and 
traffic created by a service sta- 
tion would spoil the atmosphere 
of the park. 
Council has sent the applica- 
tion to the Planning and Public 
Works Committee for a recom- 
mendation, and if it passes that 
stage and is approved by council 
the application will go to a 
public meeting to be held later in 
the year. ' eluded taking in a recent con- 
Bike  sa fe ty  ference °rganized bY and f°r I BCI" native youth in Bella Coola, and 
c o u r s e s e t encouraging young people to at- OPPORTUNmES tend the a nual eld rs' gather- 
ing. The Muks-Kum-O1 elders 
May I to 7 is Motorcycle Safe- are currently doing some fund- 
ty Week and one of the first raising so they can attend this 
things motorcyclists can do to 
celebrate this event is to register 
for "Gearing Up", Canada 
Safety Council's motorcycle 
skills course. 
"Gearing Up" is new in the 
Northwest, and although a ses- 
sion hasn't yet been scheduled 
for Terrace, local riders can stiff 
sign up at Northwest Communi- 
ty College. A date will be set 
when sufficient interest has been 
shown. The program is being 
taught in the north by Lorne 
David of the Saferiders Motor- 
cycle School in Houston. 
August's gathering in Port AI- 
herni. "Our elders have a lot to 
say and it's important the youth 
be there to hear it and learn 
from them," Joseph said. 
Other funding announced by 
the provincial government in- 
cluded $210,000 for B.C. native 
student post-secondary bursar- 
ies, $5,000 towards the B.C. As- 
sociation of Friendship Centres 
annual conference, and $2,425 
for the United Native Nations 
Friendship Centre in Vernon to 
assist their Cultural Enhance- 
ment Program. 
Jaycees elect executive 
The Terrace Jaycees recently announced the results of executive 
elections held April 13. Officers to serve for the club over the com- 
ing year are president Jim Bell, internal vice-president Guy 
Belanger, external vice-president Don Suttis, secretary-treasurer 
Brian Champlin and honorary president James Gilham. 
Everyth ing You Wanted  to Know about  
F-R,4 NCH///SE.  
A WORKSHOP AND SEMINAR 
Inn of the West, 
Terrace, B.C. 
May 6- 7, 1988 
Cost: 
$50.00 includes meal and Materials. 
Application available from: 
City Hall, 3215 Eby Street. 
or F.B.D.B., 4641 Lazelle Ave. 
O 
I 
F~l~,alBusiness 
...~,m..,,..~ CO-SPONSoRED 
I 
8/4c  
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
British Columbia Provincial Highway 
and Bridge Maintenance 
• 100 Mile House-Lillooet 
• Terrace 
• Prince Rupert 
The Government ofBritish Columbia is creating new business opportunities 
and encouraging regional development through government restructuring, 
• involving privatization. As part of the privatization plan, the Province of 
British Columbia is inviting proposals for contract areas: 
• #16 - 100 Mile House-Lillooet 
• #26 - Terrace 
• #27-  Prince Rupert 
Parties may make proposals on one or more of these contract areas,,-. 
but a separate proposal will be required for each contract area. 
The successful contractor will be responsible for direct delivery of 
specific maintenance s rvices and for ensuring that business opportunities 
for small operators are retained through competitive sub -contracting. 
Proponents are advised that the Province, among other objectives, is
interested inproposals which provide job continuity for existing employees, 
create opportunities for employees toshare in ownership and which stimulate 
regional economic development. Other things being equal, preference will be 
given to any bid from a qualified employee group that is within five percent 
of a bid from persons who are not employees. 
Summary information isavailable at no charge from the Project Director 
as noted below. 
You can receive adetailed request for proposal for any of these contract 
areas, by sending a non-refundable c rtified cheque for $500 for each contract 
• area, payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations, to: 
Project Director 
Highway and Bridge Maintenance _ . _ 
Government Restructuring Privatization Wormng uroup 
548 Mi©higan Street 
Victoria, British Columbia 
118V 153 
(Telephone: (604) 356.8337)  
A bidders conference will be held on: , ,. 
• #16 - I00 Mile House- LiUooet- May 24,1988 : ......... :~ .... 
• #26 - Terrace- May 13, 1988 
• #27 - Prince Rupert- May 13, I988 , 
for those parties who have purchased the detailed information package. 
All enquiries hould be made to the Project Director. 
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Little Theatr 
cleans up at 
Drama Festival 
i!@ii(ii:/~) !ii ~ 
~ ii: ~i ~/!~il 
The Terrace Little Theatre's 
modern production of a 
600-year-old play took four of 
seven awards presented at the 
Skeena Zone Drama Festival 
held in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
last weekend. 
Adjudicator Voni Grindler 
called the decision to stage The 
Creation, and the Fall of Lucifer 
"a  brave cho ice" .  The 
20-minute play is one of  48 in 
the York Cycle of miracle plays 
that were devised to illustrate 
teachings of the church in 14th 
century England. Grindler said 
the miracle plays represent the 
very beginnings of English 
drama. 
The play opens with a modern 
adaptation of plainsong flowing 
through the theatre and the mild 
voice of God - portrayed here by 
Margaret Sinjur - describing in 
cadenced, alliterative verse the 
creation. Due to an initial im- 
balance in the sound and voice, 
the language in the first two 
minutes of the play was over- 
whelmed, but even so the 
oceanic sweep of the music and 
Sinjur's serene monologue com- 
bined to convey a pleasant im- 
pression of light moving across 
the waters. 
Lucifer, played by Daniel 
Barns~vell, is introduced through 
the use of an overhead spotlight 
as the light-bringer, greatest of 
archangels, and begins a mono- 
logue of sdf-disovery. At the 
height of rapturing over his own 
strength and beauty, the Fall 
begins. As he plummets back- 
ward off stage, one angel who 
reaches out in aid falls with him. 
The next scene shows both 
Lucifer and the other fallen 
angel as silhouettes within a very 
convincing imitation of Hell rig- 
ged up by technician Dave Bat- 
tison, a sort of transparent well 
lit from below by red lights. The 
characters are seen as writhing 
and tormented shadows of su- 
pernatural size and proportion, 
howling out curses at their fate 
and each other. The piece con- 
cludes with affirmation in verse 
among God and the remaining 
angels of the whole of creation: 
heaven, hell, and the firmament. 
Grindler strongly commended 
the production during her public 
adjudication at the end of the 
evening, saying it featured ex- 
cellent set design, a strong 
presentation and a fine direc- 
tional eye. Richard Wood re- 
Ceived the award for best di- 
rector, Dave Battison was recog- 
nized for best set design, Daniel 
Barnswell was named best actor, 
and the overall production was 
named best play - it will repre- 
sent the Skeena zone at 
Mainstage '88 in Victoria at the 
end of May. 
The remaining awards went to 
Robert Dugdale of Kitimat's On 
Cue Players as best supporting 
actor, Sylvia Zebroff of Prince 
Rupert's Harbour Theatre as 
tress, and the Special Merit 
Backstage award went to the On 
Cue Players. 
Grindler also gave certificates 
of merit to Kitimat actor Le 
Bennett and Terrace Little 
Theatre actress Charlotte 
Sch0eps, and award for most 
promising actor to Harbour 
Theatre member Travis Oates, 
most promising actress to the 
Harbour Theatre's Tami Caji, 
and she gave special recognition 
to Sylvia Zebroff of Prince 
Rupert, who wrote and acted in 
an original play for the festival. 
Grindler selected the Bulkley 
Valley Players production of 
Tom Cone's Cubistique to 
represent the zone at the B.C. 
Festival of the Arts. 
The Terrace Community Band Is one step closer to national competition In Calgary hater 
this month thanks to the Terrace Co-op who have donated $500 in return for a performance 
in the store's concourse last Friday night. 
Seniors housing society meets tonight 
A meeting to select a board of Recently about 50 people at- closely grouped for convenience tiations are presently underway( : 
tended a meeting at the Happy 
Gang Centre to learn more 
about affordable seniors' hous- 
ing from Harry Schmidt of Har- 
wood Industries Ltd., who 
described one of his projects, 
Greenland Park in Richmond, 
as "a unique community plan- 
ned for retired and semi-retired 
persons". 
According to Schmidt, Green- 
land Park consists of several 
acres of attractively andscaped 
property with several 
condominium-style buildings 
and security. 
He says that each unit sells for 
$52,000, costs the owner only 
$75 per month for utilities and 
maintenance, and contains near- 
ly 1,000 square feet of living 
space with storage and a patio or 
balcony overlooking a courtyard 
of flowers, shrubs, walkways 
and lawns. The two-bedroom 
units also contain space for hob- through the board and prices are. 
bies or guests, plus a washer and fixed. Tfiis means the society has 
dryer, control of the complex and no 
Gair says-'a similar project is one can purchase a unit simply 
planned for Terrace and nego- for speculation. .. 
for a site close to the downtown 
core. He said an initial : 
downpayment will be required 
as a guarantee of purchase and 
each unit must be paid o f f  
before the owner moves in. 
One of the main advantages 
Gair sees in a board-managed 
complex is that all sales, must go 
, ! 
T,I  DINING:" 
GUIDE 
Mpper 
Gr i l l  at  the  
errace Hotel 
features International Dinners 
All you can eat for 
$4.99 
)n.-Italian Night ~ Thurs..Indonesian Night 
es.-English Night Fri.-Orlental Night 
ed.-Spanish Night Sat.-Canada Day 
3ily Luncheon & Dinner Buffet $6.75 Sunday Brunch $5.95 
Fine Dining 
in quiet surroundings! 
~~J~T 5 p.m. -- 10 p.m. 4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
Polly's Care. 
~ Chines¢ & Western Cuisine 
Mon.--Thurs. 10:30 a.m. - -  midn ight  
Frl. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. -- 1 a,m. 
• =~unday 12:00 a.m. -- 10 p.m. 
638.1848 or 638.8034 
Try our Greek Specials 
Bast Pizza in Town 
FREE DELIVERY FULLY LICENCED 
• 635-7229 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
• . G IM 'S  
RESTAURANT 
Y Chinese & Canadian Food '~"~-  
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 1[):\~, • 
Men - Wed 11:30 a.m. -- IO:OO p.m. ~ 
Thursday 11:30 a.m. -- I1:00 p.m.S,l /  
~ Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. -- I;OOa.m. 
I0. O0 p. m Sunday 12:00 a.m. • "635-6111 
directors for the Skeena Seniors 
Housing Society is scheduled for 
tonight at the Happy Gang Cen- 
tre at 7:30 p.m. A committee of  
the society has dnne the ground- 
work for a low-cost seniors' 
housing project, and committee 
chairman Lou Gair says it is now 
time to elect a permanent board 
and get down to serious 
business. 
Charitable 
confusion 
The B.C. and Yukon Division 
of the Canadian Cancer Society 
recently released the following 
advisory for anyone intending to 
make a donation to the Cancer 
Society. 
Once again, just When the 
Canadian Cancer Society has 
mobilized its 7,000 volunteers in 
British Columbia nd the Yukon 
for  its annual campaign, a 
Montreal-based organization - -  
the Cancer Research Society Inc. 
has mailed a solicitation letter 
to residents of  this province. 
This group has no connection 
with the Canadian Cancer Socie- 
ty; in fact, its grants are offered 
virtually entirely to researchers 
in Eastern Canada. On the other 
• hand, the National Cancer In- 
stitute of Canada, the research 
arm of the Canadian Cancer 
Society, has just announced over 
$2.8 million worth of operating 
grants to B.C. researchers, 
students and major programs. 
Please be advised that thi~ 
organization, with a similal 
name and a vaguely similar logo 
to that of  the Canadian Cancel 
Society, does not offer any con. 
tribution to Education or Pa. 
tient Services. 
best supporting actress, Jenny The Canadian Cancer SocieO ~ 1  46tmGreigAve.. ,orTake.Out 
Feenan from the Bulkley Valley has NO affilitation with thi~ Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 4643 Park Avenue 
Players of Smithers as best ac- agency. Th is  spot could be I 
Clean tender awarded yours  fe rns  l i t t le  as  
• S4.S0 per  week l l  I Ot,  The two-year contract for $1.75 per pair for the first yea . Cozy Atmosphere, 
cleaning and repairing the city's and $1.85  per year for the s (  Terrace Review ' Warm• Hospitality and 
coverall.s has gone to Time cond year. Richards Cleaner 4535Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. ~ Good Food. 
Cleaners. With a bid of $1.70 came inthirdwith abid of $i.9 635-71~10 ' See you soonli 
per pair, Time Cleaners beat per pair, " ' :, :=  .... ...... ~ . . . .  
Spotless Drycleaning who bid . . . . .  • 
~!ii: 
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The Kalum timber supply are~ Is approximately 
500 kilometers long and 10,0 k!lometers wide, It 
contains the three major centers of Terrace, 
Kitimat and Stewart, plus'numerous smaller set- 
tlements with a total population of 35,000. 
LOG PRODUCTION 
Major Licences: 2,454,570 m3 (cubic metres) 
Estimated value: $69,000,000 
Small Business Forest Enterprise Program: 308,430 m3 
Estimated value: $8,600,000 
LUMBER PRODUCTION 
323,000,000 board feet. 
Estimated value: $82,000,000 
(enough to build 21,500 three-bedroom homes) 
PAPER PRODUCTION 
Paper and sack kraft: 350,000 metric tonnes 
Estimated value: $188,000,000 
CHIPS 
600,000 m3 (enough to fill 11,500 B-Train trucks) 
. °3  
r , % r  
LOG EXPORTS (primarily from Stewart) 
Softwood (spruce, hemlock, pine, etc.): 353,700 m3 
Deciduous (cottonwood, aspen, birch): 42,000 m3 
6. MAN YEARS* of Employment m ANNUAL PAYROLL ($) 
. 
. 
*(1 person for 12 months) 
$ Logging: 900 
e Milling: 470 
$ Pulpmill: 525 
$ Forest Service: 49 
--  36.0 Million 
--18.1 Million 
--  30.1 Million 
1.5 Million 
SILVICULTURE SUMMARY 
• Site preparation: 4,223 ha 
• Planting: 3,119,000 seedlings on 3,153 ha 
• Stand tending: 484 ha 
Over 40,000,000 trees have been planted in the Kalum District 
since 1965. 
J 
JOBTRAC PROGRAM (1987) 
• Number employed: 199 
• Man days of work: 10,130 
• Type of work: spacing and roadside brushing 
9 .  PROTECTION SUMMARY 
e Number of fires: 46 (10 year average 55) 
• Cost per fire: $3,665.00 (I0 year average $18, 
10. RECREATION SUMMARY 
• Number of recreation sites: 6 
• Number of trails: 15 (totalling 80 km) 
I 1. ENGINEERING SUMMARY 
• Existing Forestry and Logging Roads: 1,335 | 
• Constructed in 1987:164 km 
12. MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS BEING PROCESSED 
5 ..' ' .  " - , '  . . . . . . .  
• Skeena West Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
• IT.F.L. 41 South Blocks --  Eurocan Pulp & Paper Co. 
• Hatchery Creek -- skeena Cellulose Inc. 
13. TIMBER SUPPLY ANALYSIS 
A timber supply analysis is currently under review. The 
recommendations are due in summer, 1988. It is anticipated 
that the final plan will be approved by British Columbia's 
Chief Forester by year end. 
The total allowable annual cut is 2,763,000 cubic 
meters (79,000) truck loads). The area harvested is 
10,000 hectares (ha.) annually (seven times the 
area of Lakelse Lake). 
This is a brief •outline of the economic impact of the fores I industry in our com- 
munities. For further' information contact G.F. Dodd, District Manager, Kalum Forest 
District, B.C. Forest Service, at 638-3290. 
i 
.This Information is brought to you courtesy of the ~ i:~i:7~:: 
Ministry of Foresfs and'Lands, Skeena Cellulose Inc. and Eurocan Pulp and Paper Co, ...... 
, , ,  - 
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OPI N IONS 
I 
• We' re  here  to s tay  
• This issue of the Terrace Review marks die third an- 
community'niversary Ofnewspaper.Terrace'sown l cally owned and. operated 
The Terrace Review was created to fib a void --three 
years ago Terrace did not have a paper it could truly call 
.its own. 
The first year of operation, this paper employed peo- 
ple who had previously worked for a Victoria-owned 
chain of newspapers. They stated that if we could make 
the paper work for a period of two years, we would be 
approached bY the management of this newspaper chain 
to sell our paper to their operation. 
Sure enough, the time came and we were asked to sell 
by this Victoria-owned operation and were told that with 
new employees, they could make the Terrace Review a 
truly professional paper. It was stated at that time that if 
we  did not wish to sell the Terrace Review, a paper 
would be established in Terrace to put us out of 
business. .. 
Through negotiation anything is possible and if the 
right approach was made, it is possible the Terrace 
Review could have been sold. 
However, this was not to be the case and we now have 
another newspaper competing in the Terrace market. 
The policy of the Terrace Review was and still is to 
give fair, honest reporting and to cover the Terrace corn- 
munity news events with as high a level of integrity as 
possible. The idea was certainly not to establish a Ter- 
race paper for the sole reason of profit. 
With a minimum of advertising, we have been able to 
deliver a product our staff is proud of and at the same 
time keep the finances of the paper on an even keel. We 
never have and will not give our advertising away for 
• free. Hard sell pressure advertising sales tactics, hype 
and self promotion are not the way we wish to do 
business. 
The Review is owned, produced, published and 
printed in Terrace. The Terrace Review is the only 
newspaper that can make this claim. 
As a local business, we support this community in the 
same manner as the locally owned drug stores, auto 
dealers, insurance and music stores. It is the locally 
owned business that is the backbone that supports your 
children's sports teams, scholarship awards and the 
many other activities that make life pleasant for Terrace 
residents. 
The Terrace Review, with your support, will continue 
to celebrate many more May l anniversaries. MST 
Terrace Review 
Establ ished May 1, 1985 
The l 'errace Review is publ ished 
each Wednesday by 
Close-Up Bus iness  Services Ltd. 
Publ isher:  
Mark Twyford  
Editor: 
Michael  Kel ly 
. . . .  Staff  Reporters: 
Ted Straohan 
:,- Char lynn Toews 
'7, : Advert is ing Sales: 
" .-i... Marl T in / fo rd  " 
" - Typesett ing:  
. :, L lnda Copeland 
Produci lon:  
J im Hall,  A lv in  Stewart,  
Gurbax  Gi l l ,  L lnda Mercer, 
Ar lene Gaspar 
-~. . . ,  . Office: 
- ., Carrie C leon 
-.:;- Account ing :  
" ' " Marl Twyford 
Second-c lass  mall  
~NA 
All materiel appearing in the Terrace Review Is 
protected under Canadian copyright Reglstra. 
lion No. 362775 and cannot legally be repro- 
duced for any reason without perrnleslon of the 
publisher. 
Effom and mnlailonl. Advertising Is accepted 
on the condition that in the event of 
typographical error, that portion of the advertis. 
Ing space occupied by the erroneous item will 
not be charged for, but the balance of the adver- 
tisement will be paid for at the applicable rate. 
Advertisers must assume responsibility for er- 
rors in any classified ad which Is supplied to the 
Terrace Review In handwritten form. 
In compliance with the B.C. Human Rights Act, 
no advertisement will be published which 
discriminates against a parson due to age, race, 
religion, color, sex, nationality, ancestry or place 
of origin. 
4535 Grelg Avenue,  
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1M7 
Phone: 635-7840 
II 
Om yair 
In Canada 114.00 
Out ol Ganadl i50.00 
Seniors In Terrace and Dlstdct $111.00 
Seniors out of Temlco and District $15.00 
.... : . : registration No. 6896. 
: ~ Let ter I  to the edi tor  wi l l  be considered for pub l i ca t ion  on ly  when signed. 
P lease inc lude  your  te lephone number.  
The edi tor  reserves the right to condense  end edit  letters. Op in ions  
expressed  are not necessar i ly  those of the Terrace Revfew. 
,,, ' -. " 
Technology could solve 
bike safe!oY problem 
by Victoria correspondent , use this interruption justed. 
Mark Collins 
Cyclists must obey the same 
traffic rules as automobile 
drivers, but some technological 
shortcomings in the traffic con- 
trol system are encouraging two- 
wheeled vehicle users to break 
the law. 
The problem occurs at traffic 
lights" which are electronically 
controlled to change only on de- 
mand.  An electrically charged 
wire loop buried just beneath the 
surface of the pavement creates 
a magnetic field which is 
disturbed by the presence of a 
large metal mass such as an 
automobile. When that loop is 
triggered, the traffic light 
changes to allow the vehicle to 
proceed. 
A bicycle, however, does not 
have enough metal in it to trig- 
ger most signals. The triggering 
mechanisms are adjustable, but 
if they are .made sensitive 
enough to respond to a bicycle 
they will also respond falsely to 
a car in the next lane. 
The classic example of this 
problem occurs on  a busy 
highway with a left-hand turn 
lane controlled by a traffic light. 
A bicycle rider wanting to turn 
left rides into the lane and waits 
for the light to change but it 
won't acknowledge his presence 
no matter how long he waits. 
The cyclist then has a number 
of options. He can wait for a car 
to come into the lane behind 
him. That could happen quite 
quickly in the daytime but at 
night when traffic volumes are 
low it could be half an hour 
before a car comes along to 
make that same left turn. 
During this waiting time, the 
fight could change several times 
to let cross traffic through the 
intersection but still not respond 
to the cyclist wanting to turn 
left.' While increasing his 
frustration, it also presents an 
opportunity to solve his prob- 
in the traffic to break the law by 
carefully going through a red 
light. Failing that, while the light 
for cross traffic is green he can 
dismount from his bicycle, 
become a pedestrian and break 
the law by crossing against he 
"don't walk" sign to the corner 
of the intersectio.n to push the 
pedestrian crossing button (if 
there is one) and then use the 
crosswalk to get through the in- 
tersection and on his way. 
It is an unfortunate situation 
because once deficiencies in the 
system force a road user to 
develop the habit of breaking 
one traffic rule, the other rules 
also tend to be disobeyed. This 
triggering problem also affects 
motorcycles, which contain so 
much aluminum and so tittle 
steel that they are sometimes 
ignored by the traffic control 
electronics. The aluminum does 
affect the way the field 
oscillates, but not as much as 
steel does. 
Jack Lisman, a highway safe- 
ty engineer in the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, 
says cyclists should face only 
minimal delays because their 
main use is in busy urban areas 
where there are lots of other 
vehicles to trigger the lights. He 
suggests that cyclists use the 
pedestrian buttons when they 
are available. He also encour- 
ages motorcyclists who encoun- 
ter non-responding traffic lights 
to contact the jurisdiction 
responsible so they can he ad- 
If you ride a motorcycle and 
have difficulty triggering a tight 
you may be able to solve the 
problem yourself by stopping in 
a different part of the lane. One 
type of traffic loop is a single 
rectangle which responds best to 
a vehicle right on top of the 
wires which are placed along 
each side of the lane. The newer 
quadrapole loop consists of two 
rectangles ide by side and is 
most sensitive in the centre of 
the lane. You may be able to tell 
them apart by looking at the 
shape of the tar patches on the 
pavement. 
No matter what type of 
vehicle you drive, don't stop 
past the white painted stop line 
because you'll be beyond the 
reach of the sensors and have to 
back up or wait for a car to 
come in behind you to make the 
light turn green. 
What I would like to see is a 
new type of pushbutton system 
to solve the left hand turn prob- 
lem for cyclists. Conveniently 
attached to existing light stan- 
dards on traffic islands, they 
could be pressed to trigger the 
left hand turn light. 
If cyclists have a particular 
intersection i  mind where they 
often have to wait because the 
light will not change, I believe 
the provincial government orthe 
local government could be per- 
suaded to install a couple of left 
turn buttons on an experimental 
basis. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the following 
activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., seWing and qu!lt!ng; 7:30 
p.m., cribbage. Wednesdays: 1 p..m:, carpet. DOWllng; 
Fridays: 2 p.m., bingo; 7:30 p.m., onoge, i-.irst. ~iaturoa.y 
of every month: 8 a.m. to 13 a.m., pancaKe oreaKmst. 
Monday through Friday every week: 11:4.5 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
lunch, Second Thursday of every month: 2 p.m., general 
meeting. For further Info., contact the Happy Gang Can- 
tre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635-9090. 
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The :Terrace Review asked: 
Do you plan to get involved 
in a sport or some type of 
physical activity 
this summer? 
Nelson Lesson 
Eric Venue I've Just started. I'm jog- 
No, but my boys are. They ging in the morning in Green- 
play basketball, soccer, vllle, trying to set an exam- 
hockey and any other sport pie. 
they can get involved in. - 
Detlef Beck 
Not yet, I've been too busy. 
I'm planning on it, though. I 
enjoy cycling, swimming and 
canoeing. 
Frances Christlansen 
No, but I walk. I used to be 
in aerobics but the timing 
was bad - -  around supper 
time. 
il Bev Bronseme 
Yes, basketball 
volleyball at school. 
Val Erho 
Yes, I've already started 
p lay ing for a scrub softball 
team, and I'm taking a body- 
building class. I can't walt 
for summerso I can go swim- 
ming in Lost Lake. 
and 
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Gary Strachan 
I'm coaching soccer 
the under-10 kids. 
Letter 
. . . . . . . . . . .  i • 
Premier's statement 
appears to set a 
double standard 
To the Edit~0r; 
Reading from a press release 
dated April 8, 1988 from the 
Premier's office, the Premier 
said, " It  is unfair for any British 
Columbian to be named as the 
subject of a police enquiry on 
the basis of media speculation... 
Fairness dictates that an in- 
dividual's reputation and good 
name be protected". 
These remarks were made 
with respect o the accusations 
which were being made regar- 
ding the Peter Toigo--Expo 
lands affair, and I laud the 
Premier for such a philosophy, 
but only wish it could be applied 
to every British Columbian, in- 
cluding cabinet ministers. 
An entire Attorney General's 
investigation was ordered, just 
over a year ago now, as I was 
told by the Deputy Attorney 
General, "Because of a front 
page story in the Vancouver 
Sun" .  The Comptro l ler  
General's report which resulted 
in my demise as the Minister of 
Forest and Lands was based on 
supposition and lacked factual 
information, and was called for 
because of verbal allegations 
which it was warned would be 
printed in a certain newspaper. 
This warning prompted :the 
Premier to demand my resigna: 
tion. Why, where was this 
holier-than-thou philosophy 
then? 
If it was there one year ago 
and I was treated fairly, then 
why, Mr. Premier, is the same 
process not followed with the 
Expo land affair and Peter 
Toigo? 
I can be reached by writing the 
Parliament Bldgs., Victoria, or 
by calfing 387-3038 during office 
hours or 384-9285 evenings. 
Support the democratic pro- 
cess. Keep in touch with your 
M.L.A. 
Jack J. Kempf, M.L.A. 
Omineca 
for 
The Kinsmen Club of Terrace meets the first and third 
Thursday of every month. For further info., call Steve 
Mclsack at 638-1974. 
Are you Interested in joining an Alzheimer Support 
Group to meet and discuss similar difficulties and 
possible solutions? Please contact 635-3178. 
/ 
J 
TERRACE 
DISTRICT 
COUNCIL 
"Trees for Canada" is a 
nation-wide project designed to 
involve the boys with the out- 
doors and develop an awareness 
of conservation. The boys re- 
ceive practical training in 
reforestation and can see the 
result of their work. 
"Trees for Canada" is also a 
fund raising project. Of the 
money raised, 70°70 stays in Ter- 
race. The remainder goes to 
Canadian Scoutings Interna- 
tional Brotherhood Fund and 
provincial operations. 
The funds are raised through 
pledges. 
Adam Leclerc of the 4th Terrace Beavers plants a tree 
in his yard in preparation for "Trees for Canada". 
SUPPORT YOUR SCOUTS 
IN THIS PROJECT 
Canvassing begins April 30 Planting will be done May 1' 
~ Thls ad is sponsored by Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
also sponsored by Ministry of Forests, Cedarland Tire, 
DcWe Parker MLA, Canada Safeway Ltd., Elker Auto Supply 
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A mother's cur,, 
fulfilled again 
Commentary 
Dear Morn, 
Well, here I am, all grown up 
with children of my own. I want 
you to know that I understand 
why you had migraine head- 
aches all those years, and I 
apologize. I realize that children 
are wonderful gifts, bringing joy 
to our lives, but they also bring 
headaches, exhaustion, and 
green Jello on the new beige 
sofa. 
Fm sorry for all the times I 
stayed home from school, too 
contagious to go out, but too 
healthy to let you have any 
peace. A bored, itchy chicken- 
pocked kid could drive the men- 
tal health professionals bananas. 
I'm also sorry for stuffing dirty 
clothes under my bed, and then 
swearing I never did. If I had 
your laundry service now, I'd 
gladly sort it alphabetically, by 
color and fabric, and neatly pile 
it near the washer. 
I must apologize for all the 
strange things I flushed down 
the toilet in my early years. I 
clearly remember flushing a 
washcloth to see if it would go 
down. That must're created 
quite a mess - -  believe me, I 
know newt 
Forgive me for the times I 
talked back to you, ignored you, 
or sang "Na, na, na, na, na, na" 
behind your back. I remember 
you saying, " I  hope you have 
children just like you!'" Well, 
Mom, I did, and the rotten little 
by Stephar 
devils are happily f
curse. 
I used to think tl~ 
a lot. Now I see th= 
yell to be heard. I'r 
was "Morn-deaf". 
have "Mom-deafn 
they listen to any 
me. I plan to get 
f 
voice disguisers, like Oprab These three boys -- Dustln Halgh and Timothy Norman of the 6th Terrace Cub Pack and 
Winfrey uses to change the Chuck Loule of the 8th Kermode Cub Pack - .  spent last weekend In the Peace River coun- 
voices of guests widdng to re- try, competing in the Boy Scouts' Northern Region Kub KarRa!ly. They took the firstplac.es 
main anonymous. (Maybe I in the local rally held in the Terrace Arena banquet room last montn ana went to r-on ~i. 
should paint a black slash across 
my eyes, so they don't know 
who I am. Then they'll isten.) 
I did figure out it saves energy 
to automatically say everything 
twice. They never hear you the 
first time anyway. "Please wash 
the mud off your hands. Wash 
your hands. With soap. Soap, 
please." 
• Finally, Morn, I really must 
apologize for ever saying, "Oh,  
yuck! Are we having liver 
again?" If you want to come 
and cook anytime, I'll smile and 
eat anything you serve. Even 
liver. Last week they threatened 
to phone the" Child Abuse 
hotline because I made them eat 
fish. I hope they have children 
just like them! 
Hope you and Dad are feeling 
well, enjoying your retirement. 
Happy Mother's Dayl 
Love, Stephanie 
P.S. What was the name of 
the  medication you took for 
those_headaches? 
Vital stats fees up 
The B.C. Ministry of Health has announced changes within the 
Vital Statistics fee schedule which became ffective April 1. 
Certificate of Birth, Death 
& Marriage 
Photocopy of Birth, Death 
or Marriage 
Search of Records -- 
Each 3 Year Period 
Special Verification 
Changes to Registration 
(Alteration of Given 
Names, Corrections, 
Intermarriage of Parel 
not including new 
certificate) 
Marriage Act 
l. Marriage Licence 
2. Civil Marriage 
Name Act 
I. Change of Name --  
Applicant (Includes 
one Certificate) 
Each Additional 
Individual included 
in the Application 
2. change of Name 
Certificate 
Wills Act 
I. Wills Notice of 
Registration or 
Change " 
2. Walls Search 
Adoption Act 
1. Adoption Reut 
Registration 
(Old Fee) New Fee 
($10.00) $15.00 
($10.00) $15.00 
• - 15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
;35.00 
;50.00 
;75.00 
5.00 
5.00 
John to participate in the regional event. 
A total of 116 three.car races were held st the Terrace District Council for Boy Scouts' an- 
nual Kub Kar Rally. First, second and third,place finishers were Dustin Haigh, Timothy Nor- 
man and Chuck Louie. Trophies were donated by All Seasons Sports, Terrace Petro-Can 
Service and the Terrace District Scouts Council. 
The 
&TODK 
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I f  you wish to announce the birth of  YOUR baby, please fill out the 
available in the maternity ward at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
your forms every week. 
We will pick up 
JACK ---•Rose is v0ry pleased to announce the birth of a 
son, Jonathon Earl Stanley Jack, born April 28, 1988, 
weighing 8 Ibs. 
McLEAN - -  George and Susan are pleased to announce 
the birth of their son George Ivan Mercer McLean born on 
April 25, 1988 at 6:50 a.m. Weighing 8 Ibs. 15 ozs. A baby 
brother for Roxanne. 
VON ALKIER - -  Brant and Susan are happy to announce 
the birth of their daughter, Amanda Danielle. Born on 
April 14, 1988, weighing 9 Ibs. 1 oz. 
SCHULMEISTER -- Martin and Susan are pleased to an- 
nounce the birth of a baby:~ girl Taryn Sarah on April 9, 
1988 weighing 7 lb. 12 oz. A sister for Chelsey and Tyler. 
I 
? Elb )WLF S 
Member of AFS Wlro Sorvlco 
24-hour Phone 
(604)635-4080 
Skeena Mall 
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Nuclear fusion: a worthy target for research 
Commentary 
I couldn't believe it. There 
was a one-inch long coverage of 
this story in the Province recent- 
ly. 
It should have been front page 
and the heading should have 
been, 'A Sun Is Born' to Ameri- 
can scientists, promising infinite 
energy for us all. 
Perhaps the common person 
by Jorma Jyrkkanen 
stable naturally on earth and 
decay into more stable atoms of 
other kinds. 
Light atoms like hydrogen, 
helium, carbon, oxygen, silica,. 
can also be transmutated and 
forces are balanced. 
Hydrogen with two and three 
neutrons but only one proton 
occur in nature. They are called 
deuterium and tritium. 
Deuterium can be produced ~
by electrolytic splitting of sea 
water where it forms l/5,000th 
heavy isotopes tend to trans- 
mutate towards a more stable 
configuration, by picking up 
protons, thereby balancing the 
number of protons with 
neutrons more perfectly. 
By banging nuclei of heavy 
hydrogen together, which have 
this occurs naturally in the 
thermonuclear furnaces of suns The deuterium in one gallon of sea water con- 
and other celestial objects in tains the energy equivalent of 2,000 gallons of 
space. 
is indifferent about any new The lighter atoms tend to gh  test  gaso l ine .  
developments because they have change into heavier atoms and 
learned that all good things have this reaction is called fusion, of the hydrogen present, only one proton each, the pro- 
come to us with negative side- What happens in fusion is that The deuterium in one gallon tons are able to join in nuclear 
effects, like a price tag. the nuclei -- the centers of the of sea water contains the energy reactions to create helium 
Even research and develop- atoms --  join together to form equivalent of 2,000 gallons of atoms, which have two protons 
ment conducted by corporations larger nuclei or new atoms, high test gasoline, and three or four neutrons. 
is compliments of a higher price Nuclei are themselves made Deuterium is thus cheap•and Why this is important is 
for the products old. up of bundles of energy called plentiful, because in the uniting of two 
• However, hydrogen fusion protons and neutrons among Tritium, on the other hand, nuclei of deuterium, there is a 
reaction, as carried out by the other things, must be prepared by nuclear liberation of a neutron plus 
Americans, heralds a new era By increasing the number of reactions, one of which is the energy equivalent to3.27 million 
for humanity, protons, you get heavier and fusion of beryl l ium and electron volts or about 9 x 
It appears that the Americans heavier atoms with different deuterium to form tritium and • 10 Joules/gram. 
• have succeeded in fusing small names and different properties, helium. Since 1 Joule is equivalent to 
pellets_ of hydrogen. Protons have a strong repul- Tritium doesn't occur in 0.239 calories, this means that 
For those of you who wonder sion for each other and tend to nature on earth under present one gram will yield the 
what that means, I'll go over it fly off if they haven't got a conditions, at least in the upper equivalent of 0.239 cal/J x 9 x 
as simply as possible, without neutron to 'neutralize' that crust, because of its short half- 10 10 J/gin = 2.151 x 10 10 
resorting to the new "super- repulsion, life. It:s half-life is 12.26 years, (or 21,510,000,000 = 21.51 
string" theory. For that reason, atoms are meaning that it doesn't stick billion)calories of energy. 
Atoms are capable of trans- more stable if the number of around long enough, by earth's At 3.086 foot pounds of 
mutating (changing) into other neutrons equals the number of geological time clock, to be work/cal this is equal to 66.349 
atoms under special conditions protons, detected, billion foot pounds of work per 
(mostly high temperature The hydrogen that we know Because there are these two gram of deuterium fusedl 
changes) found in nature, most commonly has one proton heavy isotopes of hydrogen If I had one gram of this stuff, 
Heavy atoms like uranium, and one neutron, and this is fair- available, and because they are I'd never have to lift a finger 
thorium and actinium are un- ly stable, because the nuclear unstable in the nucleus because again, boring as my life would 
of the imbalance between become. 
YO g a w o r  ks  h o p b ac  k numbers of neutrons and pro- Another desirable reaction 
tons, this facilitates artificial would be where four protons by popular demand nuclear transmutation-of these combine to form hefium and two 
unstable hydrogens into helium positively charged electrons with 
atoms, an energy release of 26.7 million 
by Parks and Recreation yoga philosophy and how it ap- By having a surplus of electron volts. 
©ontdbutor Elaine Parmenter plies to our daily lives. Due to neutrons, the nuclei of these The reason achieving controll- 
The time to register is nowl the nature of the work, it is 
It's the last call for signing up preferable that participants at- 
for an exciting weekend tend the entire workshop. ,_ , ,. ' ' 
workshop of Iyengar Yoga May However, if you can attend only , ~  ~ ~ t  r ~  
27, 28 and 29. Gall Malizia, an one session, Friday evening 
experienced instructor from should be your choice. Times 
Seattle, will be returning to Ter- and fees are as follows. 
race for the third time, back by For beginners: Friday, 6:30 
popular demand. If yo u would p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Fee: $25 for  
really like to make some head- this session. ~ . .  
way in your yoga practice, or For intermediates: Saturday, 
need the inspiration to begin or 9:30 a.m.- 11:30 a.m.; 3 :30  L|QU|DAT|ON 
continue, then •this weekend p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Sunday, 9:30 
workshop is for you. a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Fee: two days: 
. This workshop will consist of $60; whole weekend: $65. • SALIg 
a series of sessions which will in- For more information call the 
elude instruction in asanas Recreation Office at 638-1174. i 
(postures), pranayama But remember, the time to call is • 
(breathing), and discussion of now. Next week will be too late. ~5 % O F F  
insurance fraud LL STOCK 
record  (exco0, coffee, tee and specially marked items) 
ICBC and police investiga- involved. Others claimed 10st 
tions intosuspicious auto in-wagesduetoinjurieswhen, i  E v e r y t h i n g  m u s t  g o !  
surance claims have resulted in a fact, they continued to work. 
recoid number o f  criminal Still others reported theft or hit 
charges being laid in March. A and run incidents which .-.ever 
dozen people face between them happened. This is 
24 counts of fraud in claims . ~: For our customers • • • 
estimated to be worth over According to Walt Bardua, who love 'our coffee 
$100,000. vice-president of claims, the on(:/tea ... 
This is thelargest number of charges laid in March area THE 
charges ever laid in one month signal that ICBC intends to keep DON'T DESPAIR! 
involving ICBC insurance fraud, cracking down on those who Watch for future 
The police and ICBC's Special make fraudulent claims. "While developmenfs, SALE 
Investigation Unit uncovered a it's difficult' to conclusively ~ LAST 
variety of fraudulent claims in estimate the total cost of auto in- espec io l ly  for you 1. 
the Lower Mainland and on surance fraud, that cost is 
Vancouver Island. In some measured in mil l ions of 
cases, motorists claimed to have dollars," says Bardua, "Fraud V 
suffered accident injuries when drives up the cost of auto in- Lower  Le.el 627.1413 
they were not even in the vehicle surance for everyone in B.C," I II II I I I II 
ed fusion hasn't been easy, is 
because the temperature re- 
quired for this deuteron fusion 
reaction to take place is 350 
million degrees Kelvin, and tap- 
ping it tends to lower the 
temperature which makes it go 
out. 
Once the reaction is under- 
way, if fuel can be •supplied, it 
should go on its own heat. 
I will be curious to learn how 
the American scientists perpe- 
trated a controlled burn of 
deuterium; and whether they 
have in fact found a way to tap 
it. 
What kind of vessel, for ex- 
ample, will contain a reaction 
temperature above 350 million 
degrees? Is it a magnetic field 
within which the reaction oc- 
curs? 
The attainment of stable fu- 
sion carries with it the exciting 
promise Of liberating us from 
dependency on fossil fuels and 
eventually, from hydroelectric 
generators, if the technology is 
clean and safe. 
This is a big if. 
If this problem holds true, it 
means that we can cease damn- 
ing rivers and f looding 
agricultural,  recreational,  
residential nd wildlife habitats. 
We can significantly reduce 
the polluting of the air, soil and 
water with undesirable side pro- 
ducts of present energy produc- 
tion and use. 
It means that we can venture 
off into outer space and take our 
own mini-sun along for heat, 
light and food production and 
enable us to explore the cosmos 
ad inf'mitum. 
Perhaps by the time this 
continued on pa0e 29 
i    ii!iiii i!ii:ii 
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SPORTS 
Thor Bengston, co.ordlnator for the B.C. Swim program to 
raise funds for a development center in Vancouver, shows 
young Terrace Blueback club members one of the t-shirts 
available for the project. 
Five-year plan 
announced for 
B.C, swirnmers 
The B.C. World Swim dreams and desires. I 
Challenge, which will take a Self-help of $150,000 will flow 
team of several thousand B.C. back to the various club 
aquatic athletes of all ages from development programs all over 
all over British Columbia on a the province, and attractive in- 
symbolic swim to the 1988 cent ives will also be offered to 
• Olympic Games in Seoul, on to the athletes and the sponsors. 
the 1992 Olympic Games in Contributors will receive a $4 
Barcelona, and back home to annual membership in Swim 
British Columbia, has been an- B.C., along with an automatic 
nounced by Swim B.C. chance for an exciting draw for 
This year is phase I in a 5-year two tickets anywhere in Cana- 
program of unique co-operative dian Airlines' world and other 
effort on behalf of British Col- prizes. The Challenge draw will 
umbia Aquatics. It will cover a take place July I0 at the Van- 
total distance of 26,440 couver Aquatic Centre during 
kilometers. It will be completed the B,C. Age-Group Swimming 
by athletes in the Olympic sports Championships. Fund raising 
of swim racing, water polo, die- activities will be conducted all 
ing and synchronized swimming over the province between ow 
as well as by members of Sum- 
mer swimming and Masters 
swimming. 
Each swimmer will log the 
training distance completed ur- 
ing the designated week of May 
20 to June 4. The personal goal 
for each participant will be to 
complete a minimum of 6,250. 
meters for that week (250 x 25. fourth 
meters). 
The purpose of this 
"Challenge Swim" is to raise The Lower Mainland Red 
$300,000 for aquatic develop- Team went through the annual 
ment in the province. $100,000 B.C. Cup Minor Hockey tour- 
will be set aside for an air- nament undefeated last month 
supported structure to cover the at Summerland. It was all part 
outdoor 1954 Empire and Corn- of the B.C. "best-ever" pro- 
monwealth Games Pool at the gram for all-star teams of 
University of British Columbia under-17 players in a six-team, 
from September to May each round-robin tournament. The 
season. A Swim B.C. Provincial North Team, with Colt Stava of 
Development Centre will be Prince Rupert, Shane Maitland 
established there. It will be of Terrace and Mike Zmata of 
avai lable for all aquatic Kitimat, placed fourth overall 
disciplines for training and skill with a two-win, three-loss 
development camps, and for record. North Divisionmanager 
regional team and provincial Dick Kilborn of Terrace said the 
team training. It will offer B.C. best 46 players from the tourna- 
aquatics a home Of their own for ment will be named in about wo 
the very first time and goes a weeks time. They'll undergo a 
long way towards helping highly week-long training session later, 
motivated British Columbia then pare down to 20 players to 
aquatic athletes '~chieve "their train with the best from Alberta,. 
The $ cor.es, 
NORTHWEST SENIOR MEN'S SOCCER LEAGUE 
. SCHEDULE '88 
Proper names of the teams listed below are: New Aiyansh ¥MCA, Sliver Bullets O'er- 
race), Skeena Sawmills (Terrace), Greenville Athletic Club (G.A.C.), Greenville 
Royals, Terrace Wanderers, Repap. 
DATE HOME AWAY 
Apr. 30 Repap Aiyansh 
May 1 S.Bullets G.A.C. 
May 1 S.Sawmills Wanderers 
May 7 S.Sawmills Aiyansh 
May 8 Repap Royals 
May 8 Wanderers G.A.C. 
May 29 G.A.C. Aiyansh 
May 29 Wanderers Repap 
May 29 S.Bullets Royals 
June 5 Aiyansh Royals 
June 5 S.Sawmills S.Bullets 
June 5 Repap G.A.C 
June 18 Wanderers Aiyansh 
June 19 S.Sawmills Royals 
• June 19 S.Bullets Repap 
June 25 Wanderers 'S.Bullets 
June 26 S.Sawmills G.A.C. 
June 26 Repap Royals 
July 9 S.Bullets Aiyansh 
July TO Wanderers S.Sawmills 
July 10 G.A.C. .,Royals 
July 16 wanderers R0yals 
July 17 S.Sawmills ~ Repap 
July 17 Aiyan•h G.A.C. 
July 23 Repap Aiyansh 
July 24 S.Bullets G.A.C. 
July 24 Wanderers S.Sawmills 
Aug. 6 S.Sawmills S.Bullets 
Aug. 6 Wanderers Royals 
Aug.7 Aiyansh G.A.C. 
Aug. 7 Repap. Wanderers 
Aug. 7 S, Bullets Royals 
Aug. 13 Repap G.A.C. 
Aug. 14 Royals Aiyansh 
Aug. 14 S.Bullets S.Sawmllls 
FIELD 
Caledonia 
Skeena 
Caledonia 
Caledonia 
Skeena 
Caledonia 
Greenville 
Skeena 
Caledonia 
Aiyansh 
Skeena 
Caledonia 
Caledonia 
Skeena 
Caledonia 
Caledonia 
Skeena 
Caledonia 
Caledonia 
Skeena 
Greenville 
Caledonia 
Skeena 
Aiyansh 
Caledonia 
Skeena 
Caledonia 
Caledonia 
Skeena , . 
Alyansh 
Skeena 
Caledonia 
Caledonia 
Greenville 
Caledonia 
TIME 
7 p.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
10 a.m. 
7 p.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
2 p.m. 
10 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
2 p.m . . . .  
10 a.m. i~ 
11:30 a.m. 
11:: 
11:: 
11:: 
:t 
s v  
2 
7 
11i30 
~ 10 
-2  
10  
11:30 
7 p.m. 
2 p.m. 
10 a.m. , .  - , . . " -  £ .  
] , . •  ••"  , , .  
SEASON ENDS: - . . . .  
Playoffs will commence:Aug. 29, 1988. The format will be a double knockOut, played 
over three weekends. 
Sponsored by. ' I I I  I I  111 and J~y 10. 
North " I '~ '~ ~ . ' Homz .. t lfee Fire :' : . ' - -  e Business 
corn es in L Come ,n ,0 Our office ot 
, ,  ,, 
A Complete personalized 
: ; ;  . . . .  Insurance Agency for 
• ,L  ' 
u l #l ra 
4648 Lokelse Ave., Terroce [ AUTHORIZED AOENTS 
• Phone 638-8581 
Flaherty an all-star 
Nineteen-year-old goalie 
Wade Flaherty has been named 
netminder for the Western 
Junior Hockey League's econd 
all-star team. The youth placed 
runnerup to Spokane's Troy 
Gamble in balloting. 
Terrace-born Flaherty was 
goaltender for coach Cliff 
Sharpies' team which won B.C. 
titles for peewee, bantam and 
midget. This was his first full 
year with the Victoria Cougars. 
The Cougars also honored 
WADE FLAHERTY 
him by naming him their most 
valuable and most improved 
player over the season. 
Flaherty had experience in 
both the B.C. Junior and Peace- 
Cariboo leagues before settling 
in as Victoria's goalie this 
season. He has one more year of 
Junior eligibility and will likely 
be drafted by the NHL this 
June. 
He's signed up to instruct at 
the Terrace Summer Hockey 
School, Aug. 15 -27. 
The Klnette Club of Terrace meets the second Wednes- 
day of every month at 6:30 p.m. Anyone Interested, 
please call Donna Mclsack at 638-1974. 
) 
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S"kee-na golfers get a new home 
Former I 
owner 
~.~, 
opens 
clubhouse 
The man who came to Terrace 
iff 1951, discovered no golf 
course anywhere in the region, 
and went ahead with construc- 
tion of the first-ever course on 
the old Cote farm in Thornhill: 
came back to Terrace on April 
23 to cut the ribbon at the of. 
ficial opening of the new golf 
course clubhouse. 
Bob Grabler, the slightly-built 
grey haired oldtimer, met many 
friends from the days spent 
building the current layout. He 
cut the yellow ribbon with presi- 
dent Mary'fin Davies with more 
than 100 guests and shareholders 
looking on in the new dining 
room. 
Grabler, who left the area in 
1961, told us that he was the 
recipient o f  the first-ever 
fifetime membership when the 
course was known as the Terrace 
Golf Club. Later i t  became 
known as the Thornhill Golf 
Course, but is now known as the 
Skeena Valley Golf and Country 
Club. " " • " 
Among the ceremonies at ! the 
opening was the presentation of
an honorary life membership to 
Dick Graf for his more than 
1,600 hours of volunteer labor 
while the new structure was be- 
ing built. 
Others honored with small 
plaques for contributing more 
than 200 hours of free work in- 
cluded Fred Weber, Ernie Mc- 
Connell, Tony Jones, Ian Smith, 
Dan Rosengren, Jim Holland, 
Helmut Schultz and David 
Lane. 
Other contributors were H 
and H Builders, Telkwa Roof- 
ing, Beutle Masonry, Dave's 
Plumbing, Farko Contracting, 
Terrace Builders, Crest Insula- 
tion, Western Supply, FGH 
Concrete, Leofiard's Ex- 
cavating, E.B. Horseman, Twin 
River Electric, Emco Supplies, 
McAlpine and Company, and 
Bill McRae. ! 
. .  
Clinic set 
For the second year in a row, 
16 top junior golfers will attend 
a two-day clinic under profes- 
sional guidance at the Smithers 
Golf Club. 
The series is set for May 14 
and 15, with Smithers club pro 
. John Morgan and two lower 
mainland members of the 
C.P.G.A. assisting. 
All 11 golf clubs from 
Vanderhoof to the Queen 
Charlotte Islands will be asked 
to  select players for the clinic. 
A fee of $20 will be charged 
each player. Billets are to be pro- 
vided. Juniors interested must 
make arrangements through 
~' their, home club. 
• ,  
Undeyeloped grounds that wili eventually be tumed Into a putting green front the new. 
clubhouse atthe Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club. The balcony at the left will enable 
golfers and guests to watch players tee-off on the first hole. Windows on the side face 
golfers coming up to the ninth green. 
Skeena Valley Golf Club president Msrylln Davies held the ribbon while the ori~linal golf 
club owner Bob Grabler cut it to officially open the new clubhouse at ceremonies held April 
23. .~, 
First ace 
of the 
season 
at Skeena 
Last season, six golfers 
recorded dream shots at the 
Skeena Valley Golf and Country 
Club. Now it appears the hole- 
in-one syndrome is continuing 
into 1988. 
At the first unorganized men's 
night session on April 20, Rick 
Letawski aced the 152-yard, par- 
• three sixth hole using his seven- 
iron. 
It's the first gem for this hole 
which was part 'of  the course 
revision in ~ecent years. 
Letawski's sh6~ was witnessed 
by playing :~artners Dale 
Schuwdler, At{ Hlushak and 
Larry Olson. 
Last year, holes-in-one were 
recorded by Keith Williams, Ray 
Taft, Bob Park and Rod 
Verstrate of Terrace, Rod Vance 
of Kitimat and Steve Arlington 
of Custer, Washington. 
Letawski's ace took place on 
the fifth day after the course was 
opened for the season. 
Dick Graf, shown with wife Donna, center, and club president Marylin Davies, left, was reci- 
pient of a lifetime honorary membership from the Skeena Valley Golf Club for the hundreds 
of voluntary hours he spent in helping to erect the new clubhouse. The award was 
• .presented at the official opening of the clubhouse April 23. . . . .  
II II 
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Tenn.is .Club( 
as, new season 
. °  
The Terrace Tennis Club 
season is underway with 
members using the Kalum Street 
courts every Tuesday, Thursday 
and Sunday night from6 o'clock 
to dusk. .... 
Fees this year are $25 for 
adults, $10 for juniors and a 
special 15 percent discount for 
families of three or more. 
There's 35 members o far and 
they take part in casual and 
competitive matches. 
With the new hut at the 
Kalum courts, the club expects 
to go with a full slate of events 
from now until the fall. 
On May 14, they'll open up 
with a social mixer, offering an 
invitation for all old and new 
members to come out to  
socialize and play a few mat- ..... 
ches. 
In addition to open and closed 
• tournaments, the •club will pro- 
vide several mini-clinics. These 
will cover technique and 
strategy. 
The junior development pro- 
gram will be part of the Weekly 
action..To become a member 
and get a copy of the season , 
agenda, turn up at the courts 
during nightly sessions. 
This year's executive has 
Karen Birkedal as president, 
with Ads Sarsiat as  vice- 
president. The secretary is 
Chuck Cey. A tournament direc- 
tor will be named shortly. 
Sheila Cady is treasurer. 
Several members will be working 
on the social committee. 
Girls' 
coaches 
named 
Special Olympian Dale Brown had a great day of bowling 
during a recent B.C. Special Olympics bowling meet when 
he placed second in the "Total Strikes and Spares" 
category. Terrace bowlers John Reid and Irvin Henyu plac- 
ed first and second in that category. 
The directors of Terrace 
Minor Softball recently an- 
nounced the selection of 
Dwayne Popp and Ed Schlosser 
as head coaches to their two 
bantam girls provincial teams. 
Dwayne Popp was selected to 
head the host team. This team 
will not have to playdown, as the 
provincials will be held in Ter- 
race and the host team is 
automatically entered. 
Ed Schlosser will guide the rep 
team to provincial playdowns in 
Telkwa June 4 and 5 in hopes of 
joining the host team in the pur- 
suit of a provincial champiom 
~y ship.. -: ..... • ~ , Special 0 mpians 
province as the pitching ace of bowl in Terrace theSenior'A'MolsonIOngsof a few years ago. The most Inspirational mp player for Terrace Minor Hockey 
Ed has earned recognition midgets was Cllnt Prest. He was awarded the Wayne 
A B.C. Special Olympics Smithers, Prince Rupert and with his peewee provincial teams Lestrange Memorial Trophy at the recent season-ending 
Regional Bowling Meet held in Vanderhoof. of the past few years, ceremonies by coach Steve Smyth. 
Terrace recently was a great Another category, "Total 
success, according to organizer Strikes andSpares",endedin k e d  f o r  
MonicaPeacock. Shesaysthe the Men'sdivisionwiththree Gymnasts  pie " 
success was primarily due to the Terrace bowlers on top: John 
many businesses and volunteers Reid, Dale Brown and Irvin 
who supported it. Henyu. The Ladies was won by B (3 divisional f inals Peacock said a bonus to the April Woods of Terrace, follow- 
tournament may be a new nor- ed by a Smithers bowler and [] [] 
thern chapter of B.C. Special Arlene Lindlay of Terrace. 
Olympics in Vanderhoof. The afternoon of bowling was Twenty-four gymnasts from From Argo division we have Kris Fairless, Jenny Brady, Rose 
She  said the tournament capped off by a dinner and Terrace, Kitimat, Prince Rupert, Stephanie Kuhar, Heather Lenser and Tracey Tomas of 
wasn't really an official meet but dance in the Thornhill Elemen- Smithers and Vanderhoof have Albright, Jennifer Watt and Terrace, and Teri Walter and 
more of a fun tournament to tary gymnasium, which Peacock been selected tO take part in the Linsey Roberts of Terrace, and Stephanie Blackburn of Kitimat, 
allow the various teams in the said was "thoroughly enjoyed B.C. divisional championships Leah Saiki and Christina Anabo A list of top gymnasts and 
north to get to know one by all". She said music was pro- at Delta this weekend, o f  Rupert. points can be found in this 
another a little better and it also vided by David and Barb Hicks The girls were selected for The open division reps are week's Scoreboard, 
provided the opportunity for of "Moon Walker" and the placing in the top six of the 
Vanderhoof organizers to see food was supplied primarily by N°rthwestdivisi°nalplayd°wns Where it's at 
for themselves what Special Skeena Valley Meats, Mohawk held at Terrace on the April 16 : . .  • 
Olympics is all about. With a lit- Stop 'n Shop and Bert's Deli. weekend. 
tie help from B.C. Special Olym- Peacock said the. tournament The meet, hosted by the Ter- ~\~b~..~,,.a, 
pies Program Assistance Officer organizers had a lot of help and race Peaks club, took place over . . . . .  
Maureen Hollis of Vancouver, gave special thanks for its suc- two days at Skeena Junior High , 
and some very able bowling by cess to the Terrace Bowling School. Eleven of the girls came . .~~.~ . .~-~'~ Vhslt the  Northern Motor• 
everyone involved, Vanderhoof Lanes, Fred Berghauser, Leona from the host club, while five / / ~  . : . ~ ,  ~ . '~ '~"  
may well be on its way. Wilcox and Eva Wilkinson of came from I0timat. ~" Inn, for nlghfly 
The tournament attracted 48 the Master Bowlers' Association Smithers and Prince Rupert .~ ~ entert¢inment. 
bowlers from Terrace, Smithers, of Terrace, workers from Ter- each had three qualifiers, and ~ 3056 Hwy. 16 East 
Vanderhoof and Prince Rupert, race and District Community Vanderhoof had two. 635.6375 
and when it was all over Services LifeSkillsProgramand Picked from Tyr o division 
Smithers placed first in the team scorekeepers Cecile, Linda were Susan Wigmore and Tuppy 
event, Vanderhoof came in se- Carol, Dianne, Annette, Arvil: Collard from Vanderhoof, 
cond and Terrace and Prince and Joan. Catriona Belsham and Carla ~[N Moy 2 to  Moy  21 
Rupert ied for third. "The whole objective was to (3alasso of Kitlmat, Caroline orthern 
In the Men's division, the get the region together so that Miskenack of Rupert, and Julie MOTOr Tom Moore 
two-game high score was won by when they meet at a provincial Nordstrom of Smithers. 
LaverneChinnofTerracewitha level they will know someone," Midget division selectees are [~. . . -~=IN~I  Donce to the Music of 
281, followed by a Smithers said Peacock. "So it was for Char lotte Jordon', Trina ~L.~.~O I  r~Nt WAYNE MILLER & 
bowler, and Peter Nisyok of orientation, friendship and just Mateus, and Felicia Arbuah of ROCKY TOP 
Terrace, who placed third. In having a good time -- and that Terrace, Catherine Mercier and . every Sundoy Night! 
the Ladies' dwm]on,' • • top honors they did, They had a marvelous Megan. . Harris of ,Smithers', and 
were taken by bowlers.frorn t ime,"  : InsM~randaofKit]mat, 
• • i ~I i i:iii:! : • 
: Kitimat Minor.Hockey.fmish- 
edup the season by honoring 
numerous players and coaches, 
and presenting lifetime member- 
ships to four hard.working 
volunteers. 
The four honored at the win- 
dup  banquet and awards night 
on April 16 were Rob Taylor, 
Ethel .Robinson, Marg Moore 
and Louis Godfrey. 
Several players received Esso 
achievement medals for being 
either most improved, most 
sportsmanlike, or most valuable 
"to their team. These winners can 
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KITIMAT HONORS HOCKEY FOURSOME = .Coaches trophy to Bernie Bdllngsley (house) and Fred 
be found listed in this week's 
Scoreboard. 
Other awards were as follows: 
Initiation program --  Ray 
Johnson Award to the most int. 
proved skater, to Declan 
McDermott. 
Novice division --  Schooley 
Sports Award to the most im- 
proved skater, to Adam 
Zaharko. 
Atom division --  B.A. 
Quirdan Award to the most pro- 
raising first-year atom, to Randy 
Yrbanowski. 
Peewee division and atom rep 
- -  Sharp Shop Award for the 
most sportsmanlike player, to 
(keg Brown. 
Bantam house and peewee rep 
- -  Tom Conners Memorial 
Trophy to the most sports- 
manlike player, to Blair Boett- 
cher. 
Midget house and bantam rep 
--  Brenda Lonsdale Award to 
the most improved player, to 
Jussi Jaakkola. 
WilfOwen Award to the most 
spommanlike midget, to Bobby 
Chow. 
Juvenile and midget rep -- 
Kassier Penny Realty Award to 
the most sportsman~ke player, 
to Scott Buick. 
Brian Kilgore Memorial 
Trophy --  to player or junior 
contributing most to Kitimat 
Minor Hockey Association, to 
Kenny Johnston (a member of 
the Junior 'B' Blackhawks). 
Bill Mosher Memorial Award 
Scbooley (rep). 
League and playoff winners 
for the four divisions are as 
follows: 
Novice - -  Johnston-Barclay- 
' Scaife (league and playoff). 
Atom --  Brave's (league), 
Wings Travel (playoff). 
Peewee - -  Rotary Atom reps 
(league), Sharks (playoff). 
Bantam -- City Centre Hard- 
ware (league), peewee reps 
(playoff). 
. . . . . . .  " ' :1 
I!' 
:! 
,! 
t ,  
Minor Soccer 
season opens 
The Terrace Youth Soccer 
Association begins its l l th  
season with opening ceremonies 
and exhibition games at Skeena 
School grounds this Saturday, 
starting at noon. 
Despite rumors and incorrect 
reports, they won't be using the 
new fields at Christy Park this 
summer. 
Don Highe, one of the prime 
movers in creating Christy Park 
last year, says the grounds must 
'be allowed to grow properly 
before young soccer players tart 
adding wear and tear to the pr o- 
• perty. 
Highe said it's possible they 
might be able to use Christy in 
the fall for some playoff action. 
New goal posB cOsting about 
$6,000 will be installed at the 
Christy site in the next few 
weeks. 
Youth Soccer has more than 
Reduction 
sought in 
,cost ot: 
hockey 
Terrace Minor Hockey is 
seeking areduction in the hourly 
ice rental fee for the August 
hockey school and summer 
league. Hockey school cool. 
dinator Jake De Jong, in a letter 
to city council, asked that con- 
sideration be given for the 
event's fee to be reduced from 
the proposed $62.50 an hour, to 
the regular Minor Hockey rates 
charged over the winter season, 
which is about half the proposed 
rate. 
De Jong explained that Minor 
Hockey and figure skating et a 
reduced fee in a season due to 
the large number of hours of 
useage. Others pay the $62.50 
hourly rate. De Jong said the 
school venture is designed to 
provide young hockey players of 
Terrace with a reasonably-priced 
opportunity to receive instruc- 
tion and expertise from notable 
Terrace Minor Hockey grads 
like Jeff Sharpies of Detroit Red 
Wings, 
The request was referred to 
committee for decision. 
500 boys and girls signed up, 
and they're short of talent in on- 
ly one of the 10 divisions. That's 
the under-16 division where 
players can still register by con- 
tatting Bev Bujtas at 635-3719. 
Youth soccer can also use 
more coaches. If interested, turn 
out this Saturday and let them 
know. 
Spring run 
includes 
playdowns 
The Skeena Valley Road- 
Runners Club has some changes 
in routes and some B.C. Sum- 
mer Games playdowns included 
in the agenda of the annual 
spring run on Sunday, May 29. 
.The big event for runners of 
all ages is offering five and 
10-kilometer courses as per 
usual, except hat they won't be 
crossing the Skeena River 
bridges this time. 
Organizers have decided that 
10.K competitors will use the 
five-K route in twice-around 
fashion. 
The race will also be used to 
determine the best three masters 
men and women for the B.C. 
Summer Games at Victoria in 
July. Men aged 40 and over, and 
women aged 35 and up are eligi- 
ble. 
Fees this year are $2 if you are 
registered with the B.C. Runn- 
ing Association, and $4 if not 
registered. The race is open to 
young and old alike. 
Registrat ion forms are 
available at the Arena recreation 
office and at All Seasons Sports 
store. You can also sign up bet. 
ween 9 and 9:30 a.m. on race 
day. The race gets underway at 
10 a.m. from in front of the Ter- 
race Library. ,, 
For more information, phone 
Irene Ennis at 635-5719. 
t 
Clinic 
cancelled 
Lack of interestliThat sums 
up the cancellation of last 
weekend's three-daylbicycle skill 
development camp ~¢t for Ter- 
race. The clinic had lined up 
Canadian and Olympic coach 
• Barry Lycett. to ruff !'.the show, 
but an insufficient I number of 
participants had signed up by 
the deadline. About !8 register- 
ed too late for the ~'Jinic to go 
ahead. 
The spacious dining room and dance floor at the Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club's 
new clubhouse was officially opened by shareholders and guests during festivities on April 
23. 
BMX racing Second triathion 
close to set for m id-J uly 
total demise I f  you enter as an individual, There's several categories - -  
It's going to take a minor 
miracle for BMX bike raring to 
continue this season at the 
Riverside P~k track. 
The Terrace Recreation De- 
partment sent letters to those 
concerned with the operation of 
the sport,, but have had no re. 
plies in more than four weeks. 
No  registration sessions have 
been scheduled, and the Ste- 
phens family (head organizers 
last season) have moved to 
Prince Rupert. 
It seems a pity when you con- 
sider the hundreds of hours of 
volunteer• labor put into con- 
struction of the track by parents 
and racers. 
However, the two men's soft- 
bali leagues at Riverside have 
pressured for years to expand 
the ball diamond to a more 
regnlatlon size for their sports. 
If BMX is finished, plans for 
the ball diamond expansion will 
be put in effect this month. 
Work crews will either extend 
theheight of the fence to 10 or 
12 feet, or level the track and 
move the fence back a few feet. 
Ball players seek a larger park. 
As for BMX racing in the 
area, Kitimst's Rotary BMX 
club is opening its season on 
Sunday st their Alexander 
School track. They'll have regis. 
tration from noon to 1 o'doek, 
tbm racial at 2 o'clock. 
you~'d better be in top shape. If 
you enter as part of a three- 
person team, then start training 
for your section of the second 
annual Skeena Valley Triathlon. 
The three-sport event is com- 
ing up Sunday, July 17 and it 
• features aone-kilometer swim in 
Lakelse Lake as the first event. 
The middle leg of this gruelling 
survival-of-the-fittest is the 
40-kilometer bicycle ride from 
the lake to the highway junction 
and back. 
The windup is a 10-kilometer 
run. 
Entry forms are available now 
at any Radio-TK office, or 
stores with a Triathlon poster. 
The fee is $35. 
open men, open women, men's 
team, women's team, mixed 
team, junior men or ladies aged 
15 to 19. 
Prizes will be awarded to the 
top three finishers in each 
category at an awards banquet 
at the Inn of the West the even- 
ing of race. The awards dinner 
features a beef smorgasbord. 
The race has several sponsors 
-- Canadian Airlines Interna- 
tional, Carling-O'Keefe, CFTK 
Television, Canon, Sundance 
Ski and Sports, Mazda and 
Kuwahara. 
Potential entrants are urged to 
get their entries in early and start 
training right away. 
Registration on for 
fitness challenge 
by Parks and Recreation 
contflbutor Elaine Parmenter 
May 20 to May 29 is Canada's 
Fitweek, and Terrace, Prince 
Rupert and Kitimat will be par- 
ticipating by holding a Com- 
munity Fitness Challenge on 
Wednesday, May 25. The idea is 
to have as many people as possi- 
ble participate in 15 minutes of 
continuous physical activity on 
Wednesday. The community 
with the highest percentage of 
population taking part in the 
Community Fitness Challenge 
will be the winner. 
Be sure to participate in some 
form of physical activity every 
day during the week, and 
especially on May 25. It's good 
for you, your health, your body, 
and if you participate on May 
25, you can be counted as part 
of the Fitness Challenge. 
Registration centers will be 
located at the Terrace Aquatic 
Centre, Terrace Arena, Terrace 
Library, All Seasons Sporting 
Goods, and many other loca- 
tions. 
Plan now to participate in the 
Terrace-Kitimat-Prince Rupert 
Fitness Challenge, on May 25. 
For more information on ac- 
tivities and how to register, call 
638-1174 in Terrace, 632-3161 in 
Kitimat, and 625-6707 in Prince 
Rupert. 
( 
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The importance of a SASKATCHEWANwNn=AT 
. . . . - -n--  
Falrhaven Bakery collection policy [ T°IP Quallt y::~::un:dc & Bagged 
by Phil Hartl 
Manager, Terrace 
Federal Business 
Development Bank 
A key factor for any business is the 
amount of accounts receivable -- the 
money owed by customers for goods or 
services old to them on credit - -  and 
how these are handled. 
The amount involved will depend to a 
large extent on the rules set up for 
granted credit to customers and the way 
they are applied. If credit erms are too 
vague or the invoicing system sluggish, 
accounts receivable will tie up too much 
of the investment - - money that could be 
used in producing more goods or services 
for sale. 
There are a couple of simple ways of 
keeping a check on accounts receivable: 
• To "age"  them or classify them according to their age since 
the date of sale. The aging anaiysis, made up from a listing of all 
of the individual accounts receivable, can be done quickly on a 
regular basis - -  for example, at the end of each week or month. 
If the business person knows his customers, he also will know 
from this analysis the quality of the overdue accounts - -  what 
likelihood there is Of collecting each, or whether a bad-debt loss 
might be expected from some. By examining the accounts 
receivable, he also can see whether any of those overdue comprise 
largely one or two large sums. If that is the case and collection• 
can be made, the accounts receivable picture can be significantly 
improved. The business owner also can tell, from the aging 
schedules for several consecutive periods, whether collections are 
improving or whether old accounts are piling up. If the latter is 
the case, it might suggest a need for changing •credit erms and 
collection practices. 
• The second simple test is to calculate the average collection 
period. I f  the credit and collection system is under control, the 
level of accounts receivable likely will Vary directly with sales 
volume. The average collection period can be calculated on a 
monthly basis at each month-end. If accounts receivable at that 
time represent more than the average monthly collection period, 
over the preceding 12 months, it might he an indication of a 
slow-down in collections. If so, steps should he taken to urge 
more prompt payment by customer. The business may give more 
credit at some times of the year than others. But the cir- 
cumstances will indicate what collection steps, if any, are re- 
quired. When that happens, care should be taken to achieve the 
best results with a minimum of offence to customers. 
Failure to take action On an overdue account can only en- 
courage the delinquent customer to pay even less attention to his 
obligations. But as this period for final action nears, a differen- 
tiation must be made between customers able but unwilling to 
pay and those willing but unable to pay or unable to pay within a 
reasonable time. In the latter case, patience may be less costly 
than legal action. 
Just as a credit-granting policy is important, so is a credit col- 
lection policy applied consistently and fairly, because it is paid up 
customers .who can buy more, and because prompt settling of ac- 
counts eliminates expenses caused by slow payment. 
• CUSTOM CABINETS 
AND FURNITURE 
Oak -- Pine--Birch 
High qua l i ty -  Low price 
. . . .  Free Estimates 
, Installation and delivery included 
Fairhaven Cabinet Shop 
Ambulance service 
improvements sodght 
TERRACE -- The city has dispatch office was not told that 
decided to notify the Kamloops the fire department could re- 
regional emergency dispatch of spond. 
• ' • , . t " .  _ '~*  . the avadabd!ty6of the Terrace Flemming sai~ "This pro- 
Fire Department for emergency blem would be eliminated if 
and rescue calls, The municipa!i- Kamloops, Dispatch would be 
ty will also send a letter to notified that the Terrace Fire 
Emergency Health Services in Department is al~le to provide 
Victoria requesting a meetingto the needs of the 'F i rst  
discuss the ambulance service in Responder'." 
our area to see if it can be ira- The first responder concept 
proved, was developed by Emergency 
The action was initiated by Health Services so that in the 
Terrace Fire Fighters Associa- event of an emergency the agen- 
tion Local 2685 president Ron cy able to respond immediately 
Flemming, who said the fire would be notified first and 
department used to respond to would provide basic life sup- 
emergencies when ambulance port, such as the control of 
dispatch was done out of the bleeding, maintaining breathing 
firehall, but after it was moved and applying CPR, until the am- 
to Prince George the new bulancearrives. 
l one  Parent Families meet the second Wednesday of 
849-5673 
(also available at Dynamic Health Service) 
Nest Coast 
3himney Service 
Clean Chimney Maintenance 
Dealer for: 
FINGARD CHIMNEY 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
635-9557 
;PRO TECH ELECTRONICS 
4519 LAKELSE AVE, TERRACE 
635-5134 
Complete electronlcs 
repair services 
Service centre for most : p~l"l 
major brands ,r'w~, TEEH 
• ~:  i ¸ 
Kitwanga, B.C. 849-5673 
t [•  
Dedicated People, Understanding a Need 
Directors  - -  AI f  & Jeonet te  DoFrone 
4727 Park Avenue. Terrace, B.C. • 
24.h0ur call - -  6384319 r ,  
Pamphlets available for 
Memorial Markers and Bronze Plaques .~ . . . .  
KALUM ELECTRIC 
Major Appliances: 
Frigidaire Electrohome 
Westinghouse Quasar T.V. 
Sales & Service VCR 
Parts Depot We service 
for all makes all makes 
Kalum Electric Ltd. m4 Kalum St. 
Satel lte TV systems .. ..... ....... 635.6286 : 
Your complete 
source for all i~ ' [  ~ 
your heating 
needs, f . ~  ..~u:cop,¢..~l'; ,~;h¢.d¢~: 
Northwest Consolidated = Inyl I g" 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Kelth Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
TYPING 
VOICE PAGERS ¢t PHOTOCOPYING 
24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638-8195 
#1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N4 
TERRACE LTD. 
GLASS I 4711------A Kelt'-'-h Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638.1166 
MERC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD • MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
.. YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS . 
'YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDAIWA.CHAIN SAWS 
DL No, 7550 & POWER PRODUCTS 
KEN'S MARINE 
• , . . , , 
4946 Greig Ave, Phone: 635-2909 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30.10:30 dally 
2701 S. Kalum 635-6180 
i L._ 
.Terrace, B.C. 635-7400' 
4-3916 MOUNTAINVIEW AVE 
,TERRACE. B.C. 635-5859 
Specializing lit 
4x4 and 
, ~ Automatic 
Transmission 
Repairs 
North Coast Auto 
Repairs "*'* ~==o River Dr., Terrace 
"~ 63~Bg67 _. 
• i _ _  
Inferable Boat Repairs ~P~• I 
.,,e Durable- High Quality "~.,, II 
~4~- Vulcanizing Repairs 4b~'-o~ II 
We specialize In Conveyer Belt ~'#~ 'O~ 
¢~ Installations, Splicing, and Repai[s. ~ ~1 
Vulcanizing and Pulley Lagging. 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
.CONTRACTING SERVICES 
~8.es~o -. ~8-oee  s 
' Industrial 638-1876 
Commemlal & " , / '~"  
Residentll, ~ )~  
Wiring 
News lect lc 
Nathan Waddell  - -  E lectr ical  Cont~lctor 
4931 I.inollo Ave.. Terrace 
;. '..Q 
:.-,,.,~ $.i: .. 
C .inctry 
:' (604) 638-1437 
• Face Frame & Europa Style Cabinets 
• Cedar Windows and Doors 
.• Commercial & Residential Cabinetry 
Ter race  . ,~  Bornite Mountain 
Taxidermy 
Tree  Tr imm,ng L~.~ For a profess,o.o' oak 
Will cut down any  t ree!  Specia l iz ing In Big Game Mounts  & Rugs 
"SAFELY" We mount fish and birds a;, we l l  
tl,000,000 liability for YOUR protection Peter Martinson Box 23, RR. 2, Terrace, B.C. 
635-5777 V8G 3Z9 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles • Chalnsews 
Snowmobiles. Medne Supplies 
/ /i , TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
, . -~ . . . . . . .  ~t '~  
l INE  
. n 
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 lace where,doWntown revitalization worked 
m 
and it could work in other places 
The 4600 block Lakelse Ave. 
is an attractive part of town, but 
at one time not too long ago it 
was primarily a run-down sec- 
tion of slanted and settling old 
Wood Structures that used to be 
the bustling downtown core of 
Terrace. 
developed the concept of a "new 
look" which would be attractive 
not only to the community but 
to tourists as well and bring 
customers, new business and 
prosperity back into the area. 
"The block was losing its 
economic viability," explained 
Clift. " It  was getting very 
dilapidated and we were losing 
stores. And then came the con- 
cept that the 4600 block finally 
adopted, and we arranged with 
the provincial government o 
finance the project, which was 
worth about three-quarters of a 
million dollars. 
" I  think probably our timing 
was perfect o revitalize this area 
and therefore keep it as a fairly 
busy area of the downtown part 
of Terrace." 
With government financing, 
and the cooperation of the city 
and most of the merchants and 
owners, project organizers were 
able to award a contract o a 
local contractor and the job 
began one year after it was con- 
ceived. 
" I  think that one nice thing 
about it," said Clift, "was the 
fact that the architect, Greig 
Lutz  of Architects North, and 
the contractors and subcontrac- 
by Tod Straehan 
,According to one local 
businessman, John Clift of Ev's 
Men's Wear, the idea for 
upgrading the block began 
about 1980 when then-Minister 
of Municipal Affairs Bill Vander 
Zalm spoke at a local Chamber 
of Commerceluncheon and 
described the Downtown 
Revitalization program. 
Shortly after that meeting, a 
number of 4600 block owners, 
Rod Verstrate, Joe Zucchiatti, 
John Cliff, Al Purschke, Peter 
Wightman and Manuel DaSilva, 
got together and discussed the 
government financing that was 
available under the program. 
They decided to follow up on the 
idea to see if it might help put 
them back in the mainstream of 
the downtown business ector. 
From those backroom discus- 
sions and coffee shop meetings 
John Cliff, a 4600 block Lakelse merchant, recently sug- 
gested this section of Kalum St. Would be a good target for 
another downtown revitalization project. City planner Rob 
Greno says a variety of grants and financing aids are 
available through the provincial government. 
tors were all local. It was a 
benefit o the town and we were 
able to keep a handle on it as it 
proceeded." 
Looking back at what the pro- 
ject has done for the area, Cliff 
described itas a huge success. 
"We haven't had any failures 
in the block to speak of since," 
he said. "Nor have we had any 
great numbers of vacant 
premises. There have been the  
odd premises come up for rent 
but they never seem to lay idle 
for any great length of time." 
According to Clift, one of the 
4600 block's greatest assets is the 
covered sidewalk. He said it of- 
fers shoppers helter ight beside 
their cars and they have the op- 
tion to window shop at any time 
of the day or night. 
And in answer to critics who 
say that traffic has become con- 
gested and parking reduced, 
Cliff says it's not true. The 
number of parking places have 
in fact been increased he says. 
He explained that even with the 
sections of sidewalk that jut out 
into the street and give the block 
its unique character, parking 
spaces were gained by blocking 
off two alleys and having a bus 
stop and space reserved for the 
airport limosine removed. 
Inregard to two-lane traffic 
as  opposed to four, Clift says 
that this is also a plus. Although 
he admits that "No Left Turn" 
signs could speed up traffic, in 
answer to critics Clift gives this 
advice: " I f  you simply want to 
go from point 'A' to point 'B' I 
don't think you should be on 
Lakelse Ave: You should either 
be on Greig or Park, without 
traffic lights or restrictions." 
" I  would agree that right-turn 
or straight-through traffic would 
carry the flow through," he 
said. "But personally I'm quite 
happy to see what exists because 
it has a tendency to slow the 
traffic down. And if you com- 
pare it to Smithers, which I real- 
ly enjoy because it is slow, you 
have a stop sign every two 
blocks, you never get going 
more than 20 miles an hour, and 
it becomes a pretty safe street." 
Cliff said he would recom- 
mend a similar project for other 
parts of the downtown area. 
"Particularly areas in town like 
Kalum Street that are looking 
f ,,, ~,~ . . . . . .  
• ~. . . . .  ".. i:~i:~ ...... .... ::~!,~ 
; 
Terrace dental surgeon Dr. Joe Zucchlattl is one of several local businessmen who feel 
their Investment in the 4600 block Lakelse was a good one, Zucchlatti says the new look of 
shop exteriors on the block encouraged many of the tenants to renovate inside, as he's 
done with his dental clinic. 
• , ;  , 
Earlier this decade the 4600 block Lakelse Ave. underwent 
a transformation from a run-down and deteriorating strip of 
old downtown to a modern and attractive look: The mer- 
chants who occupy the block say it's an investment hat 
paid off and a gamble that could do the same magic in 
other parts of Terrace. 
pretty tough. Streets that start 
looking tough tend to get that 
type of client, and you get shops 
that are low rent shops, and you 
get people that are of that 
style." 
But according to Clift, " I f  
you can keep it clean - -  you can 
keep your town a lot safer and a 
lot nicer to live in." 
Planning and Economic 
Development officer Rob 
Greno says that money is 
presently available for similar 
projects. 
According to Greno, under 
such programs as Downtown 
Revitalization, grants of up to 
$1,000 for feasibility studies and 
$6,000 for design and engineer- 
ing studies are available. He 
added that on a Business Im- 
provement Area grant, any 
group in any area of town can 
work together on projects such 
as parking and street im- 
provements or an area 
marketing plan. 
He said money for the actual 
project can be borrowed from 
the provincial government, 
through the city, and can then be 
paid back at a special rate as an 
addition to their regular city 
taxes. 
Greno said that additional 
money is also available, follow- 
ing the completion of a 
revitalization project, for adver- 
tising and promotional events to 
attract business to the newly 
renovated area. 
II 
New  oo, W,,,,om,, 
Phil Hartl, Project 
Manager Business Development Manager 
and You  Need Adv ice?  
Ask About Our . 
Very Reasonably Priced 
"IN HOUSF" 
Business Start Up Counselling 
Another Product of 
CASE Business Services 
4641 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 635-4951 
BACKING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS 
~ )  Federal Business Banque f(kh~rale 
Development Bank de d~veloppement , 
Canad  
I I I I I  I 
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A group of local welders were recently treated to a demonstration of the new plasmarc goug- 
Ing system of gas welding,.a process that was described asa safe and versatile alternative 
to carbon arc methods. 
New welding technique 
demonstrated at NWCC 
TERRACE - -  About 40 local 
residents representing various 
trades attended an informal 
lecture and demonstration at 
Northwest Community College 
recently to learn about he latest 
innovations in the welding in- 
dustw.  
The session was a joint project 
of NWCC and the Welding In- 
stitute of Canada (WIC). Auden 
Birkedal,  Coordinator  of 
Trades, Training and Industrial 
Services, said it was represen- 
tative of many similar sessions 
sponsored by the college to keep 
tradesmen and industry up to 
date on the latest development. 
Butch Maguire of L-Tec 
Canada Ltd., Edmonton, spoke 
on behalf of WIC in describing 
the latest developments in 
plasmarc gouging, digipulse 
systems and wire-fed units. 
Maguire described plasmarc 
(TIO or tungsten inert gas) 
gouging as the safest, most ver- 
satile process available for the 
removal of large or small 
amounts of metal in the shop or 
out in the field. He described it
as the best alternative toair car- 
bon arc gouging. 
He said it can be used for weld 
removal, weld joint preparation 
and back gouging on most 
metals, including aluminum, 
stainless steel, carbon steel, 
titanium and high strength 
alloys such as inconel or 
hastalloy. 
In describing the advantages 
of plasmarc gouging, Maguire 
said the system replaces nib- 
blers, gringing and grinding, 
witl~ the added advantage that 
little or no preparation or 
cleanup work is required. In ad- 
dition, the system creates less 
noise and smoke than other 
systems and results in no carbon 
contamination from the elec- 
trode. Due to low heat input, 
warpage of the metal is also 
decreased. The unit sells for 
about $12,000. 
Maguire then went on to 
describe the digipulse system 
which is the latest in wire-fed 
welding. He said the primary 
difference in new welding 
technology is the use of com- 
puter chips and square-way e 
solid-state power supplies rather 
than transformers. The result is 
a much smaller and lighter unit 
which can easily be transported. 
These units sell for about 
$10,000. 
Of interest o the home and 
hobby welder was a small wire- 
fed unit weighing only about 90 
pounds which sells for around 
$1,500. This system was 
demonstrated byErnie Dyck Of 
Borstad Welding Supplies. in 
Prince George, who is also the 
Chairman of the Central In- 
terior Chapter of the Welding 
Institute of Canada. 
Anyone requiring more up-to- 
date information on present day 
technology can contact Butch 
McGuire at (403) 436-8241 or 
Ernie Dyck at 563-0136. 
Subscription Order Form: 
I-1 1 year $24.00 I-1 2 years -  $45.00 
[ ]  Cheque [ ]  Money Order [ ]  Master Card [ ]  Visa 
Please send a subscription to: 
Name 
Address 
Phone Postal Code 
Seniors" in Terrace and District $12.00 
Seniors out of Terrace and District $15.00 
Card No. 
Expiry Date 
Moil or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4555 Grelg Avenue,  
Terrace, B.C,. VSG 1M7 
Wednesday, May 4 -- The Kltsumkalum Skl Club will be l 
holdlng thelr Annual Meetlng at 7:30 p.m. at the base- I ment room of the Terrace Llbrary. All club members are 
i requested to attend. ThursdaY, May 5 - -  The Terrace Blcycle Club Is havlng, 
thelr General Meetlng at 7 p.m. In the basement of the I 
Terrace Publlc Library. The Blcycle Club has rldes on 
Tuesday nlghts at 7 p.m. Meet In front of Sundance Skl 
& Sports. 
May 6 & 7 .-Do you have preschool children? Public 
Health Nurses will be available to answer your ques- 
tions on parenting when you visit their display at the 
Skeena Mall. We'd also like to make you aware of 
groups in the community that can help you become 
more effective parents. See you in the Mall on May 6 bet- 
ween 3 p.m. and 9 p.m. or May 7 between 10 a.m. and 4 
p.m. 
Saturday, May 7 - -  There will be a Pancake Breakfast 
from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Happy Gang Centre. 
Everyone welcome. 
Saturday, May 7 --  Mills Memorial • Hospital Auxiliary 
Thrift Shop will be holding a $1.50 Brown Bag Sale of all 
clothing and shoes from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at 4544 Lazelle 
Avenue. 
Saturday, May 7 --  Doesn't everybody love to see a 
bride? Well, the Ladies of Zion Baptist Church/Terrace 
are going to presentto you an array of beautifully adorn- 
ed brides during their special event "Spring Tea & Bridal 
Fashions of Yesteryear" with music, delicious pastry, 
fancy sandwiches, coffe, tea and fruit punch. The event 
will take place from 2:30 p.m. to approx. 5 p.m. at the 
Terrace Hotel. Mrs. Esther Peters of Houston, B.C. will 
speak on marriage and Christian living. This presenta- 
tion is an effort to raise funds for the ladles' mission 
projects in Africa. Tickets are available at Something 
Good Bookstore, Wallinda Craft Supplies, and the Kit- 
chen Boutique in the Skeena Mall. Come and enjoy a 
pleasant afternoon in support of a worthy cause. For 
more information, please phone Sigrid Bahr at 635-5289 
or Donna Orr at 635-5309. 
May 7 to 28 - -  The Terrace Art Association is presenting 
a School District 88 Students' Art Show at the Terrace 
Art Gallery. The gallery will be open Tuesday to Thurs- 
day 12 noon - 3 p.m. and 7 - 9 p.m., Friday and Saturday 
12 noon - 3 p.m., and Sunday 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
Sunday, May 8 --  The Northwest Computer •Users' 
Group is having a meeting at the Terrace Public Library 
at 1:30p.m. Everyone welcome. 
Monday, May 9 - -  The Annual General Meeting of the 
Terrace Little Theatre will be held at 7:30 p.m. There will 
be the election of officers for next year. All members are 
requested to attend. New members will be welcome. 
Tuesday, May 10 -- Terrace Youth Centre volunteers 
monthly meeting, 7:30 p.m. in the T.Y. Centre located at 
4634 Walsh Ave. All volunteers are encouraged to attend 
and anyone Interested in getting involved is welcome. 
T.Y.C. volunteers monthly meetings are held on the se- 
cond Tuesday of each month. For further Information 
call Pat Williams 638-0112 or Cheryl Nelson 638.1776. 
Wednesday, May 11 --  Kirsten Mueller, who has recent- 
ly returned from a Canada World Youth Exchange in In- 
dia, will show her slides on India and talk about her ex- 
periences at 7 p.m. at the Terrace Women's Centre, 4542 
Park Avenue. Co.sponsored by Northwest Development 
Education and The Women & Development Group. 
Everyone welcome. For more information call Frances 
at 635.2436. 
Thursday, May 12 --  The Arthritis Society's mobile oc- 
cupational therapy unit will be at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. It provides special aids and advice, on a doc- 
tor's recommendation, to people who suffer from ar- 
thritis. The unit, staffed by Hazel Mackle and Frances 
Swan is sent out from the Vancouver Arthritis Centre. 
For Information contact the Terrace Arthritis Society at 
635.7026. 
Saturday, May 14 --  The Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
Association will be holding their annual Plant Sale from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., In the parking lot next to Petrocan on 
Lakelse Ave. Annual and perennial flowers, vegetables, 
tomatoes, berry bushes, rockery plants, etc. will be 
available. Come early for best selection. For further in. 
fo. call 635-2977, 635-4082 or 635-2607. 
Saturday, May 14 - -  The Terrace Art Association is hav- 
ing their 24th Spring Arts and Crafts Show in the Terrace 
Arena Banquet Room from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. The 
displays will include pottery, photography, paintings 
and handicrafts. 
~ r ~ " ,  , ~ . .  , r .  .~ ,  . . . . . . .  - - - - :~:  : ~ ,. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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They're offl Skeena Junior Secondary School fielded SO0 runners in a crowded start to the 10th annual Milk run. 
The province-wide vent Involved more than 150,000 secondary school students, and this year's donations go to 
the B.C. Lions Society for Crippled Children. 
Student run 
nets funds 
for Lions 
The 10th annual "Milk Run" 
to raise money for charitable 
organizations has come to a 
close for another year.-And 
although some schools haven't 
yet tallied up their donations, 
Caledonia Senior Secondary has 
and the Lion's Easter Seal Fund 
will be receiving $609.01 from 
that school's efforts. 
The Milk Run is sponsored in 
B.C. schools by the B.C. Dairy 
Foundation, and all donations 
come from the students par- 
ticipating rather than the general 
public. A different charity is 
selected by the Foundation each 
year. Last year it was Rick 
Hansen, and this year the Lions 
are to be the recipients. 
The students cover a three- 
kilometer course and are free to 
choose their own mode of 
transportation --  running, walk- 
ing, cycling, roller skates, skate 
boards or any other sort of 
human-powered mobility. 
Terrace junior and senior 
secondary schools have par- 
ticipated in the run since its in- 
ception in 1977 and each school 
is free to select any form of com- 
petitive or non-competitive for- 
mat .  
The most informal run this 
year was held at Thornhill 
Junior Secondary, who did it 
"Just for the fun of it" and to 
help others less fortunate than 
themselves. There were no prizes 
for th e top finishers in the event; 
in fact they didn't even keep 
track. That, to them, wasn't a 
part of the event. 
Thornhill had the entire stu- 
dent body involved, about 250, 
and those that couldn't par- 
ticipate handed out the free half- 
pint of milk that every entry 
receives at the end of the run. 
Skeena Junior Secondary had 
about 500 of their 650 students 
participating, and they chose a 
more competitive format o add 
a little spice. The, top grade ight 
Skeena runners were Gary 
Angus and Cindy Olson, from 
grade nine they were Chad Ed- 
munds and Rochelle Pelletier, 
and in grade 10 it was Frank 
Genallle and Krista Soules who 
crossed the fine first. 
The top ten Skeena runners in 
order of finish were: Chad Ed- 
munds, David Shepherd, Frank 
GenalUe, Dave Edmunds, Brent 
Neves, Kerry Smith, Jackie 
Brown, Terry LleweUyn, John 
Adams and Gary Angus. 
Caledonia did well to collect 
over $6o0, reportedly a 700 per- 
cent increase over last year. The 
students themselves donated 
$440 of that while the Students' 
Council raised $100 and the 
Grad Committee $50. The 
balance of the money came from 
T-shirt sales in the school. 
Prizes in Caledonia's run were 
divided into three categories: 
donations, which was won by 
Mr. Comfort's Block H class 
with a contribution of $74.81 
and who will begetting some 
free pizza; top runners, each of 
whom received certificates of 
appreciation; and a trophy for 
the grade with the greatest 
number, of entries, which went 
to grade 11 with 79 competitors. 
Finishing second for the 
number of dollars contributed 
was Mr. Reid's class with 
$54.96, followed by the classes 
of Mrs. Van Dyk, $44.39, Mr. 
Jordon, $35.37, Mr. Bussanich, 
$32.51 and Mr. MacLeod, 
$29.75. 
As far as participation was 
concerned, the Grads of '88 
placed second with 55 entries 
while grade 10 with 23 and the 
staff with 21 finished third and 
fourth. 
Ben Bell made short work of hls half.plnt of milk at the conclusion of the annual Milk Run 
sponsored by the B.C. Dairy Foundatlon. He placed second In his Skeena school Grade 8 
group. 
I 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. 
9 • Terrace s Bingo Place 
Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace 
4818 Hwy. 16 West 
SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Assn. 
MONDAY: Terrace Minor Hockey 
TUESDAY: Kermodes or Jaycees 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Club 
THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets 
Ladies of the Royal Purple 
FRIDAY: Parapelegic Assn. 
SATURDAY: Parapelegic Foundation 
Regular 
18  Games 
EVERYONE WELCOME| 
(Age 14 years and up) 
Thank youl Have a Nice dayl 6 
Extra 
Games 
• '~iilLi~i[~ ~i ' i 
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Mayor Jack Talstra .has proclaimed the month of May as "Salvation Army Red Shie ld  
Month" in Terrace. This is the time of the year when the Salvation Army calls on the 
generosity of all Terrace residents to support their year-long campaign against poverty, 
hunger and human suffering. Pictured above (left to right) are Red Shield chairperson Sherri 
Onstein, Mayor Jack Talstra and Salvation Army Captain John Harken 
Terrace Legion report 
-by Roy .Greening 
The City Council of Terrace 
has adopted a resolution ap- 
proving the setting aside of 62 
grave plots for Legion veterans. 
These will be located at the Ter- 
race Municipal Cemetery where 
they will be all together. Corn: 
rade John Oman is to be thank- 
ed for his effort in negotiating 
for these plots on behalf of the 
local veterans. The Legion 
would also like to thank the City 
Counci l  and Steve Scott, the 
Superintendent of Parks and 
Recreation, for doing this for 
Branch 13. 
Branch Thirteen Royal Can- 
adian Legion executive for 1988 
are as follows: 
Table Officers 
Pres ident :  Comrade Keith 
Trask;  1st Vice: Comrade Derek 
Ha les ;  2nd Vice: Comrade Roy 
Greening; Treasurer: Comrade 
Keith Norman; Secretary: Com- 
rade  Maria Thomsen. 
• Appointments 
, Management: Comrade Derek 
.Hales;  Sergeant-At-Arms: Com- 
: rade Bill Gidley; Service Officer: 
Comrade Lir/da Karu; Sick and 
Vmltmg, Comrade O. Kaulbeck; 
,,~!Bur~ies: ~ ~  Mary-Ann 
Burdett. 
Directors 
Poppy & Wreath: Comrade 
Lorne Stephens; Entertainment: 
Comrade Bud Kirkaidy; Sports: 
Comrade Hud Fisher; Building: 
Comrade Bob Fisher; Public 
Relations: Comrade Roy Green- 
ing; Ways & Means: Comrade 
Joan Davis; Special Duties: 
Comrade John Oman. 
Beverly Dickie is at present 
the president of the Ladies' Aux- 
iliary of Branch 13 of the Royal 
Canadian Legion. In fact, this is 
ller fifth time as president of an 
organization that one might say 
is the backbone of the main 
branch. 
Bey has almost become asym- 
bol when one discusses the ac- 
tivities of this indispensible arm 
of Branch 13. A veteran in her 
own right, Bey has been a 
member here for 19 years :and 
continues to be the mentor to 
others who are also eager to be 
of service to those who served 
their country in war and in 
peace. She has been in the 
forefront of a great many Aux- 
iliary activities over these many 
years which include, not only 
giving direct help to the 
,veterans, but also, to the com- 
munity as a whole. 
One example of the latter is 
that of the ladies presenting a 
$2,000 cheque to our branch for • 
Meals.On-Wheels last fall, 
besides their donation of money 
for the good and welfare of the 
branch. 
We, at Branch •13, are for- 
tunate that Bev was so inclined 
to serve. Last fail a picture was 
taken of Bey Dickie making a 
presentation to our branch presi- 
dent of a large amount of money 
raised by the Ladies' Auxiliary. 
This impressed me so much that 
I sent he picture to our national 
magazine, and it should appear 
in The Legion shortly. I felt that 
Bey and her members deserved 
this nationwide publicity. 
Perhaps, too, a picture should 
have been sent of Bey with her 
sleeves rolled up while working 
in the branch kitchen. This ubi- 
quitous talent has prompted her 
fellow members to elect her to 
the various official offices over 
the years. Perhaps, too, it is the 
reason for her being presented 
with the Legion's Diamond 
Jubilee medal • :: ......... 
. L  . . . . .  
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DII ECTODY 
Sacred Heart .Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
11:00 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: Rector Rev.: 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. Hermann Dittrich 
Sunday School classes are held during the 9 a.m. service. Child care is 
wlallable du, lng the 9 a.m. service, 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday khool and 
Adult Class: 
9:45 a.m. Sunday Worship: 
' 11:00 a.m. &'Eli 5520  
3229 Sparks Street vv , , -  
Terrace seventh-Day Adventist Church  
Sabbath khooh Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. Ole Unruh -- i45-751S 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.rn. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths • 635-3232 
Sunday khooh 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
8:30 a.m. / 11:00 o.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
-Evangelical Free Church 
Postors: 
Jim .Westman . 
• Gordon Froese 
. 
Prayer Meeting: : :,.~ 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. i :  i 
3302 Sparks Street 635'5115 
KnoxUnited Church. 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
Sunday School: 
10:30 a.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave.  
Minister: 
Stan Bailey 
Youth Group: 
6:30 p.m. 
685,6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Early Service" Pastor: Assoc. Pastor: 
8:30 a.m. John Caplin Lea Froese 
Sunday School: Prayer Time: 
10:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m. 
Morning Service: Evening Service: 
11:15 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3511 Eby Street 615,2414 
The Alliance Church 
IFamlly Bible School: Pastor: 
9:45 a.m. Rick Wiebe , 
Morning Survlce: Fellowship Service 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries * Home Bible S tud lu ,  Vlslhztlon 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00.p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-l~1180 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor: 
11 a.m. & S p.m. Peter Sluys - -  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:45 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
kck-to-Ood hour Sundays 9:30 p.m. on CJFW-FM radio. 
'3602 Sparks 635-6178 
The 23rd 
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Science Fair has come to a close, 
and the competition was keen. 
Scientific Pursuits tudents of 
note are Grade 8 students Roy 
Preyser and Sean Giesbrecht, 
and Justin Briand and Robert 
Robertson, who finished second 
and third in the Grade 8 -10 
division after Grade 10 students 
Vicki Sainis and Bao-Lanh 
Diep. 
The Straw Tower Contest was 
a combination of fun and 
frustration sponsored by 
McDonalds Restaurants, who 
donated the hundreds of straws 
required, and challenged future 
engineers to find the best 
geometric design to support he 
weight of the tallest ower. 
In the Paper Airplane Con- 
test, Clarence Michiel outdid the 
competition by winning a first, 
two seconds and a third. 
Not to be outdone however, 
Parkside cleaned up in the two- 
egg drop with 16 survivors, 
while second place Veritas had 
only four. 
Projects and Displays 
Kindergarten and Grade one: 
Projects --  Heather Wilson, 
Holly Norman and Ryan Boyle; 
Displays -- Ryan Hrechka and 
Kevin Erickson. 
Grades 2-3: Projects -- Kevin 
*Dodd, Jeffery Town, Levon 
Patrick and Tim .Norman; 
.DisplaYs-- Allison Whitman, 
Davin Mackay and Stephen 
Anaka. 
Grades 4-5: Projects - -  
Michel le  Audet, Chelsea 
Henderson and Roddie Mcln- 
nes; ~lisplays --  Selena 
u ng scientists show off ingenuity, 
Annual Terrace Popovitch, Natasha Scott,. Grades 7.8: 1st, Bao Van -- 
Diep, Michael Talstra nd Shane 
Keller; 2nd, Paul Bennett, Gary 
Angus and Bao Long Diep. 
Paper Airplane Contest 
Kindergarten and Grade 1: 
1st, Christopher Mantel, 
Centennial .Christian; 2nd,, 
Gregory Gelinas, Uplands; and 
3rd, Darcy Hull, Parkside. 
Grades 2-3: 1st, Vincent Gair, 
Thornhill Primary; 2nd, Randy 
Prinz, ET Kenney; and 3rd, 
Steven Anaka, Veritas. 
Grades 4-5: (all from Clarence 
Michiel) 1st, Steven Lopston; 
2nd, Prabjet Bains; and 3rd, 
Cory Almgren. 
Grades 6-7: 1st, Aaron 
LeBlanc, Veritas; 2nd, Ryan 
Chen-Wing; Clarence Michiel; 
and 3rd, Shane Keller, Centen- 
nial Christian. 
Two.Egg Drop Survivors 
From Parkside Elementary: 
Grade 1 -- Patrick Desjardins, 
Jessie Philippe and Paula 
Teileir; Grade 2 -- Jamie Allen, 
Jesse Cowell and Alisa Holte; 
Grade 3 --  Michael Anwieler, 
Kelly Austin, Cameron Ey- 
jolfson, Nicole Hill, Panla 
Howard and Jeremy Larsen; 
Grade 4 -- David Spencer, 
Sarah Wiebe, David Bretherick 
and Jenny Smyth. 
From Veritas: I(~ndergarten 
-- Teresa Fleming; Grade 4 -- 
' Paul Fleming; Grade 5 --  Anna 
Brown; and Grade 6 -- Terri 
Anderson. 
From Thornhiil Primary: 
Grade 3 --  Conna Costain and 
Charles Parks. And from 
Uplands Elementary: Grade 2 - -  
e, 
Mike McMynn. 
Christina Talstra and Karla 
Vande Velde. 
Grdes 6-7: Projects - -  Pauline 
Lepp, Bao Van Diep, Anthony 
Roodzant and Michael Talstra; 
~iisplays - -  Renae Plantinga, 
Shane Keller, Shannon Hamhuis 
and Erin Parr. 
Grades 8-I0: Projects - -  
Vicky Sainis and Bao Lanh 
Diep; Displays -- Tammy 
HaselmeYer. 
Grades 11-12: Projects - -  
Kelle Pegg, Mange Sidhu, 
Janewa Osei-Tutu, Rod On- 
stein, Shawnee Love and 
Christine Weber. 
Scientific Pursuits 
Grade 6-7: 1st, Ryan Chen- 
Wing and Norman Dreger; 2nd, 
Tom Mack and Jason Prevost. 
Grades 8-10: 1st, Vicki Sainis 
and Bao-Lanh Diep (Grade 10 
students); 2nd, Roy Preyser and 
Scan Giesbrecht (Grade 8 stu- 
dents); 3rd, Justin Briand and 
Robert Robertson (Grade 8 
students). 
Grade 11-12: 1st, Jeremy 
Smith (Grade 11). 
Straw Tower Building 
Contest 
Primary Division - -  1st, 
David Flemming, Jason Blake 
and Simon Phillips; 2nd, Gurjit 
Gill, Stacey Lopston and Bal- 
winder Dlay; 3rd, Joey Scafe, 
Brian Corrcia and Scan Mer- 
marts .  
Grades 4-6: 1st, Peter Sharp, 
Frank Carpino and Ronni¢ Cul- 
lis; 2nd, Christina Talstra and 
Karri Van Nef; 3rd, Steven 
Lopston and Scott Rawkins. 
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The Straw Tower building contest at the Terrace Science 
Fair was an engineering challenge won by Peter Sharp, 
Ronnle CuRls and Frank Carping. The straws were provided 
by the Terrace McDonald's franchise, and owner Malcolm 
Hilcove was on hand to congratulate the victors. 
FORTHE 
LOVE OF COD. 
G1VE. 
If you'd like to give to the Red Shield, 
but you weren't can.vassed, just send your donation 
along with the coupon. 
Your gift- whether large or small- will help us meet 
the challenges of each new day. 
FOR THE LOVE OF GOD. GIVE. 
Enclosed please find. < ,
lwould like someone to call D. Phone 
If you'd simply like more information about us F-I. 
Name: 
Address: 
6 
City: 
Prey.: Postal Code: 
THE NAT1ONAL RED .'5,  H 1 ELD ,'\ PPEAL 
4643 Walsh  Avenue,  
Two of the top finishers in the Scientific Pursuits section of the recent Terrace Science Fair 
were Grade 10 students Bao-Lanh Dlep and Vlcki Sainls. 
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The proving ground for the egg drop at the an- 
nual Terrace Science Fairwas a feat of engineer- 
ing in itself. The guy-wired tower was set up by 
some volunteers from the local firefighting 
forces. As the results 0ower left) show, the egg- 
packing technique used by some students left a 
bit to be desired. 
• . .  - ,  Things Change 
t~ 
Not only has a fullyautomated press replaced the 
tons, of hot lead, the !common typewriter has moved aside , 
• for the computer "terminal. 
If,there are things ';that are not in our newspaper that : 
you would like to see, or if we aredoing things you don't 
like, let Us know. You are our greatest sourceof information 
' - -  let us print what you want to see ,  
! . . . . .  
Drop In at or phone us, 
4535 Greig Ave, 635.7840 
Terrace Review 
colog Ist visiting e 
explains role of alder 
in forest biology 
private consultant working 
through UBC and recommended 
by the B.C. Science Council, 
provided an interesting addition 
to the Terrace Science Fair. 
Through a slide presentation 
and informal talks, Carter 
visited six schools and gave two 
public presentations which ex- 
plained the natural cycle of 
plants and how they relate to 
animals and offered some in- 
teresting insight into our local 
ecology. ' 
Ecologist Dr. Alan Carter, a for small organisms in the water pumping a constant stream of 
by Tod Strachan 
- -  which are in turn food for the 
fish --  and, finally, shade to 
keep the water at just the right 
temperature for maintaining 
aquatic life cycles. 
An interesting bit of informa- 
tion pertaining to alder, a 
species which is burned, cut and 
sprayed to make way for more 
valuable conifers, is its real pur- 
pose in nature. 
Carter explained that, like 
peas; beans, clover and many 
other nitrogen fixers, alder has 
nodules which use bacteria to 
turn gaseous nitrogen into" 
organic nitrogen --  the same 
stuff you put on your lawn to 
make it greener. 
In the natural course o f  
events, a cleared or burned area 
of forest is first taken over by 
fireweed and other plants, which 
begin to condition the soil and 
provide humus for the next cycle 
of events -- the alder. 
Alder rapidly fill the hillside 
with the first real stage of 
reforestation. In a Very short 
time there is protection against 
erosion, animal habitat, shade 
for other species and organisms, 
and all the while the alder are 
nitrogen into the soil and pro- 
viding an annual harvest of 
leaves to further build up the 
soil. 
After about 20 to 30 ~vears, 
when nature feels it's time and 
the soil is ready, conifers begin 
to grow and dominate the 
forests. "It's natural regenera- 
tion and it can be used in 
forestry," explained Carter. 
"People don't give it due 
credit." 
Carter explained how willow, 
cottonwood and alder are widely 
regarded by foresters as a pest 
species, but they are in fact im- 
portant stabilizing agents in 
nature. As a group they provide 
basic nutrients for the soil, food 
for small organisms and shelter 
for fish. 
In explaining the facts, Carter 
described how cottonwood and 
willow thrive near bodies of 
water, preventing erosion, pro- 
viding food and shade for in- 
sects and bacteria, organic food 
Fortunately however, speak- 
ing of alder and what he con- 
siders another important ree, 
cottonwood, Carter says, "At- 
titudes are changing a bit and 
there's ome talk of planting it. 
It's a good hardwood and it has 
several uses." 
It also explains why buffer 
zones are so important. Accord- 
ing to Carter - -  if we lose the 
buffer, we lose the fish. 
Carter said local students 
showed genuine interest in this 
and other topics relating to our 
natural forests, and asked 
several valid questions. He says, 
',I believe they're beginning to 
get the message." 
Top achievers 
named by Cal 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School announced last week the 
names of students who achieved 
Honor Roll status, based on 
report cards issued.April 15. 
The Honor Roll is constructed 
in three categories calculated for 
full-time students and using the 
marks from all the courses the 
student is taking when report 
cards are issued. 
Outstanding Achievement: 
Grade point average greater 
than or equal to 3.50. 
Meritorious Achievement: 
Grade point average greater 
than or equal to 3.25. 
Honorable Mention: •Grade 
point average greater than or 
equal to 3.00. 
In the calculations, "A" is 4, 
"B" is 3, "C+ is 2.5, "C" is 2, 
"C-" or "P"  is 1. 
Grade 10 
Outstanding Achievement: San- 
dra Lopston, Tins Thomas, 
Tracey Todd. 
Meritorious Achievement: 
Matthew Albert, Andy Blair, 
Jessie Carroll, David Dhaliwal. 
Honorable Mention: Brian 
Anderson, Dana Iverson, Jason 
Schulte, Gary Ventura, Darlene 
Volkman. 
Grade 11 
Outstanding Achievement: 
Andy Davis, Anil Deol, Victor 
Dhami, Josh Eades, Ben Foote, 
Shelley Giesbreeht, Scott 
Hansen, Jenine Krause, Janet 
Lennox, Rose Lenser, Tony 
Marques, Shane McColman, 
Melody Newman, Kelly Pegg, 
Jason Rempel, Edward Rood- 
zant, Jeremy Smith, Rick Yip. 
Meritorious Achievement: 
Dana Boyce, Jennifer Dew, 
Lorne Fisher, Jason Haldane, 
David HERR, iSusan "Kellyl ~ 
Rebecca Mattheis, Randy 
Musselman, Bruce Neid, 
Neelam Parmar, Nina Parr, Bet- 
ty Raposo, i Miehelle Rolfsen, 
Nina Teixeira. 
Honorable Mention: Merle 
Alexander, Charles Baverst0ck, 
Laura Bennett, Kris Fairless, 
Keith Fell, Rhaiannon George, 
Paulette Gyger, Darrin Hudson, 
Cory Killoran, Russell Mc- 
Farland, Scott Peden, Debbie 
Penner, Kathleen Pringle, Tom- 
my Shippit, Elizabeth Sluys, 
Barry Smith, Emerson Squires, 
Kiera Sundberg, Cory Swan, 
Selena Tank, Theresa Taron, 
Jeff Tupper, Megan Walker, 
Shauna Yeske. 
Grade 12 
Outstanding Achievement: 
Connie Aranjo, Lesa Bellamy, 
Colin Brehaut, Karen Brodie, 
Sara Chen-Wing, Surrinder 
Deol, Adam Ford, Michelle 
Hen&y, Peter Hepburn, Davis 
Lindsay, Shawnee Love, Kelly 
Mclntyre, Christine Weber, 
David Weismiller, Jann Marie 
Wilson, Peter Yip. 
Meritorious Achievement: 
Binder Kandola, Mishl Lynch, 
Anna Medeiros, Mark Neid, 
Rodger Talstra, David Vu. 
Honorable Mention: Terry 
Bartlett, Mark Bentley, Inness 
Campbell, David Currie, Aaron 
Davis, Cheryl Degerness, Gayle 
Deinstadt, Gurmit Grewal, Dale 
Harms, Debbie Jackman, Pam- 
ela Jakobs, Melaney Jones, Julie 
Krause, Norma Jean Kutzley, 
Verna Locke, Robert 
Mercereau, Andrew Ogawa, 
Janewa Osei-Tutu, Allan 
Power, Gil Rego, Ilda Scares, 
Michael Wong, Anita Ziegler. 
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Consulting ecologist Dr. Alan Carter displays a section of 
alder root. Close examination shows nodules on the root. 
that help fix nitrogen into the floor of developing forests. 
Carter lectured to local students during the recent Terrace 
Science Fair. 
Telescopes such as this one, the Skeena Junior Secondary Science Club's entry for the Ter- 
race Science Fair, have been in use ever since Isaac Newton designed the configuration in 
the 17th century, seen above with the nearly completed telescope -- some essential parts 
of which were obtained with the help of the H.R. McMillan Planetarium in Vancouver --  are 
club members Nick Pelletler, Chris Karker, Kyle Lindsay and Richard Blower. 
Date set 
for zone  
soccer 
playdowns 
Give Mom a Break 
Celebrate Mother's Day with the 
family and treat Mom to a fine 
special offer between 3:30 p.m. 
and 5 p.m. at The Bavarian Inn. 
A !1 dinner menu items will get 
20% discounted and every lady will 
receive a rose. . 
Another feature ts a dessert wagon 
with many different mouth.watering 
cakes and pastries. 
Sunday, May 8 - -  3:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
Regu lar  hours: Dinner Men. to Sat .  - 5 to 11 p .m.  
Lunch Men. to Fr i .  - 11:30 a .m.  to 2 p .m.  
. A Reservat ions  recommended 
~i~~l~0 BAVARIAN INN 
~L~W.I~' RESTAURANT 
4332 I,akelse Ave. i IIONE: 635-9161 
The zone seven B.C. Summer 
Games occer playdowns will be 
held at Terrace on the weekend 
of June 10 to 12. Teams wishing 
to enter the playdown must be 
registered with the B.C. Soccer 
Association through zone seven 
co-ordinator Richard Hasset of 
Terrace by May 5. Phone 
Hassett at 635-6849. The Sum- 
mer Games are slated for Vic- 
toria on the July 28 weekend. H 
• (!i: i ,i ::: i ~ i 
i•: : i ~%:;'I!:'~ • 
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Mental 
Health 
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awareness 
,week 
proclaimed 
Terrace Mayor Jack Talstra ' 
has proclaimed the week of May 
1 as "Mental Health Week" in 
Terrace and May 7 as "Schizo- 
phrenia Awareness Day". The 
proclamation recognizes that 
schizophrenia ffects one per~ 
cent of the Canadian population 
under 40 years of age, and in 
youth particularly the disease is 
termed "youths' greatest dis- 
abler". The proclamation also 
declares that both adolescents 
and adults with any mental ill- 
t ness require special medical at- 
tention and tender care. 
Sch izophrenia ,  a l though 
treatable with drugs, is a much 
misunderstood disease and 
many sufferers are mistakenly 
labeled as "crazy" or "insane" 
and rejected by society. 
Mental health authorities 
stress that this simply isn't true. 
Schizophrenics are not crazy and 
in general are not dangerous. 
The major i ty  are quiet ,  
withdrawn people suffering 
from a disease which makes it 
difficult for them to function in 
groups but who can function 
well in a protected environment 
if they receive proper treatment. 
Schizophrenia is a physical 
disorder of the brain and ner- 
vous system as are many other 
• disabling diseases such as 
A lzhe imer ' s  or mult ip le  
sclerosis, but the social costs of  
schizophrenia re much higher: 
rejection, shame, fear -  even =!;:i:- 
exclusion from the family. 
Understanding, acceptance 
and support for sufferers is one i 
of the main goals of the Friends 
and Families of Schizophrenics, 
a non-profit organization of in- 
terested people seeking further 
research into the cause, control.+ 
and cure of schizophrenia. 
Once the condition is diagnos- 
ed and the best of several " 
ava i lab le  med icat ions  is 
prescribed, the schizophrenic 
can start to rebuild his or her 
life. Through education and 
understanding, friends and 
families lose their fear of the 
disease and can begin to work 
slowly as they would with a 
child. 
In time, and in the right set- 
ting, the schizophrenic can begin : .... 
to reassume a role in society. 
i .>) ' -  
: ;  ......... 
,.. :...:,,~;:~:.-; ~:.~.,~:~.~*~<. 
Thle week Is Mental Health Week, and groups like The Friends and Families of Schizophrenics are working hard 
to build a bridge of understanding between the community and the mentally III. Members Connie Delrnarque- 
Smith, a social worker at Mills Memorial Hospital, and Marsha Lloyd, a community nurse with Mental Health, 
held a proclamation signing ceremony last week with Mayor Jack Talstra. 
a o 
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fr0m Scratch! 
A t the. Terrace Review we take  pride in personally 
designing and instituting an ad from. 
scratch, to be unique to you and 
.your business t 
If you want to get your business 
across in a creative and effective 
way,  
Make an appointment with our 
team today, 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 5G4 
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There is no cure for the ++ • ,. : 635-7840 
disease yet but researchers are 
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Venus and Mercury 
prominent in May 
by Allen Wootton 
There were some really beautiful evenings of observing during 
April and there should be more again this month. At the beginn- 
ing of the month the western sky will be dominated by Venus; it 
reaches its greatest brilliancy on May 6, and it will become more 
and more crescent shaped as the month progresses. The crescent 
makes a wonderful sight through binoculars, so I hope that if 
you have a pair you will take a few minutes to look at this 
beautiful planet. By the end of May Venus will set shortly after 
the Sun so it will be much easier to see at the beginning of the 
month than at the end. 
, j  
Appearance of Venus 
on. Apri l  26 
While you are but looking at Venus try to find Mercury, the 
closest planet o the Sun. Because its orbit is so close to the Sun, 
this planet is usually quite difficult (or impossible) to see. May is 
the best month of 1988 for its observation, however, so you will 
have a good chance of seeing it in the evening twilight from 
about the first week of May until near the end of the month. 
Don't wait for too long after the Sun sets - -  Mercury will set on- 
ly about 45 minutes later. It is at its greatest easterly elongation 
(its furthest angular distance from the Sun) of 22 degrees on May 
19, and it will be as bright as a bright star. If it is clear on May 
11 look for it about 8 degrees north of the star Aldebaran, and 
on May 17 you may be treated to a beautiful view of Venus, the 
waxing crescent Moon, and Mercury all fairly close together in 
the western sky. 
• Copella 
• Venus 
• 1 •  Moon .... '" ~' . . . . . .  :~ " 
• Mercury 
If you like getting up early in the morning you Will be able to 
see three other planets. T~/o of these, Mars and Saturn, are quite 
easy to see and you can pick them out as bright star-like objects 
between 4 and 5 a.m. You will find reddish-colored Mars quite 
low in the southeast ky while Saturn is slightly brighter, 
yellowish-white, and located low in the southern sky, If you look 
at these planets with binoculars you can see that both of them 
have some size - -  they are not spots like stars. Later this year 
t l ie~ planets will be easier to see and you will be able to see them 
at a more convenient time of the night. It is always nice to see 
them, however, and I was very pleased to do so several times in 
April. On one of these mornings ~(April 22) therewas even a very 
nice display of northern lights as well. 
Very few people have seen the third planet hat is visible in the 
morning sky. This planet, Uranus, was unknown to ancient 
astronomers because it is so faint. It was discovered in 1781 by 
;ir William Herschel and this discovery was a major event of the 
ime. You will need b~oculars to see Uranus slightly to the south 
md west of Saturn. 
~.aturn  
2 o 
'X~ Uranus 
Both Saturn • and Uranus wi l l  be visible- 
in the some binocular v iew 
The sketch I have drawn to show what the sky should look like 
on May 17 provides an interesting contrast to the photo I have 
included with this month's article. I took this photo of a waxing 
crescent moon (just like the waxing crescent moon in the sketch) 
from Melbourne, Australia. You might wonder why the lighted 
crescent is opposite when viewed from Terrace compared to 
Melbourne. The reason is that from the southern hemisphere you 
are upside down compared to your• position in Terrace so your 
view of the sky from "down under" is also inverted - -  as it 
would be if you stood on yore head and viewed the moon from 
Terrace. 
Since the fall I have had a telescope available at the Terrace 
Public Library on Tuesday evenings. I have been very pleased 
with the number of people who have shown up, sometimes on 
very cold nights, to take a look through it. Because it gets dark 
so late now I will not have the telescope out again until next fall. 
I hope you will have a chance to see through it at that time. 
Have a good month of observing. 
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Survey 
concerns 
being 
addressed 
Terrace City Council has 
followed a Finance Committee 
recommendation, and deficien- 
cies pertaining to the fire depart- 
ment which were listed in last 
fall's Fire Underwriter's Survey 
will be corrected in the 1988 
budget where feasible. In order 
to address one concern, council 
has also asked Fire Chief Cliff 
Best to make recommendations 
on feasible sites for the construc- 
tion of a training facility for 
local firefighters. 
The training site would in- 
clude facilities uch as a training 
tower and test pit, and would be 
available to Terrace firefighters 
as well as those from neighbor- 
ing communities and industry. 
The survey also showed that 
the adequacy and reliability of 
the city's water supply for fire 
This photo shows a waxing crescent moon (a moon that is protection purposes has improv- 
getting bigger from night to night). From the picture, you ed substantially since the last 
should be able to determine the following: the direction in formal review but pointed out 
which the camera was pointed; where the photo was taken; some areas that should be 
and if i twas possible for the photo to be taken in Canada. upgraded. 
Areas of concern included 
I s landers  support small diameter piping, inade- 
quate looping and excessive 
spacing of water mains in some commercial fishery areas. According to a Public 
Works Committee report, these 
are problems which the city is 
The Kitimat-Stikine Regional He added, "Council under- already addressing. 
District's recently declared sup- stands that these stocks A Fire Underwriter's Survey is 
port for a District of Houston (chinook, echo and steelhead) conducted in all B.C. com- 
resolution has been countered by are increasing, particularly the munities periodically to deter- 
the Villageof Masset. The Dis- chinook, faster than the original mine thek ability to attend and 
trict of Houston wrote federal Dept. of Fisheries estimates." successfully extinguish a fire. 
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans Houston's letter to Siddon The survey is used •for fire in- 
Tom Siddon asking him to asked that he modify current surance grading classification 
notify the Salmon Management harvesting practices of pink and purposes. 
Regime system of the need for sockeye salmon on the Skeena 
the protection of weaker fishery system to one that is specie, 
stocks - -  a position which the selective in order to reduce the 
Regional District of Kitimat- incidental catch of chinook, FU I I  U~ ' l~]3OI t  
Stikine supported, coho and steelhead by the com- 
However, the Village of Mas- mercialfishery. Terrace RCMP have a 
set has written Houston council Blame was placed in part on 43-year-old male Terrace resi, 
to advise them that they believe the "significant success" ofthe dent in custody as the result of a 
"that certain fish are being Fulton River Hatchery, which robbery committed a t  2 p.m. 
harvested selectively", resulted in an increased commer- April 30 at Grace Fell Florist on 
According to Masset mayor cial fishery for sockeye and pink Lakelse Ave. Police report that .... = 
Gordon Feyer, "Many changes salmon during the utme perio d an undisclosed amount of cash 
have occurred in the commercial of time that sports fml i$  stocks was stolen by a lone robber. The 
fishery tO ensure that ample return = to the Skeem, suspect appeared in Terrace 
escapement of dhili0ok, coho • Their concern was fmther in ,  cou~ i,M0nclay, charged .wi~ , "  ~ .... 
and steelhead stocks does =eased by a pmclicliee made at robbery. , , 
occur." a Skeena Rivet Advim~ Beard : 
Feyer cites the secession of  the meeting last December that free- Spring CounterAttack road- , 
chinook gillnet fishery, the cast 1988 ~retums of about 2.5 blocks netted local RCMP five • 
reduction of Commercial net million sockeye and 4.$ million impaired drivers during the late 
fishery time from about 50 days pinks. It was said at the time evening of April 29 and early 
to 15 per season', the elimination that because of thi~the number morning of April 30. Two of the 
of the troll fishery from Feb. 1 of commercial openings was ex- drivers were charged and the 
to July and during the month of pected to be 33, compared to 17 other three received 24-hour 
September, and "stringent" and in 1987 and 22 in 1986. license suspensions. 
"monitored" limits placed on 
the commercial fishery by the 
ministry as examples of these "~ IWednesday is 
changes. 
He adds that there has also SHIRT 
been a further reduction to the 
commercial net fishery on the DAY 
Skeena River this year which will 
ensure a higher escapement of Men's business shirts 
chinook, echo and steelhead, or Ladles' cotton blent 
" It  has not been proven that dress shirts 
expertly laundered 
the over-fishing by the commer- TWO LOCATIONS T(3 
cial fishery is the reason that the SERVE YOU BETTER!I =4 •-I ~U 
salmon enhancement program Kiddie Corner from the Post Office ! 
was brought into being; rather, Thornhlll Public Market 
it is believed that the degrada- W f f _~,~,  "~ 
tion of the fish habitat by poilu- W..,,a'= ~ =,,....,/ 
tion, mining and logging is the ~- -# /# ¢~' J ~ '~a~'~-  e - -~  ~., ~ '/'~-A #204P~.~ 
main reason the program was 
needed," writes Feyer. • . . . . . . .  = "" . . . . . . .  
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Local 
bikers, 
ready 
to  Rid 
fo r  Sight 
Although it's still six weeks 
• away, motorcycle clubs around 
the Northwest and Central In- 
terior are beginning to gear up 
for the annual "Ride for Sight" 
campaign. This national fund- 
raising campaign, sponsored in 
B.C. by the British Columbia 
Motorcycle Federation, raises 
money each year to fight 
Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP), a 
group of closely-related eye 
diseases which affect the retina. 
People suffering from RP 
first experience a gradual loss of 
vision and eventually, for many, 
it ends in total blindness. The 
retina at the back of the eye acts 
like the film in a camera nd its 
function is to transfer images to 
the brain. In RP sufferers, the 
cells of the retina degenerate and 
fail to renew themselves. There- 
fore, the transfer of images to 
the brain becomes fragmented 
or completely blocked. 
An early symptom in one 
form of RP is the loss of night 
vision, and as the disease pro- 
gresses peripheral vision nar- 
rows and the sufferer is left with 
tunnel vision. In another form 
of RP, central vision is lost first 
and then peripheral vision grad- 
ually deteriorates. 
There are an •estimated 
100,000 sufferers in Cax/ada. In 
1986, 60 percent of the newly 
registered blind in Canada lost 
their sight to RP related dis- 
eases. To date, no treatment or 
cure has beam found. 
Research is being carried out 
by major universities but it is 
slow, tedious - -  and expensive. 
Since 19"/4, the RP Eye Research 
Foundation has granted $3.2 
million to research institutions. 
And this is where hundreds of 
groups like the Roadrunners 
Motorcycle Club of Terrace 
come into the picture. Nearly 
half of that $3.2 million was 
raised through the Ride for Sight 
campaign, making it one of the 
largest charity events in the 
country that involves motor- 
cyclists exclusively. In 1987, 
over 7,000 Canadian riders join- 
ed the campaign to raise 
$500,000 from 80,000 individual 
donors. 
According to Ride for Sight 
North Coordinator, James Gil- 
ham, Roadrunners Club mem- 
bers have already received ona- 
tion books and are beginning a
campaign throughout the com- 
munity that they hope will top 
the previous year. 
He said that riders from 
across the north will then be 
converging on the Houston 
Motor Inn in Houston on June 
11 to turn in their collections 
and add up a total which will 
show the true generosity of 
It's Motorcycle Safety Week, and Mayor Jack "Wild One" Talstra recently got in the mood for cruise. The safety 
awareness campaign is organized by the British Columbia Motorcycle Federation and organized locally by the 
Roadrunners Motorcycle Club - -  a group of local street motorcyclists who have come together to promote road 
safety for everyone using our public highways. Pictured above are Roadrunners' vice president Doug Misfeldt, 
president Susan Kaulbeck, past president Brian Ramsay and executive director James Gilham. 
Roadrunners 
promote 
safety 
Terrace Mayor Jack Talstra 
has declared May 1 to 7 as 
"Motorcycle Safety Week" in 
Terrace. This annual safety 
awareness campaign was 
originally initiated• by the 
Roadrunners Motorcycle Club 
in Terrace several years ago and 
has since been adopted by the 
British Columbia Motorcycle 
Federation, who have made it a 
province-wide event. 
Organized in 1982 by a small 
group of local bikers, the 
Roadrunners now attract the 
majority of local bikers who 
work together to support road 
safety and organize charitable 
events, such as the Ride for 
Sight in June and the annual 
"ToyRun"  which has donated 
children's Christmas gifts to the 
Salvation Army every fall for 
the past six years. 
Other events organized by the 
club every year include a display 
in the Skeena Mall each spring 
to promote the club, road safety 
and new equipment, a parking 
lot "Skills Rodeo" to brush up 
on riding basics and road rallies 
and fun runs complete with 
trophies and prizes. 
According to club president 
Susan Kaulbeck, the Roadrun- 
ners are a loosely structured 
group open to anyone who en- 
joys talking about motorcycles, 
exchanging biking experiences 
and ideas -- and most of all, the 
feel of wind as they experience a 
freedom only bikers can enjoy. 
Kaulbeck said anyone in- 
terested can attend one of their 
monthly meetings, which are 
held at the Inn of the West at 
7:30 p.m. on the first Monday of 
every month, or phone James 
Gilham at 635-9217, Brian Ram- 
,say at 638-8436 or Sue Kaulbeck 
at 635-2446. 
residents in the north. 
Come Grow. 
with yc)ur community 
,Q, 
, ,  ~ ,o ,'w~ 0
. . .  . ~. ~.~.~/ , ' v~.a  ? ,  • .m, 
.V 
newspaper 
Locally Owned and Operated, the 
Terrace Review is a community 
newspaper concentrating solely on 
local news and events. With highly 
experienced employees, all long-time 
residents of Terrace, we have developed 
a paper one can honestly call the 
Terrace Review. 
g D 
I I l l  
• ....- . :  
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/Cal  students take over local government 
TERRACE - -  How will politi- 
cians decide the issues of tomor- 
row7 Some indications came out 
of a mock council meeting at ci- 
ty hall held by a grade 11 Social 
Studies class from Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School during 
"Local Government Awareness 
Week". 
by Tod Straehan 
Of the concerns shown by 
future homeowners in the gal- 
lery, safety, bus routes and the 
appearance of the downtown 
core were at the forefront. 
Selena Tank, the first to ap-  
proach council, expressed con- 
cern over the safety of 
pedestrian crosswalks in the 
4600 and 4700 blocks of Lakelse 
Ave. "The cars don't always 
stop," she said. "There seems to 
be a risk in crossing the street." 
She suggested one solution may 
be the installation of a push- 
button pedestrian traffic light. 
Alderman Rhiannon George ful- 
ly supported the idea, and it was 
sent to the Planning and Public 
Works Committee for further 
consideration and a recommen- 
dation. 
Concern over the safety of 
pedestrians using Highway 16 
between the Sande Overpass and 
the Dudley G. Little Bridge was 
voiced by Debbie Penner. She 
pointed out that there are no 
crosswalks in the entire stretch, 
making it unsafe to cross, and 
she suggested that some should 
be installed in well-lit areas. 
Alderman Jamie Brousema 
agreed with Penner and also 
pointed out that pedestrians 
walking from Thornhili to Ter- 
race, according to the law, had 
to walk on the left facing traffic 
and this made it necessary to 
cross the highway to use the 
bridge walkway, which is on the 
right. 
The matter was sent to Plan- 
ning and Public Works, as was a 
petition with 17 signatures sub- 
mitted by Tammy Hubbard re- 
questing two or more street 
lights on Lakelse Ave. between 
Marsh Crescent and the old 
This was also sent o Planning 
and. Public Works with the sup- 
port of Alderman George, who 
said it was an excellent idea and 
trial runs to prove its worth 
could even be extended to the 
Mount Layton Hotsprings. 
The last two of six presenta- 
tions expressed concern over the 
appearance of the downtown 
core. 
Audra Reitz expressed con- 
cern about the section of Greig 
Ave. from the Terrace Hotel to 
the bus depot. "It is the first 
sight tourists see coming in on 
the bus," she said. "The roads 
why smokers hould have to go 
out and stand in the rain when 
non-smokers could just as easily 
go Outside for a breath of fresh 
air. Pringle said that most 
businesses already had a smok- 
ing policy and there was no need 
for a bylaw. 
Kennedy cast the tie-breaking 
vote by saying that although e 
didn't smoke himself, he didn't 
believe in restrictions. "It's an 
invasion of one's right to choice, 
and where or when to smoke is 
another matter," he said. 
Ideas put forward in new 
business came from Neelam Par, 
are bad, and this area is not very :mar ~ wlib thinks city streets 
attractive." Liz Sluys suggested should be cleaned more often, 
planting flowers along the east Nick Bains who believes the 
and west entrances to the city 
and "Welcome to Terrace" 
signs which could also be form- 
ed out of flowers. 
Council agreed with Alder- 
man Kathi Pringle that the Greig 
area should be cleaned up, but 
there was some discussion on the 
flowers. Alderman Jody Cox 
felt it was a good idea but in- 
dicated that colored rocks would 
require less maintenance, and 
Alderman Neelam Parmar said 
the present signs were good 
enough. Both matters were sent 
to the Terrace Beautification 
Society for their input. 
Other matters currently being 
considered or already dealt with 
by the real city council were 
looked at, and most were sent to 
committee. 
Logging truck traffic on  
Haliiwell Ave. was considered 
no problem by Parmar, but call- 
ed unsafeby George and Cox. A 
request by the provincial Waste 
Management Branch to allow 
Ball Pole time to correct burner 
emission problems was felt 
reasonable, and a request for 
assistance from the House of 
Praise to lease the old Book 
Nook was regarded as too cost- 
ly. 
A request from the Terrace 
and District Chamber of Com- 
merce for assistance in its pro- 
ject to display flags and banners Skeena River bridge. "It is a 
safety hazard to  motorists, in the city.was also sent to corn- 
cyclists and pedestrians using mittee, but a decision was made 
this area at night, she said. in council to give Terrace Minor 
Council was also approached Hockey half of their request for 
by Naomi Schaeffer onbehalfof $2,271.25 to cover ice rental 
Bernadine Watson with a fresh costs during a midget hockey 
new idea - -  bus service to tournament. 
Lakelse Lake during summer The real debate of the day 
months --  that could solve the began with the first and second 
problem of the dwindling readings of the anti-smoking 
number of riders on the bus. bylaw. It was finally defeated 
system, when opposed by Aldermen 
She suggested that the route Nick Baines, Pringle and 
would be well used and said, "It Brousema, who were supported 
enables individuals with no by Mayor Kewn Kennedy. 
transportation to enjoy the city's Brousema greed with Baines, 
main recreation center." who said he couldn't understand 
Banner project supported 
ets permanently attached to 
polesand lamp standards along 
the airport access road, over 
both bridges and on the Sande 
Overpass. 
The silk-screened banners will 
be easy to install and  remove 
and will be interchangeab)e for 
local events and functions uch 
as Riverboat Days and conven- 
tions. 
Local community organiza- 
tions and the city will be able to 
install banners at their own cost 
to advertise their event. The cost 
of replacing worn or faded ban- 
ners will be the responsibility of 
the sponsor. 
Terrace City Council has 
elected to help the Chamber of 
Commerce with their project to 
display flags and banners in the 
city as part of a tourism dress-up 
campaign. 
Chamber of Commerce presi- 
dent Bruce Graydon described 
the project o council ast month 
and said the Chamber has 
already been successful in 
soliciting help from service clubs 
and merchants, but he requested 
the city's help in installing and 
maintaining brackets to hold the 
banners. 
The project will result in the 
installation of about 200 brack- 
speed limit on McConndl Ave. 
between N. Thomas St. and 
Kalum Lake Dr. should be in- 
creased by 10 kilometers per 
hour (this was rejected by his 
peers), Kathi Pringle who says 
the city needs more bus shelters 
and Rhiannon George, who 
wants the age for entry to ar- 
cades raised to 18. 
Following the meeting, Mayor 
Jack Taistra said, "The mayor 
and each of the aldermen 
presented themselves very well. 
They spoke very eloquently and 
debated the issues in a very fine 
manner --  each bringing out 
good points. I think we may 
have picked up a point or two, 
and who knows, we might even 
implement  some of their 
thoughts at a future council 
meeting." 
Caledonia Social Studies 
teacher Henry Dreger, who 
helped the students put the pro- 
ject together, said the city was a 
great help by providing actual 
letters written to council for 
debate. 
He said that a study of all 
levels of government is a part of 
the grade 11 curriculum, and the 
students learned to appreciate 
the mechanics of a council 
meeting and learned something 
of their community by research- 
ing the topics. 
And how did the students 
feel'?. Kevin Kennedy said, "It 
was definitely worthwhile ... At 
first it was a little nerve 
racking." 
He added, "It's not as easy as 
I thought at first. When I came 
to the council meeting last week, 
it seemed fairly easy for him 
(Talstra) - -  but I guess it wasn't. 
"It makes me think twice 
about going into pofitics," he 
said. But that could only be a 
first impression. When asked if 
they Couldn't have made a few 
more decisions rather than send- 
ing everything to committee, he 
showed some true political tact. 
" I f  we had really made some 
decisions it would have reflected 
on the decisions council has 
already made," he said. 
Two onlookers during e recent mock meeting of city coun- 
cil held by Caledonia Senior Secondary students were 
Mayor Jack Talstra and Caledonia Social Studies instructor 
Henry Dreger. Dreger's students posed as council 
members during the meeting and attempted to address 
some of the same issues the real council is presently con- 
sldering.. 
Thornhill Grocery 
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' ~ CHICKEN WINGS 
We take Pride in Our Meat| 
¢r Top qua l i ty  meat  at competit ive pr i ces . ,  
, Sides or quarters  of beef. cut to your spec i f i ca t ions ,  
Full selection of take-out-foods ~,, Fresh produce 
Fresh meats, cut daily v" Fishing and Hunting licen¢:es 
~,,,, Dell meats and cheeses ,i Stamp agency 
I 
I I I 
We accept Visa and Master Card 
2891 Clark Street, Thornhill 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
8 A .M. -  I1 p.M. 635-6624 
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USE OUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER NETWORK CLASSIFIEDS. 
87 MEMBER PAPERS THROUGHOUT B.C. AND YUKON. 
CIRCULATION TO OVER 1 MILLION HOMES. 
2.4 MILLION READERS. 
25 words for $159.00 
($3.00 each additional word) 
Phone: 635-7840 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Blue Boy exhaust tubing 
bender $4890. Bradbury 
hoist with free wheel $2695. 
Coates 4040 tire changer 
$895. Phone Bill (604)847- 
9428. 
$1 Down leases a new car or 
truck. Seven Year warranty. 
Payments from $1391mo. 
O.A.C. Call lease manager 
at (604)465-8931. DL5584. 
Buy/Lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call for pre-approved 
credit. Call collect 464-0271. 
D5231. .. 
Okotoks Collector Car Auc- 
tion, May 27 & 28. Still 
good spots available. Bro- 
chure printed May 1st. 
Phone 1-403-938-4139, 9-4' 
p.m. The honest auction. 
Thank you. 
GMC 1978 Van: made for 
person in wheel chair. Bed, 
toilet, automatic lift & 
swing doors. More details 
call John Holtreluwer. 847- 
3185. 
Truck Leasing, Individual or 
Company, all F-Series, 
Aerostar Van Wagons, 
Fords, all .new cab over 
medium 'duty. Call Bob 
• Langstaff, Norm Diedrlch 
collect 327-0431. D5662. 
1987 Ford F-800 18' Reefer 
Priced to Sell; Call Norm 
Diedrich, Bob Langstaff. 
5200 MLS. Out of town call 
colect 327,0431. D#5862. 
Wanted for cash. Our ap- 
praisers travel B.C. buying 
Import to 5-Ton Trucks.' Al- 
so,  Motorhomee. Truck 
Campers/Trailers. "Sam- 
my" at Volume Wheels 
Motors, "7880 River Road, 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Welding Business Shop and 
house on one acre. Shus- 
wap Lake area may accept 
some trade and finance. 
Phone 679-3964. Box 58, 
- Chase r B.C. V0E 1M0. 
Introducing Tone Master - 
the HI-Tech leader in the 
HI-Tech Future of body ton- 
ing. The no sweat, look- 
good, feel-good way to 
shape up & slim-down. 
You've heard about it, now 
see it in action. Call today. 
(604)943-0015. 
Pub For Sale. Sunny South- 
ern Vancouver Island. For 
information write to Box 
432, Duncan, B.C. V9L 3X8. 
No Agents Please. 
Traffic Marking Painting 
Business. One of a kind 
business In Powell River 
and Sunshine Coast. High 
profits. An excellent side- 
line business. For more in- 
formation call 886-3002. 
Restaurant Steak House 
Pizza. Reduced to 'Sell Im- 
mediately to cost replace- 
ment $132,500. Health rea- 
sons. Has fireplace, dance 
floor, patio, 150 seats. Fully 
Licensed. Call 1-485-9885. 
Woodworking company, Sal- 
mon Arm, B.C. Prime loca- 
tions in National Gift 
Shows. "Rascal Toys". 
New 4000 sq.ft, shop on 
acre, Industrial Park. 
$165,000. (604)832-7492 or 
(604)832-4188. 
Owner Network Inc. is ex- 
panding. Capitalize on the 
sale of Real Estate In your 
area. No need to be a Real- 
tor. Training provided. 
Franchise areas starting at 
$10,000. Call Kel0wna 1- 
604-763-7355, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, 4600 
East Hastings Street, Bur- 
naby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0666. 
Canada For Christ Crusade: 
World events 1948 to pre- 
sent correlated with Bible 
prophecy fulfillments indi- 
cate nearness of 1. Rapture. 
(1st. Theasalonlans 4:13-18; 
1st. Corinthians 15:35-58) 2. 
Antichrist (head of Common 
Market and Nato both) 3. 
W.W.3 (Russia's defeat by 
divine intervention) 4. Great 
deception and suffering 
characterize antichrist's 7- 
YAear reign. 5. Battle of 
rmageddon (antichrist's 
defeat by Jesus Christ) 6. 
Jesus Christ rules world 
from Jerusalem (true peace, 
justice, and prosperity at 
last). Get "Watch 1988" by 
Dr.  Charles Taylor: Today 
In Bible Prophecy, 104 Con- 
sumers Drive, Whltby, Ont- 
ario. LIN 5T3. $6.00. 
Custom Built Log Homes... 
A lberta 's  Internat ional  
Handcrafted Log Homes. 
Will build every need and/ 
or design. Think...Log, 
Think...Handcrafted. 1-800- 
661-9661 1 (403)962-2337. 
Dealership inquiries wel- 
come. .. 
Alfalfas, Clovers, and 
Grasses, Field Peas, Canola 
Seed. Combine your orders 
with-your neighbours. Dis- 
counts available. Phone to l 
free 1-800-661-1529, Han- 
na's Seeds Ltd., Lacombe, 
Richmond. Tel: 278-4487. Alta. T0C 1S0. 
"No Collect Calls". Cosrnetic-Direct Sales Reps. (3ontrol pesky mosquitos 
Almost Wholesale/Cars anti A high fashion ladles wear 
trucks, new or used, buy or company is expanding its with "MosquitoHawk" rev- 
lease, credit approval same direct sales force. Increase olutlonary sonic device. Eco- 
da,~. Call (Craine and your Income by using your logically safe, Includes 9V 
O Connor) Vancouver 291- fashion expertise and sell battery. Enjoy your sum- 
2266. Airport p ickup . ,  clothes to compliment your mer. $19.95 plus tax(B.C.) 
cosmetic line, For informa- $3.00 P&H. Visa, cheque, Buy/Lease any gas, diesel moneyorder. Mosquito 
Hawk, 105-6888 No. 3 Road, • car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call for pro-approved 
credit; Call collect 464-0271. 
D5231. 
. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Cash In On Tax Reforml 
Learn Income Tax Prepara- 
tion. Enquire about Exclu- 
sive Franchise Territories. 
For free brochures, no obli- 
gation, U & R Tax Services, 
205 -1345 Pembina Hwy., 
Winnipeg, Man. R3T 2B6. 
(204)284-1806. Franchises 
available . . . .  
Cash in - Cash Out. Coke, 
Pepsi, Libby's, He inz -  
World Famous Drinks you 
will refill in your new, uni- 
que, cold pop/juicevendors 
~ith separate •price settings. 
Minimum investment of 
$11,980 secured as we sup- 
ply freight, equipment ins, 
tailed in locations, product 
fills, supplies, etc. Own your 
cash business, your choice, 
part or full-time. Call/write 
(24 hours) for brochure. Sol- 
ar Business Centres, 100 
East Drive, Suite 200, Bram- 
alea, Ontario. L6T 1B3. Mr. 
Halbot 1-(416)-761-5705. 
By Owner: 61acres, 161pad, 
mobile home park. Scenic 
location, .underground wir- 
ing $150,000. 2/acre adjoin- 
ing homesite 31bdrms, 
shop, orchard, overlooking 
golfcourse. 836.3214, 836- 
2239. $225~000 pkg. 
!!!Attentlonl!! Dealers Re- 
i~uired for Canadian dlstri- 
Ution of a new European 
line of decals, including the 
Smurfs, Carebeers, Disney 
etc. Over 600 different de- 
cals. Copyright licenses se- 
cured. Success & high re- 
turn guaranteed on mini, 
mum Investment. Write: 
ICM, Box 8725, Station L, 
Edmonton, Alta. T6C 4J5. 
Attention: Mr..Kapteln. 
tion call Leigh Morgan 
Fashions, 876-8282 Vancou- ver 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Richmond, B.C. (604)270- 
4518. Dealer inquiries an- 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
Vitamins Best Prices In 
B.C.! Save on Brand Name, 
all natural Vitamins, Miner- 
als, Amino Acids, Athletic 
Supplements. Send for cata- 
logue. Life House, 6292 E. 
Blvd., Vancouver, B.C. 
V6M 3V7. 261-4887; 
EDUCATIONAL 
Diploma cot r - -~ ' -~ 'es po n den ce. 
Free calendar. High School 
upgrading, accounting, man- 
agement, administration, 
secretarial, computers. Es- 
tablished 1964. National Col- 
lege, 444 Robson, Vancou- 
ver, 688-4913 toil'free 1-800- 
387-1281, 24 hours. 
EQUIPMENT AND 
MACHINERY 
D-6, D-7, clearing blade 4- 
wheel cat trailer, complete 
with brakes, John Deere 
clearing blade. Call 596- 
8895 after 6 p.m. 
Septic Tank Truck 1969 TIA 
Int. Diesel Hydraulic Hoist 
2,500 gel tank, Vacuum 
Pump, complete set of 4' & 
3 Hoses/Adapters. Good 
operating condition. Gor, 
don's Pumping Service, 
Williams Lake 392-4048. 
Save Money. Build your 
own Pay T.V. Deacrambler. 
Send $10. M.O. Payable To: 
J. Elliott or Free Informa- 
tion, c lo  Plans, Dept. 31, 
Box 4276, Stn. A., Victoria, 
B.C. VSX 3X8. - 
Government Cash Grants 
now availabloll 1988 edition 
listing provinctall federal 
grants for buslnes.Ns, far- 
mers, students, seniors, etc. 
$24.95 cheque, C.O.D., 
Visa, AmEx, wlexpiry. Oak- 
dale Publishing Co., 4948A - 
99th Street, Edmonton, Alta. 
T6E 5H5. 1.403-434-4444. 
swered promptly. 
Appliance Bargains on new 
Inglls, Admiral, Hotpoint, 
Kitchenald. Also Danby & 
Magic Chef Gas Ranges. 
Quality rebuilt appliances. 
Budget Appliance Surrey 
Ltd. Phone collect 585-6287. 
GARDENING 
Greenhouse and Hydroponic 
Equipment and Supplies- 
The most complete selection 
in Canada. Low prices, plus 
we are a Gold Card retailer. 
Send $2. for catalogue and 
free magazine to Western 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
3N9. 1-604-682-6636. 
HELP WANTED 
HELP WANTED 
Established Mechanical I
Electrical Contractor in the 
heart of Apple and Ski 
Country on South Georgian 
Bay requires fulltlme 
H.V.A.C. Mechanics, plum- 
bers and electricians. Ex- 
cellent opportunities. Re- 
sume. Clarksburg Contrac- 
tors, Box 130, Clarksburge, 
Ont. N0H 1J0. 
Required fulltime marine 
mechanic/salesperson. Op- 
portunity to relocate to Vic- 
toria area. Must be bond- 
able. Resume and photo to 
10089 McDonald Park Rd., 
Sidney~ V8L 3X9. 
Banff Lifts Ltd. requires 
fulltime second cook with 
two years experience. Ex- 
• cellent wages, accommoda- 
tion provided. Send resume 
Box 1258, Banff, Alberta. 
T0L 0C0. Phone 762-2523. 
Advertising Salesperson for 
Coastal Community News- 
paper. Experience required. 
Send resume by May 6, 
1988 to Powell River News, 
7030 Albornl, Powell River, 
B.C. V8A 3S7, Attn: Joyce 
Carlson r Publisher. 
Advertising Sales Person re- 
quired for well-established 
community newspaper. Sal- 
ary plus commission and 
other benefits. Opportunity 
for advancement. Apply in 
writing to Merritt Herald, 
Box 9, Merritt, B.C. V0K 
2B0. 
Journeyman (M/F) G.M. 
Mechanic required for Fra- 
ser Valley G.M. Dealership. 
Experience and .training in 
G.M. Electronics, Fuel In- 
jection, or Automatic Trans- 
missions required. Please 
reply to: Norm Koch, Mot- 
orcade Chev. Olds, 2525 
McCallum Rd., Abbotsford, 
B.C. V2S 3R1. 530-0254. 
HELP WANTED 
Housewives, Mothers & in- 
terested persons needed Im- 
mediately to se!l toys and 
gifts for National Home Par- 
ty Plan. No investment, del- 
iveries or money collection. 
Call (519)258-7905. 
Ma Cherle Fashions. Disco- 
ver a new rewarding career. 
Be an independent. Join our 
team. It's the fun, easy way 
to earn extra money. Call 
collect (416)632-9090. 
Overseas Positions. Hund- 
reds of top paying positions. 
Attractive benefits. All oc- 
cupations. Free details. 
Overseas Employment Ser- 
vices, Dept. CA, Box 460, 
McO7U.nt Royal, Quebec. H3P 
PERSONAL 
Would you like to corres- 
pond with unattached Chris- 
tian people in Canada/USA 
with the object being com- 
panionship/ Marriage. Write 
to Ashgrove, Box 205, 
Chasep B.C. VOE 1M0. 
PETS AND LIVESTOCK 
Bridge Creek Ranch Quarter 
Horse Dispersal Sale. Fea- 
turing the sale of Stallion 
'Truck Trouble' & 25 of his 
colts and fillies from 1-5 
yrs. old, Brood Mares bred 
back to Truck Trouble, plus 
about 15 Grade saddle 
horses. 100 Mile House Sat. 
June 11, 1:00 p.m. at 
Bridge Creek barn. 
Registered English Bulldog 
puppies (6 weeks old), 4 
males, 1 female. Multi col- 
ours. $1,000.00 each. 581- 
2879. 
One Yearling fullblood Sire-- 
mental Bull. Semen tested,' 
ready for breeding, asking 
$1,350. contact W & B 
Schmid, Glacier Creek 
Ranch, Smithers, B.C. Call 
Doug Marshall Motor CIt.y, 847-5662. 
11044- 100 Street Grange R-~AL ~TATE 
Prairie, Alberta. T8V 2V1. 
Requires immediately a Lic- 
ensed Automotive Mechan. 
ic. G.M. experience prefer- 
red. Contact G. Hunt 1-403. 
532-9333. 
Highland Valley Copper has 
an immediate opening for 
Journeyman Instrumenta- 
tion Mechanic. The success- 
ful applicant will hold either 
a B.C. or Interprovlnclal 
Certification. Highland Val- 
ley Copper is located in 
central British Columbia, 
southwest of Kamloops. An 
excellent wage and bene- 
fit package awaits the suc- 
cessful candidate. To apply 
or for further information 
contact: The Superinten- 
dent, Personnel, Highland 
Valley Copper, P.O. Box 
1500, Logan Lake, B.C. V0K 
1W0. Telephone: (604)575- 
2443. 
"Required immediately I.ic- Work Overseas - For single 
enced Auto Body Painter for people interested in foreign 
G.M. Dealership In Peace agriculture. Farm work & 
River area. Company bene- farm home positions ar e 
fits. Contact G. Hunt (403) available in Europe, United 
532-9333". Kingdom, Australia & New 
General Motors Dealership Zealand. If you are between 
requires experienced sales- 19 & 28 years of age, please 
person. Possible future man- contact: I.A.E.A., 206, 
agement position available. 1501-17 Ave., S.W., Cal- 
Please forward resume to ~lary r Alta. T2T 0E2. 
Brian Defoe, Motorcade 
Ltd., Box 1540, Merritt, Jobs! Jobsl Jobsl When you 
B.C. V0K 2B0. complete the apartment/ 
condo manager's course sp- 
A Progressive Northern Ford proved by "Nlinistry of La- 
Dealership requires an ex- bour". You can expect bot- 
perlenced parts person. Top ween $1,000 - $2,000 per 
wages & bonus compensa- month. Free placement as- 
tion. Full Group benefits, slstance from Munday Per- 
etc. Contact Rob Glbb, (403) sonnel. Available by corres- 
926-2591. pondence or In class. For 
Housewives, Mothers & in- details call 981-5456 or write 
terested persons needed Ira- R.M.T.I., 901 - 700 W. 
mediately to sell toys and Pender, Vancouver, B.C. 
gifts for National Home Par- V6C 1G8. 
ty Plan. No Investment, del, 
ivories or money collection. Sales Clerk required for 
Call (519)258-7905. Plumbing store, Experience 
in plumbing and sales as- 
Experienced Gulden requir- eentlal. Knowledge of elee- 
ed for Sheep, Moose and. trlcal desirable. Send re- 
Bear Hunts In The Yukon. aurae and references to 
Interested-parties phons Cameo, Box 699, 100 Mile 
(403)8884518. House, B.C. VO K 2E0 . .  
Trade your moto~home, ;van 
or small propert? etc. as 
part payment on executive 
home. Fireplace, bar, pool- 
room, on 5 fenced acres 
Vernon~ B.C. (604)542-2332. 
Gulf Islands Property. 3 or 4 
bedroom hoine on Vz-acre, 
deck with ocean views, sau- 
na, ensulte bath, family 
room with airtight stove. 
$79r000. (604)537-5968. 
1V2 Acre Gallano view lot. 
Daily ferries. Cabin. Black 
Valley soil Was $47,000, 
greatly reducedl Offersl 
Box 895, The Chilliwack 
Progress, 45860 Spadina 
Ave., Chilliwack, B.C. V2P 
6H9. 
Lakeshore Estates on Duck 
Lake. Kelowna's CityLImits 
offers home and R.V. sites 
from $12,900. For Informa- 
tion please call 1-604-763- 
7355 or write #110 - 1455 
Ellis St., Kelowna. V1Y 
2A3. 
In Salmon Arm. 3.75 acres. 
Older remodelled, 3-bdrm 
home. 2 small greenhouses 
$45,000. Building 4000 sq. 
ft. Hydro, water, insulateO, 
complete seclusion. Backing 
on to 501acres of trails. 
$89,000 takes all. Private. 
832-4467. 
Ocean waterfront property 
in Parksvllle on Vancouver 
Island. 4.97 Acres treed 
subdividable land. Phone 
248-3731 or write Box 1178, 
Parksvllle r B.C. V0R 2S0. 
• SERVICES 
ICBC Offered me $3,500. 
Carey ,L inde  got me 
$194,000 , G.N. - Abbots- 
ford. Vancouver lawyer Car- 
e~ Linde (since 1972) has 
Free Information. Phone 1- 
884-7798. Second Opinions 
Gladly Given. 
SERVICES 
ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Dale Carr-Harris - 20 years a 
trial lawyer with five years 
medical school before law. 0- 
669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
perienced in head injury and 
other major claims. Percent- 
age fees available. 
Cemetery Markers by Euro- 
pean craftsman manufactur- 
ing Granite, Stone, Bronze, 
Urns, Plaques, Memorials. 
Tradesman Monuments, 
826-9114, Mission, B.C. 
Free delivery. Discount to 
pensioners. Lowest possible 
prices. 
TRAVEL 
Slim Inn Fitness Weeks 
May 8, 15, 22, 29 & June 5. 
$440. per person double, 
$545. single. Lake Louise 
Inn, reservations toll-free 1- 
800-661-9237. 
Free for the asking? Super 
Winter Special. Second per- 
son stays free at Blue Boy 
Hotel, Vancouver $39.95 + 
tax. 1-800-663-6715 or 321- 
6611. Airport Transportation 
not included. 
When In Vancouver, Bur- 
naby, Richmond "The Most 
Beautiful Breakfast in The 
World" is a must!i! Huge 
Dutch Pancakes. Only at 
Dutch Panekoek Houses. 
Nine locations. 
WANTED 
Wanted: Joseph Cossman 
courses by Provincial 
Group. Write: Entrepre- 
neurs, Box 785, Nanaimo, 
B.C. V9R 5M2. Phone 753- 
1417 r 5-7 p.m. 
TRIVIA 
AirQuality 
The largest air monitoring net- 
work designed to establish the 
cleanest air in any region of the 
United States has been desighed 
and developed by the Air Quality 
Group of the Crocker Nuclear 
Laboratory at the University of 
Call fornia, Davis. 
Currently there are 46 samplers 
located strategically throughout 
the U.S., including Alaska and 
Hawaii. 
The cleanest air found, thus 
far, in the lower 48 states is center- 
ed in the area where California, 
Ne~'ada and Oregon intersect. 
On the average, fine particulate 
air quality (most fine particles are 
the result of human activity) is 
five times worse in the East than 
it is in rite West. 
Soften With Microwave 
Use a microwave to soften 
butter or cream cheese. Unwrap 
it and microwave it on high for ? 
to 10 seconds, being careful not 
to let it melt. 
Leanest Cuts 
Lean cuts of beef inch,de top 
round, top sirloin, sirloin tip, 
eyeofround and flank steak. 
Lean cuts of pork include 
tenderloin, loin chops and loin 
roast. 
Skin Oil 
To give your pearls greater 
luster, wear them often so that 
they will absorb natural skin 
oils. 
Frozen Cnsserole 
If you're planning Io freeze a 
~serole, line the dish with alumi- 
hum roll, then fill. cook and 
freeze. Remove the frozen casse- 
role. foil and all, and store it in 
the freezer. The dish is now free 
for other uses. 
i 
i i  
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Real Estate 
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Employment Opportunities 
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CLA66IFIED AD6 
All  Breed Dog Grooming  
, "k Reasonable Rates , 
Grooming Professionally since 1978 
Private Obedience 
Lessons 
Phone Jane  fo r  an  appo in tment  
638-8018 after 5 p.m. tfnc 
Classified Ads. Deadline Ig Friday, 4:00 pm. 
As a public s,grvice the Terr¢ce Review will print free of charge any ad offering to share 
something with the community (eg., rides, child care, free items). In addition there will be 
no charge for "Lost & Found" or for ads placed by indi,Aduals eeking work. 
RATES: Non.display - per issue: $4.00 for 30 words or less, additional 
words 5¢ each. 
Oh;play - per Issue: $4.75 per column inch. 
We rese~ve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
TERMS: Payment with Order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
J & J STABLES 
Guided Trail Rides 
Hourly Rates, Lessons 
Dependable Horses 
For  an  appo in tment  phone 
Je r ry  o r  Jane  
638-801S a f ter  6 p.m.  tfnc 
Entries In the 1988 Northwest 
Regional Juded Art Show will be on 
exhibit In the Terrace Art Gallery 
from April 11-29. Gallery hours are 
Tuesday through Saturday 12-3 p.m., 
Tuesday through•Thursday 7-9 p.m. 
and Sunday 1-4 p.m. 
NEUES DEUTSCHE.KANADISOHES 
RENTENABKOMMEN IN KRAFT. 
Glelchstellung Deutscher und 
Kanadlscher Verslcherungezeiten. 
Wenige VersicherungsJahre 
genuegen. WOLF DIENER, 3986 Gor- 
don Head Road, Victoria, B.C. V8N 
3X3, 1-477-5897. 5/11 p 
HAPPY B IRTHDAY 
SANDRA SHIPPIT 
To the sweetest 40.year-old 
/ady in the world. 
From the younger 
generation. 
The Terrace Stock Car Association 
is inviting Interested parties to run a 
fast food canteen at the track. For 
further Information call 635-3239 or 
632-3485. 5/4¢ 
The Terrace & District Victims/ 
Witness Assistance Program lo- 
cated in Terrace Invites applications 
for the position of Victims Program 
Co-ordinator. We are seeking a 
dynamic individual with proven ex- 
perience and skills In Social Pro- 
gram development, Implementation 
and administration. 
The Incumbent Is responsible for the 
co-ordinating and supervising of a 
part.time volunteer group. This new 
community msourclng project will 
service Victims of Crime. The 
• Incumbent will be responsible for 
establishment and Implementation 
of most aspects of the project. Work 
• will be performed under the general 
supervision of the Terrace RCMP 
where the project is based. Some 
travel to training sessions out.of- 
town will be required. 
Preferred Qualifications: Diploma or 
degree in a related discipline such 
as Social Work, Psychology, Crimln. 
elegy or equivalent combination of 
experience and education. Exper- 
ience related to the administration 
of a Social Service Program par- 
- tlcularly In the area of tralnlng and 
supervlelon of volunteers. Clerical 
and bookkeeplng skllls would be an 
asset. 
Salary: This ie a full-time contrac- 
tual position. Renewable one-year 
contract starting at $23,000 per an- 
num plus $3,680 In lieu of benefits 
($26,680). Mileage allowance for 
private vehicle use is also provided. 
AppllrAtlon Deadline: Friday, May 
20, 1988. 
Note: The cost of relocation or at- 
tendance for Interviews will be the 
responsibility of the applicant. 
Please send all application8 to: 
Canada Employment Center 
,, 4880 ~le  Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 156 
AWe: Me. M. Kurylowloh 
5111c 
Cleaning lady with references 
! Need extra cash? available. Honest, hard working and 
Part time positions open has own transportation, $9/hour. For 
more Information phone 638-8398. 
0nd available. Apply in per- " . . . . .  tfnc 
son at the A &~W in the 
Skeeno Mall. i~ 5/4c 
sui~rvleor needed In Sept. 1988 for 
cooperative playschool. Experience Family Iookleg to rent or rent with 
with children ages 2-5 required and option to purchase a 3-bedroom 
EaHy Childhood Education would be home In nice neighborhood for June 
an !asset. Send resume and letters of 1. Phone 635-6987. 5118p 
reference to Toddler Time Play- 
school, Box 2955 Slithers, B.C. 
V0J 2N0. " 5111c • 
: ) 
Small Wonders ~ ,  located 
In scenic Stewart, B.C., requires a 
Certified Preschool Supervisor to 
commence September, 1988. 
Stewart Preschool Society is a non- 
profit organization operating a 
Ilcenced facility in Stewart Elemen. 
tory School four mornings per week. 
Expansion to Include afternoon 
classes is anticipated for 88189. The 
successful applicant will work with 
an assistant. Experience Is an asset. 
Contact: Karen Boissonneault 
(636.2636) or Jennifer Clarkeon 
(636-2726) and send resume to Box 
72, Stewart, B.C. V0T lW0. 5/250 
Lowry piano -- like new. Only 
$2,700. Phone 635-3869. 5/4p 
Honey Bees, 4-frame nook $55. 
Honey $1.5011b. or over 20 Ibe./$1.25. 
Phone 635-3289. 514p 
Seed potato.. Phone 0¢J8-83~ 
6/11o 
' Wanted: grass clippings and leaves 
Office Clerk requirsd..for.summer for compost. Will supp|y cogs ana 
• relief and on-call basle. Reypunon 
experience preferred. Send resume pick up. Phone 638-8398. 5/40 
to: 
Q.M. Industries 
2912 Molltor St. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3A6 
5/11p 
? 
For Sale 
By Owner 
2 large lots situated close to 
town and parks. These lots are 
ideal investment property. Cur- 
rently zoned R-2 with a poten- 
tial for C-1 upgrading. For more 
information or appointment o 
view call 035.6770 between 
9:30 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday 
to Friday. 5/4p 
T- ' - "  
AVAILABLE 
in May 
• Four large lots in o quiet 
residential area; Close to 
schools and hospital. Zoned 
R-4, these lots are ideal for 
either single or multi-family 
dwellings. For more infor- 
mation call: 
635"480~ evenings. 
• 514 
Peaceful country liv- 
ing in Rosswood. 
A-frame style home on 
150 acres; land suitable 
for subdividing. Has 
woad heat, propane 
cooking and propane 
lighting, z58,000. TO 
see, phone 635-2144 for 
directions. 6/3c 
Three-bedroom townhouea, all new 
paint and carpeting, full basement, 
close to schools and shopping. 
Financing available. Phone 
638-0114, after 6 p.m. 5/4p 
I.mkelse Waterfront Cottage 
Half-acre, beautifully treed and' 
secluded property on west side of 
lake. Easyaocsss from public rgads. 
Cabin le Insulated, has 600 eq. ft. on 
main floor plus sleeping areas 
upstairs. Aluminum roof, skylights, 
fireplace and two wood stoves. Pro- 
ana lights, frldge and stove. 
onderful swimming ares, 60 ft. 
dock, excellent protection from 
winds. Would be Ideal for float plane 
owners. Will consider real estate on 
Vancouver Island as part of full PW" 
meat. Asking $34;900. Phone 
638-8485. 8/251) 
The Contract Bridge., Club plays bridge every 2nd Thurs- 
day evening from 7.30 to 10 p.m. All interested players, 
please contact Elaine Johnson at 635-2965. 
Three.bedroom townhouss, finished 
basement, fddge and stove. Close to 
downtown. Avail. June 1. Phone 
638-0114 after 6 p.m. 514p 
Large two-bedroom apartment, new- 
ly renovated, furnished orunfurnlsh- 
ed, laundry facilities, utilities and 
cable Included. Quiet location, one 
block from downtown. Avail. June 1. 
Phone 635-3573. 514p 
FOR RENT 
* 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, Two blocks from downtown 
, Rents start at $290.00 
, References required 
Woodland Apartments 
635-3922 or  635 .5224 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
..... 1 unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave/8  Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, 1,735 
sq. ft. each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
.635 .7459 
t 
I ' 
MOUNTAINVlEW 
APARTMENTS 
' i 
on Greig now accepting ap- 
p l i ca t ions .  Cent ra l l y  
located, quiet,clean and 
security intercom. For ap- 
P . I 
The Terrace and Dletdct Arta Court. 
oil Is accepting applications for 
' their annual Scholarship. For further 
Information please contact: P.O. 
Box 35, Terrace, B.C. VaG 4A2 or 
phone 635-9960. 5118c 
Kslum Family Day Care has open- 
ings. Fenced yard, pete and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part.time or dip-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Abortion Counselling & Referral Set. 
vice. Fridays 10 a.m. to 12 noon, 
6384)994. After hours, 635-3487, 
635-6843 or 635-6756. Confidentiality 
assured. Support Choice. Send 
donations to Trust Fund for Abor- 
tions, c/o Pro-Choice Committee, 
Box 1035, Terrace, B.C. 6115p 
Unplanned pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your alter- 
natives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call BIRTHRIGHT, 635.3907, 
anytime.Free pregnancytesting.tfnc 
Terrace gay Information line, phone 
638-1256, Sundays 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
618p 
Lost -- Dog on Brauns Island, white 
with tan rings around his eyes and 
tan ears. 5-month old male. Answers 
to "Spuds". Phone 635-6377. tfn 
Lost -- Blue and white budgie on 
McConnell.bench area. $100 reward 
offered. Phone 635-5256. tfn 
Lost -- black clutch hand bag be- 
tween Post Office and House of 
Shannon. Included le personal ad- 
dress and telephone container, all 
I.D. and personal belongs, Call 
collect 849-5655. tfn 
Lost -- Ladles gold watch between 
E.T. Kenney playground and tennis 
courts by Arena. Please return If 
found.i Phone 635-7840 i days or 
6384)2.40 evenings, tfn 
t984 Ford Tempo, sliver paint and 
red Interior, clean with low miles, 
5-speed transmission, excellent fuel 
economy, asking $6,300. Phone 
635-3778. 5/4p 
pointment to view phone ._ . . . . .  
. . . . . .  .~_ i lm gm'ou~/¢,omny Pan( wagon. 
• ' O~O-U3VII i Options Include: air conditioning, 
i ~ TFN AM/FM stereo, power window8 & 
' ' locke, ~)tc. Rust-free, In very good I . .  . . . , ,  J i condition. $4,500. Phone 635-3838. 
Inow I ~6~5.8A1~ '
! ' ° - I 
' : A_ar tments  
I llli ,3,0 One bedroom from:: ! Two bedroom from: 
. ~ZO pei month . '; per month~ 
• Attractive,i sp;,cious, with storage room. 
• Colored appliances and fixtures. 
Beautiful ~upboards, double ~tainleas tnks. 
Large balqonles with screened patio doors. 
• Laundry facilities. 
• Security e~ter-phones and deadbolts. 
• Fully draped and co-ordinated to w/w carpets. • 
• Six channel satellite T.V. 
• Racquet courts. 
Ample parking. ~ '
• References required. , 
Phone" 635 5968 . . . .  "' 
t 
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BUSINESS SERVICES 
West Oonet Chimney sarvlce 
Clean chimney maintenance dealer 
for: FINGUARD CHIMNEY FIRE EX. 
TINGUISHERS. Phone 635.9557. 
Pro Teeh Ele~ronl~ 
Complete eleotronlos repairs and 
services, Service centre for moat 
major brands, Satellite I"V systems. 
4519 lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-5134. 
Northweet Conaolldkted SuPply Ltd. 
Your complete source for a l lyour  
heating needs. 5239 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. Phone 635.7158. 
Total Buslneu sarvlcee 
Typing, voice pager, photocopying, 
24-hour answering 8ervlce. No. 1 
3238 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., 
VBG 2N4. Phone 638-8195. 
All.Wast Glass Terrace Ud. 
Auto glass speolallsts, ICBC claims 
handled promptly. 4711-A Keith 
Avenue. Phone 638-1166. 
Ken'a Madne 
Mere Cruisers, .Mariner outboards, 
Ham,ton and outboard Mariner 
Jets, Homellght lawnmowers, 
Yamaha 3 and 4 wheelers, Yamaha 
Power Products, Shlndalwa chain 
saws and power products. DL No. 
7550. 4946 Craig Avenue. Phone 
635-2909. 
Nate'e Eleoldc 
Industrial, Commercial & Residen- 
tial Wiring. 4931 lazelle Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. Phone 638-1876. Nathan 
Waddell - Electrical Contractor. 
Hi.Quality Belting & Contraotlng 
sand(:~m 
Inflatable Boat Repairs, Durable 
.High Quality Vulcanizing Repairs. 
We speolallze In Conveyer Belt In- 
stallations, Splicing, and Repalre. 
Vulcanizing and Pulley Lagging. 24 
hour service, reasonable rates. 
Phone 638-0663 or 638-8530. 
North CoMt Auto Relmlm Ltd. 
Specializing In 4 x 4 and Automatic 
Transmission Repairs. 3220 River 
Drive, Terrace, B.C. Phone 635-6967. 
DLN Contracting 
Commercial & Residential Construc- 
tion, Malntenanoe, Repairs & 
Renovations Wood Stove InstBIla- 
tlon8. No. 4-3916 Mountalnvlew 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone 
635-5859. 
Kslum Bectrlo Ltd. 
Major Appliances: Frigidaire, Eiec- 
trohome, Westinghouse, Quasar 
T.V., Sales & Service, VCR, Parts 
Depot for all makes, We service all 
makes. 3234 Kalum Street, Phone 
635-6286. 
B & G Grocery Thomhlll Grocery & Laundromat 
laundromat and Carwash, Open 
8:30 to 10:30 p.m.dally. 2701 South Open 7 days a week 8 a.m. to 11 
Kalum Street. Phone 635-6180. ' p.m., Fresh meat cut daily, Fresh 
Tenace F.qulpment Sale= Ltd. 
Sales and Service for Motorcycles, 
Chalneaws, Snowmobllee, Marine 
Suppllee. 4441 Lakslse Avenue, Tar- 
race. Phone 635-6384. 
Doc'a Cartage & Storage Co. 
(1984) Ltd. 
Agents for United Van Lines, ... 
produce, 'Takeout' foods, Stamp 
Agency. Across from Thornhill 
Elementary. Phone 635.6624. 
Chime Delivery 
Do you have problems picking up 
prescriptions, groceries, appliances 
or anything else? For all your mov- 
ing and delivery needs, phone f.or ex- 
perienced and speedy service. Dally 
Across town or across the nation. Grocery Pickup from Safeway and 
3111 Blakeburn Street, Terrace, B.C. ' Co-op 1:30 and 5:30 pro. Only $4.00, 
Phone 635-2728. In Kltimat Phone free to Seniors, only through Chlmo 
632-2544. and Safeway. Phone 638-8530. 
• Service Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road, $120. monthly. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
5/11p 
i 
19/6 - -  21.foot Prowler travel trailer, 
sleeps 6, 3-piece bathroom, tandem 
axle, excellent condition, asking 
$6,000. Phone 638~1767. 514p 
Galaxy Camper, 9 ft. 10 In., excellent 
condition, range top and furnace. 
Bathroon with pod.a-potty. Asking 
$2,500 o.b.o. Phone 635-9780. 5111p 
1979 Clark 667 Line Skldder, clw 
Rope canopy, Cummins diesel V-6 
engine, Clark winch, mounted spare. 
Phone 624-6484. 514p 
Inboard Jacuzzl Jet for riverboat, 
good running order, $800. Phone 
635-3303 after O p.m. 514p 
HOUSE BOAT 
VACATION ON 
BABINE LAKE 
40-ft., sleeps 10. For infor- 
motion and reservations, 
call Totem Lodge & Marina 
697-2992 
II I 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER of Duplicate Certificate 
of Title No 812804 to Lot 56, District 
Lot 1432, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 
5963 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No 812804 to the 
above described land, issued in the 
name(s) of Harold Norman Carter and 
Lottle Janet Carter has been filed in this 
office, notice is hereby given that I shall, 
at the expiration 
of two weeks from the date of first 
publication hereof, issue a Provisional 
Certificate of Title in lieu of the said 
Duplicate, unless in the meantime valid 
objection be made to me in writing 
DATED at the Land Title Office, Prince 
Rupert, BC this 27th day of April, 
1988 
lan C B. Smith 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION 
May 4, 1988. 
5/11c 
i i i i  i i • 
( ~  Province of 
BrlUsh Columbia 
Ministry of 
Forests & Lands 
NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS 
Sealed Tender For Throe (3) Contracts: 
The construction of the McOonell-Sandstone East, 
McDonelI-Passby, and Pine Creek Forest Service 
Roads will be received by the District Manager, 
8ulkley Forest District, Bag 6000, 8mlthers, B.C VOJ 
2NO up to 9:00 am. May 26, 1988 and opened at that 
time 
Particulars may be picked up at the District office at 
3793 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, between the hours of 
8:00 am • 4:30 p:m. 
A deposit of $2500 (twenfy-flve) is required for 
each particulars package, which will ~ refunded to 
the unsuccessful bidders upon return of the plans and 
specifications in good condition within 30 (thirty) days 
0t award ol lender. 
Air iffquirLes hould be made to the above mentioned 
address or phone 847-7555. 
Tenders must be made subject o the conditions of 
tender and submitted on the forms and In the 
envelope supplied. 
No tender shall be considered having any qualifying 
clauses whatsoevel; and the lowest or anylender will 
not necessarily be hccepted 
Smithers, B.C. ... 
F i le :  
572-7552.04/8801 :'. 
572-7552.07/8801 5/18c 
572-8024/8801 
I I 
RIDLEY TERMINALS INC. 
Rldley Terminals Is 8 state-of.the-art Marine Terminal which utilizes 
s Partlolpativo Management philosophy. 
We are seeking two Temporary Journeymen Painters and two 
Temporary Painters' Helpers to assist with the set.up, surface 
preparation and painting of steel structures for approximately three 
months during summer months. 
Temporary J~rneymen Pslntam 
The successful candidate will have: 
• Current T.Q. or Interprovlnclal Ticket (Journeyman only) 
• First Aid Ticket or knowledge of would be an asset 
• Familiarity with WCB regulations with regard to painting 
materials, equipment and application 
• Four years related Industrial experience 
• Rigging experience would be an asset 
Tampomw Painters' Helper= 
The successful candidate will have: 
• First Aid Ticket or knowledge of would be an asset 
• Familiarity with WCB regulations with regard to painting 
materials, equipment and application 
e Four years related Industrial experience would be an asset 
• Rigging experience would be an asset 
The positions offer a very competitive salary and basic benefits. The 
organization provides an excellent working environment for 
Individuals who have a high degree of initiative and are able to 
assume responsibility. The ability to work with a team to achieve 
results Is essential. Qualified oandidates are Invited to reply In 
writing In the strictest of confidence before May 11, 1988 to: 
Rldley Terminals Inc. 
• Bag 8000 
Pdne~..Ruped, B.C. VBJ 4H3 
Attention: J.M. Spooner, Manager, 
Human Raaource: and Administration 
5/4o Rldley Terminals Inc. Is an equal oppodunlty employer. 
I 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
PROJECT: 
TERRACEVlEW LODGE EXTENDED CARE 
ADDITIONS AND RENOVATIONS 
4103 Sparks Street 
Terrace, B~C. V8G 589 
OWNER: 
The Terrace Health Cam Society 
4103 Sparks Street 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 5G9 
SEALED TENDERS for the Project listed 
above (addressed to Judy Tracy, 
Regional District Kitlmat-Stiklne, Suite 
300, 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 4E1) and endorsed with the 
Project Name will be received until 3:00 
P.D.S.T. Tuesday, June 7, 1988. All 
subtrades hall bid directly to General 
Contractors. 
TENDER DOCUMENTS can be reviewed 
at the following Construction Associa- 
tions: 
Terracs-Kitimat Construction 
Association 
Prince Rupert Construction Association 
Prince George Construction Association 
Bulkley Valley Lakes District 
Construction Association 
Vancouver and Lower Mainland 
Amalgamated Construction Association 
Contractors must submit a bid bond of 
seventy-five, thousand, dollars 
($75,000.00) and a Performance Bond 
of 50 percent of the contract amount in 
accordance with contract documents. 
TENDER DOCUMENTS are also available 
from the ofli.ces of Davldson/Yuen Part- 
ners, 509 Richards Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. or Royce Condle Associates 
Architect, 4663 Park Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. Upon receipt of non-refundable 
certified cheque in the amount of $50.00 
per set made payable to Davidson/Yuen 
Partners, 
TENDER ENQUIRIES: 
Norman Shearing 
Davldson/Yuen Partners 
669.-7710 
5/4c 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportationand 
Highways 
HIGHWAYS - TENDERS 
Electoral District: Skeena 
Highway District: Terrace 
Project or Job Description: Garbage Barrel 
and Rest Area Maintenance. 
Tender Opening Daterrlme: May 9, 1988 at 
2:00 p.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified Deposit 
Cheque Is not required. 
Tender documents with envelope, plans, 
specifications and conditions of tender a re  
available free of charge ONLY from Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways, 300.4546 
Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VBG 1V4 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
Monday to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of or iginat ing office: 
638-3360. 
Tenders wi l l  be opened at Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, 300-4546 
Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
5/4o 
I ~ Province of British Columbia Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways 
HIGHWAYS - TENDERS 
Electoral District: Skeena 
Highway Branch: Geotechnlcal & Materials 
Project or Job Description: Draughting Services 
Contract. 
Tender Opening Date/Time: May 18, 1988 at 
2:00 pm 
Surety 81d Bond or Certified Deposit Cheque is not 
required. 
Tender documents with envelope, plans, 
specifications and conditions of tender are available 
free of charge ONLY from Geotecllnlcal & Materials 
Branch, 4837 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8G 1K7 
between the hours of 7:30 a.m and 4:45 p.m 
Monday to Friday, except Holidays 
Phone number of originating office: 638-3362 
Tenders will be opened at Geoteehnlcal & Materials 
Branch, 4837 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B C., V8G 1K7. 
D Nyland, P Eng 
5/4c 
i 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Transport wood poles- North Coast areas 
Reference: Q8-5536 
Closing Date: 2 June 88 
Details available from office of BC 
Hydro Purchasing Agent, 1265 Howe 
St, Suite 200, Vancouver, BC. V6Z 
2G8; 663-2577 or 663-2560 
Sealed tenders clearly marked with 
reference number will be received In 
Room 226, address as above, until 
11:00 am on above closing dates 
5/4c 
® B.C.Hydro 
SALE BY TENDER 
Q-717, Used Tools 
1 - Skil 1/2 inch Drill 
1 - Stanley Router 
1 -Weller Glue Gun 
1 - B&D Jig Saw 
1 - Millers Fall Hole Saw Kit 
2 - Atlas Copco Jack Hammer/ 
Gas Drill 
1 - Lot Oxy/Acet Air Hose 
3 - Hi-Pressure Bean Pumps 
2 - Lots Drill Steel 
LacMlon: BC Hudro, 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, BC. 
Viewing: May 16 to 19, 1988 from 9:00 
a.m. to 3:00 pm. and May 20, 1988 
from 9:00 a.m to 12:00 pm or contact 
Mrs L Harrison at (604) 638-8101. 
Tender Forms available at time of 
inspection. 
Sale is "as Is, where is", and subject o 
B.C. Hydro Conditions of Sale. All 
tenders due in the office of BC. Hydro, 
Attn: Mrs L Harrison, 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, 8.C V8G 4R5 by 
12:00 pm., May 20, 1988 and will be 
opened at 12:45 p.m. 
Please quote Reference No. 0-717. 
5111c 
® B.C.Hydro 
Development - -  
continued from page 3 
Weber said that at its best, the 
Terrace project could be wor th  
as much as $4 to $5 mill ion but 
added that it won't  happen 
tomorrow. "Even if everything 
was in place right now," he said, 
"nothing would happen for 
eight to 12 months." 
Guy also indicated it would be 
a while before any actual con- 
struction begins. 
"There are a lot of things to 
consider here," he said. "And 
we're not about to rush into- 
anything. We have to consider 
our existing tenants and we have 
to look at logical new people in 
the marketplace. 
"There are a lot of players 
there and you only get one 
chance to do it right. We want to 
make sure everything is done 
properly and make sure it only 
makes things better for the com- 
munity in terms of shopping 
availability." 
Nuclear fusion - -  
continued from page 9 
energy is common, we will need 
tO. 
Because of these incredible 
plus potentials, Canada should 
also get involved in developing 
this technology with the 
Americans at the grass roots. 
Rather than spending R&D 
monies on planning more hydro 
dams and building ships for our 
Navy, perhaps we should put 
some eggs into the fusion 
basket. 
They just might hatch into 
pure gold. 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEET ING 
Terrace Health Care Society 
Friday, June 10, 1988 at 8 p.m. 
Terrace Arena Banquet Room 
Current members of either the Terrace 8, District Hospital 
Association and/or the Terrace Health Care Society may 
renew their memberships on or before June 10, 1988. 
New members who wish to have voting rights at the An- 
nual General Meeting must become a member of either the 
Terraceview Lodge Society or the Terrace & District Hospital 
Association on or before MAY 10, 1988. 
Memberships may be purchased at Terraceview Lodge or 
Mills Memorial HoSpital, 4/18c 
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A gather ing of area literary talent took place recently when the Terrace Public Library spon- 
sored a tea in honor of local authors at the Terrace Art Gallery. Pictured above are Laurel 
Morris, special needs teacher at Thornhill Elementary School and author of short stories 
like "Timewarp" and books of poetry such as "Cold Against the Glass"; George Stanley, 
Northwest Community C011ege English instructor and author of books of poetry such as 
"Opening Day"; and Norm Carellus, Mills Memorial Hospital Adminlstratorand authorofthe 
novel, The Last Sunrise". Also in attendance were Terrace Review columnist Stephanle 
Wiebe; Shannon Mark and Heather McLean, co-authors of "Hiking the Rainforest"; 
children's author Ruby McCrelght; Tilly Thompson, who wrote "Shades of Leroy Street"; 
Ravinder Gill, prize-winning poet of India and new Canadian poet; and poets Dr. Norms Ker- 
by and Fred Adair. Other local authors unable to attend included Dr. K.O. Asante, who wrote 
a definitive work on fetal alcohol syndrome, and columnist Claudette Sandeki. 
Student employment still active 
despite minimum wage increase 
The minimum wage will be 
going up July 1st, the second 
increase in 16 months, Labour 
Minister LyaU Hanson announc- 
ed recently. The minimum wage 
for workers 18 and older goes 
from $4.00 to $4.50 an hour, for 
under 18 from $3.65 to $4.00 an 
hour. 
While even the higher mini- 
mum wages may not be enough 
to support a family, they could 
provide enough savings for a 
frugal student to return to 
school. 
Gaff Murray of the Terrace 
Anti-Poverty Group said of the 
increase,"It's about time. It's 
not enough but it's encouraging 
the government realizes people 
can't live on $3.65 or $4.00 an 
hour." Even with the increase, 
she said it would be touch-and- 
go to live on a minimum wage 
salary, and no one could raise a 
family on it - -  "not with in- 
creased medical premiums, the 
cost of taking kids to the dentist, 
of running shoes, even of sum- 
mer clothing." 
Students working to pay for 
their schooling next year will still 
have to put in a lot of hours to 
have enough socked away for 
September's classes. Terrace 
area residents planning to attend 
Northwest Community College 
will only need about 8 to 10 
weeks of summer work to earn 
enough for tuition or books, 
while those relocating to Terrace 
will need 25 to 30 weeks. And 
those moving down to the Van- 
couver area better take off a 
whole year to work - -  they'll 
need 45 to 50 weeks to save the 
approximately $7,000 required. 
Figures for school costs were 
provided by Brian Loptson, 
NWCC Registrar and student 
association liaison. "Students 
tend to have difficulty findip8 
jobs that pay enough to get them 
back to school," he noted. 
Although some lower main- 
land employers fear the increase 
means they may not be able to 
hire-as many students this sum- 
mer, it doesn't look like a prob- 
lem for the Terrace area. 
Employment and Immigration 
manager Shirley Kimery says 
they have not received any com- 
plaints from private sector em- 
ployers participating in the fed- 
eral government's Challenge 88 
program, which is based on the 
minimum wage. "There has 
been a large demand for  stu- 
dents and the private sector par- 
ticipation in the program has in- 
creased ramatically. Challenge 
88 pays half of the student's 
wage, up to a maximum of $3.00 
an hour. The provincial legisla- 
tion to raise minimum wage 
doesn't seem to be a problem for 
these employers,"she said. She 
also noted that for non-profit 
groups, wages will continue to 
be subsidized up to the mini- 
mum wage, including the in- 
crease in July. 
Karen Focker, Customer Rela- 
tions manager at McDonalds in 
Terrace, said the increase won't 
affect heir summer hiring at all. 
"We still need a certain number 
of people to run the store effi- 
ciently, and we'll be continuing 
with that." Mount Layton Hot 
Springs will be operating for the 
full summer season this year, 
and plans to hire quite a number 
of students. General manager 
Lynn Biller also doesn't expect 
the increase to negatively affect 
their hiring young people. 
Terrace area residents also 
affected are service workers uch 
as those in small retail businesses 
and piece-work forestry workers 
such as tree planters, according 
to Roger Davis of Employment 
Standards. Minimum wage rates 
for domestics, live-in home- 
makers, farm/horticultural 
workers and resident caretakers 
will be increasing by about 12 
per cent. Davis explained that 
these rates are based on form- 
ulas such as $32 a day or part- 
day for domestics, cents-per- 
pound of fruit picked by or- 
chard workers, and rates accord- 
ing to the number of units in 
blocks for resident caretakers. 
About five per cent of British 
Columbia's wage earners cur- 
rently work for the minimum 
wage. 
A ........ ili ..... g 
fo r  Ar ts  Counc i l  
scholarship aid ' i  
The Terrace and District Arts air fare down to the academy for- - . 
Council is again offering schol- 
arships to local young people 
pursuing their education in the 
Fine Arts. Persons 19 years of 
age and younger can apply for 
funds to be used for short 
courses such as summer school 
and out of area workshops. 
Barbara Kenney of the Arts 
Council says around $900 is 
available, which is the interest 
earned on a special fund estab- 
lished for this purpose. The fund 
is contributed to by the Arts 
Council through ticket sales and 
other revenue. As many as seven 
or eight applicants have received 
full or partial funding for 
courses in some years, depend- 
ing on the number of funding 
applications and the course 
costs. Preference isgiven to per- 
sons who have not previously 
been granted funds from the 
Terrace and District Arts Coun- 
cil. 
Some previous winners in- 
clude Francis Brodie, a 15-year- 
old ballet dancer now studying 
at the Goh Ballet Academy in 
Vancouver. Her mother, Mrs. 
Marilyn Brodie, said the schol- 
arship is really helpful and en- 
courages young people to pursue 
their artistic endeavours. Fran- 
cis' scholarship helped pay her 
study last summer . . . . .  
Tracie Stewart used her 
scholarship to take a course in 
water color painting at the Oka- 
nagan Summer School of Fine 
Arts. She said,"The scholarship 
helped quite a bit with the ex- 
penses, a~d I felt proud to 
receive it." This summer-she'll 
be returning to Penticton to take 
portraiture and anatomy draw- 
ing classes as well as a Chinese 
brush painting course, and she 
hopes someday to make her liv- 
ing as an artist. 
Pare Kerr's• scholarship 
helped pay for a music theatre 
course at the Courtney Youth 
Music Centre last summer. Kerr 
continues in theatre and hopes 
to attend Acadia University in 
Wolfesville, Nova Scotia this 
summer to study opera. She sent 
in an audition tape with three 
songs in competition with 
students from Europe and North 
America for a spot at the pres- 
tigious school. She graduates 
from high school in 1989 and 
plans to continue studying and 
working in her forte of musical 
theatre. 
Applications for this year's 
scholarships will be accepted 
through Box 35, Terrace, V8G 
4A2, until May 31, 1988. 
Every Monday ~ evening it's Cribbage Night  at Ter. 
racevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in the com- 
munity is Invited to  drop in and catch the action. 
Interested in helping the Scouts or Girl Guides, or the 
community? Short on time, but still interested? The B.P. 
Guild will help you help, without necessarily filling your 
calendar. If you don't have the time to become a 
Scouting leader, you can still help Scouts through the 
Guild, or if you wished you had gone into Scouting, the 
Guild can get you helping with Scouting events. For 
more Information, C6fitaCtFInn Larsen at 638,1377. 
You don't have to 
be rich. to 
advertnse ! 
A classified ad.in 
the Terrace Rewew 
is yours for 
ONLY s4 
. . . . . . . .  (per week, 30 words or less) 
:~ How do you get your ad ~ 
into the Review? 
• drop it in our mail slot 
~:: ~ • mall it to us 
~ :":' : ~':-:/ • come Into our office 
~ • phone us 
r :~ e or stop US on the street 
There will be no blllingl Pay next time you 
come in or next time you see us. We're work- 
ing the "Honor Sysiem" 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Ave., Terrace 635-7840 
- 7} :  .J • • (~  . . . .  7-T7-  .. "~ , ' : . - " "  " -  : - .  - "7~- '7  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ' ' . - :T77" . ,  , .  
The Naden Band of Maritime Forces Pacific visited Terrace last week to the delight of hun- 
dreds of local school students. The band is currently on a provincial tour of B.C. schools 
md will then head to Europe for a seven week tour of NATO countries. 
i i I 
Kermode Knit Wits, a club for al! persons Interested in 
furthering machine knitting. Regular monthly meetings 
will be held on the 2nd Tuesday at noon and the 4th 
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. For further Information call 
Audrey at 638-1335, Jan at 635-7517 or Nancy at 
635-5319. Everyone welcome. 
_ I ~ .  I I  
"There's 
No Place 
. . . . . .  }~:; ,~, 
Anfiouncing 
B.C. Home Based Business 
Richard C. Purdy's dreamstarted at home 
A simple business concept, based on his 
family's recipes. He created chocolates and 
confections in his kitchen. Mr. Purdy sold them 
from a small covered cart he pushed up 
and down Vancouver's main thoroughfare, 
Granville Street. 
Today, the Purdy's Chocolate Company has 
grown to 40 stores across B.C., Alberta and 
Washington State. A simple home based 
business concept that a ~  developed into major 
industry. In fact, 50 percent of all businesSeSnt// 
, home. in North America began at 
The Ministry of Economic Developme 
has developed a new program to J J 
assist and encourage the growth / J 
of the home based business • / ~/" 
throughout British Columbia. ~ 
• homelf yOUbasedhave businessan existing/l/r • /  
and want some 
assistance, or if 
you're just 
considering 
starting up, the 
B.C. Home 
Based 
Business 
program i 
here to 
help you. 
¢ If 
you are 
interested 
in starting a 
Home Based 
Business or would 
S like to better develop 
our existing business 
please write: 
.C. En!erprise Centre, 
0 Pacific Blvd. South, 
" ncouver, B.C. V6B 5E7. 
Telephone in Vancouver 
660-3900, elsewhere in B.C. 
call 1-800-972-2255. 
Ministry of 
Economic Development 
Honourable 
Grace McCarthy, Minister 
' 
HOME BASED 
BUSINE  
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A military band that 
does more than march 
A sparkling performance by 
some of the country's best musi- 
cians at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
last Thursday was sheer delight 
for hundreds of local students. 
Hearing hit tunes from the fif- 
ties to the eighties, students 
didn't miss a note from 
Jallhouse Rock to the theme 
from Magnum, P.I. 
Naden Band trombonist Sgt. Jean-Yve Belanger of Quebec 
slowed the pace a little with some solos that were ap- 
preciated by students of all ages at a recent concert in Ter- 
race. The Naden Band of Maritime Forces Pacific has 
grown since it first began in 1940 and iS now prepared to 
play all types of music with the complete band or an in- 
dividual musician. 
Aican reports 
record earnings 
virtually unchanged from the 
level of the preceding quarter 
but 29,000 tonnes higher than in 
the same period last year. 
Earnings from North Ameri- 
can operations increased by 60 
percent over the fourth quarter 
of 1987, primarily due to im- 
proved margins and better 
volumes. European operations' 
earnings continued to be strong 
and were essentially unchanged 
from the previous quarter. The 
company's ubsidiary in Brazil 
continued to post satisfactory 
results despite weakened de- 
mand for aluminum and adverse 
currency fluctuations. 
Earnings from operations in 
the Pacific were buoyed by 
strong results from the com- 
pany's operations in Australia 
and further improvement by its 
affiliates in Japan. 
The average number of shares 
outstanding during the first 
quarter of 1988 was 158.0 mil- 
lion versus 157,5 million during 
the same period last year. 
Alcan Aluminium Limited 
reports consolidated net income 
of U.S.$175 million for the 
quarter ended March 31, 1988, 
the highest quarterly results in 
the company's history. Net in- 
come was 146 percent above the 
$71 million reported in the com- 
parable quarter of 1987. After 
preferred share dividends, net 
income per common share for 
the first quarter was $1.05 com- 
pared to 39 cents a year ago. 
Consol idated sales and 
operating revenues in the 1988 
first quarter were $1,950 
million, compared to $1,523 
million in the year-ago quarter. 
Shipments of aluminum in all 
forms were 556,000 tonnes, 
compared to 519,000 tonnes in 
the opening quarter of 1987. 
Shipments of ingot products 
were 200,000 tonnes, compared 
to 208;000 tonnes in the 
preceding quarter and 192,000 
tonnes in the corresponding 
quarter of 1987. Fabricated 
product shipments, at 356,000 
tonnes for the first quarter, were 
by Tod Strachan 
The occasion was a visit by the 
Naden Band of Maritime Forces 
Pacific, who are currently on 
tour playing concerts for 
students around the province. 
For many of the  younger 
students it was a new and 
refreshing musical experience, 
but the Naden Band isn't 
something new to Terrace. They 
have been here several times 
before and each performance 
has been a trip down memory 
lane for two of its past members, 
Jim Ryan and Gordon Dickie, 
who have taught music to a 
countless number of Terrace 
students and are the foundation 
of the Terrace Community 
Band. 
The Naden Band was first 
formed at HMCS Naden in 1940 
and was the second professional 
Royal Canadian Navy band to 
be formed in the country. The 
first began in Toronto in 1939 
when the best of several pre-war 
voluntary navy bands were put 
together in a musical ensemble 
that was to become the band of 
the Royal Canadian Navy based 
in Halifax. 
By the end of World War II, 
the value of maintaining profes- 
sional bands as Canadian am- 
bassadors was recognized by the 
Canadian Navy, and in 1945 a 
decision was made to continue 
the tradition. 
In 1968 the Army, Navy and 
Air Force were united into a 
single unit - -  the Canadian 
Armed Forces - -  and the group 
was renamed the Canadian 
Forces Naden Band. But old 
traditions die hard. In 1981 the 
hearts of all sailors, old and 
new, were stirred and the Naden 
Band once again appeared in 
traditional navy blue. 
The band went through a final 
name change two years ago 
when it was renamed the Naden 
Band of Maritime Forces 
Pacific. But as in previous years, 
something as basic as a name 
change couldn't alter deep- 
rooted tradition or the profes- 
sional quality of their perfor- 
mances. 
Today the Naden Band is 
prepared to play all types of 
music, perform as a complete 
concert or parade band, or be 
sealed own to any size, as small 
as a single performer, to comple- 
ment any occasion. 
Over the years, besides the 
Changing of the Guard  
Ceremony in Ottawa and several 
events such as the Calgary 
Stampede and the Kelowna 
Regatta, the Naden Band has 
performed at several world ex- 
positions including the Seattle 
Worlds Fair, Expo '67 in Mon- 
treal, Expo '70 in Osaka, Japan, 
and Expo '86 in Vancouver. 
They have performed in the 
U.S. at Disneyland, the United 
Nations Defen'ce Conventiofi in 
San Francisco, the U.S. Marines 
Tattoo in 29 Palms, Calif., the 
Rose Festival in Portland, Ore., 
and the Western International 
Band Clinic in Seattle, Wash. 
And internationally, the 
Naden Band has performed at 
the Royal Spithead Naval 
Review in Portsmouth, Eng., 
and toured Australia, New 
Zealand and Europe. 
Later this month, following 
the completion of their present 
tour, the Naden Band will be off 
to Euro ~e for a seven~week tour, 
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32 Ten,aceSevtew--Wednesda 
This week in 
Wrestling comes to Kitimat 
and Terrace this week. All.Star 
Wrestling, featuring The Frog, 
Mad Dog Rex, The Inferno and 
others are performing Saturday 
night at 8 o'clock at Kitimat's 
Tamitik, and next Monday night 
at 8 o'clock at the Terrace 
Arena. Advance tickets for 
Kitimat are on sale at Tamitik. 
Terrace fans purchase tickets at 
the door. 
The Terrace Stock Car 
Association has a aeneral 
O'CtOCX a[ me ~mmnan inn. 
Newcomers welcome. 
ThisFriday night at 6:30 
p.m.) the Kitimat Tennis Club 
has its annual meeting a Mount 
Elizabeth courts. All players 
welcome. 
The Kitsumkalum Ski Club's 
annual general meeting is 
Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Terrace Library basement. 
The Skeena Valley Roadrun- 
ners Club h&~ its annual ~ and 10 
available at AII Semons Sorts or 
the Arena ree office. 
Under the B.C. Sports=Aid 
program, Kitimat is hosting two 
clinics - -  sports first aid.on the 
14th and sports taping on the 
15th. Sign up at Riverlodge. 
Bicycle racers are reminded 
that the zone seven playoffs for 
B.C. Summer Games will be 
held at Smithers on May 14 at 12 
noon. Phone Doug McDonald 
ed that the Kitimat Rotary 
Club's openingday is this Sun- 
day 'at  the Alexander School 
track: You can register for the  
season at this time. From I to 2 
o'clock is sign-in for the day. 
Races start at 2 o'clock. 
Terrace Minor Baseball is 
looking for some more coaches. 
If interested, phone Earla Peden 
at 635-5940. 
Adult.¢ and votuno.,cters are in-  
• o 
P i tch ingmach ine  this coming : "1. 
Sunday at Rotary Park. 
"Old Iron-Arm" is anchored 
in the building, where two doors 
open up to the hitting range.- 
This is a long wire-fence nclos- . 
ed area with a baseball home 
plate at the far end. 
"In addition to the contest - -  
details of' which will be an. 
nounced Sunday --  coffee and 
donuts will be available. .-' 
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, irBC letS e ! ; ! I 
50% 
i,~: / i~:i~ > Three Fli~ts Daily- :Mor~ng, Mid-Day, Eveninj 
OnMay 30, we launch AirBC JetService between 
Terrace/Kitimatand Vancouver, connecting you 
with British Columbia, Canada nd the world. 
W~th Air Canada we provide you convenient 
connections, advance seat selection, through 
baggage check-in and Aeroplan points on all 
 scmghts. 
Fly with us aboard our new British Aerospace 148 
jet aircraft, the quietest commercial jet in the world, and save 50% off 
the one way full economy fare to Vancouver. 
This special introductory fare can be purchased until midnight May 29 and 
~ is valid for travel anytime between May 30 and June 8, inclusi~ 
Contact your local travel agent or call AirBC in ~rrace at 
635-7069. 
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Liaisan Air Ganada Cannector.....  
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